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Two automata models are introduced that play, with respect o attribute gram- 
mars and attribute-evaluation f r them, the same role as pushdown automata have 
with respect o context-free grammars and their parsing. It is shown, in fact, that 
these automata define the same class of string-to-value translations as attribute 
grammars. Their class of tree-to-value translations seems instead to be larger than 
that of attribute grammars and the difference is overcome by means of (a special 
type of) context-free grammar interpretations. An extended model of attribute 
grammar is presented that is as powerful as the automata with respect o tree-to- 
value translations. ~' 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Attribute grammars (AG) are context-free grammars (CFG) in which 
attributes are given to the nonterminals in order to compute th e "meaning" 
of the strings that they can derive. CFG are a universally accepted means 
of describing the syntax of programming languages and the technique of 
adding attributes to them, for describing also the semantics of program- 
ming languages, is well known and has been used, in different forms, 
already for a very long time (Irons, 1961; Lewis, Rosenkrantz, and 
Stearns, 1976; Aho and Ullman, 1973; Knuth, 1968, 1971). In a compiler 
based on AG, after, or also during, the parsing of a source program, the 
evaluation of the attributes of the nodes of the constructed parse tree is 
performed. Therefore, in designing such a compiler for a given language, 
one wants to use an easily parsable CFG for describing the syntax of the 
language as well as an easily evaluative AG for describing its semantics. 
This is the reason for which much effort has been recently devoted to the 
definition of easily evaluative classes of AG, (Lewis etal., 1974; 
Bochmann, 1976; Alblas, 1981; Jazayeri and Walter, 1975; Kennedy and 
* The work contained in this article was carried out at the Twente University of 
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Warren, 1976; Kastens, 1980; Raiha and Ukkonen, 1981; Nielson, 1981; 
1983; Engelfriet and Fil6, 1982a, 1982b), similarly to what has been done in 
the past for the parsing of CFG. 
Observe now that all the techniques for parsing CFG are based on the 
model of pushdown automaton (PDA) which, as every one knows, is 
equivalent to CFG and which, apart from being such a uniform framework 
for describing parsing techniques, is also a self-standing concept in 
automata theory and has been, in fact, heavily studied as such. 
For AG the situation is different. Not much work has been dedicated, in 
fact, to defining a formal automaton that is equivalent to AG and which 
plays with respect o their attribute-evaluation the same role as PDA plays 
with respect o parsing CFG. First of all we need to explain in what sense 
we want to find machines equivalent o AG. As stated above, an AG 
defines a translation from each string of a context-free language into some 
value representing its meaning, or also from the parse tree of such string 
into its meaning; the first is called the string-translation of the AG, and the 
second is its tree-translation. In what follows we will consider only string- 
translations, unless otherwise specified, and we refer to them simply as 
translations. Intuitively, a machine is equivalent to an AG when it defines 
the same translation and, similarly, a class of machines is equivalent to AG 
when it defines the same class of translations. At this point, some reader 
may think that the class of machines equivalent to AG is already known: 
the Turing Machines! This is obviously true when AG are defined in such a 
way that an AG can use any function for computing the attributes; it is 
clear, in fact, that, in this case, even the most simple type of AG (e.g., the 
AG with only one synthesized attribute and no inherited attributes) can 
define any translation (Knuth, 1968, 1971), and hence any study of the for- 
mal power of AG is senseless. On the other hand, such a study becomes 
meaningful as soon as some restriction is put on the freedom, described 
above, of using any function for the computation of the attributes. We do 
this as follows; (see also Engelfriet and Fil6, 1981). We require that the 
definition of an AG specifies the domain g2 of allowed attribute values and 
the set ~ of functions over Q that the AG can use for computing the 
attribute values; the pair D = (O, ~b) is called the semantic domain of the 
AG. Since, clearly, machines that must simulate AG on any semantic 
domain must compute values like AG do, the concept of semantic domain 
applies to them, too. Thus, we will compare a machine M with an AG G 
only when they use the same semantic domain and, if this is the case we say 
that they are equivalent if they define the same translation. Similarly, a 
class W of machines is equivalent to AG if for every semantic domain D 
the class of translations defined by the machines in W that use the semantic 
domain D is the same as that of the AG that use D. In fact, all the 
equivalences shown in this paper, are proved abstracting from the meaning 
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of the involved semantic operations (as in program scheme theory); thus, 
we show, for instance, that the transformation f an AG into an equivalent 
machine can be done independently of the semantic domain (see also, 
Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci, 1982), where AG are compared with 
recursive program schemes. 
In this paper we introduce two types of automata that, appropriately 
restricted, are equivalent to AG and which model the attribute-evaluation 
of AG in general. These two automata re called temporary and permanent 
register tree pushdown transducers, and we denote them, for shortness 
sake, as TRT and PRT, respectively. 
A good way for introducing these automata is that of examining the 
earlier work done in this direction of which this is a continuation. TRT and 
PRT are, in fact, natural extensions of already existing automata that are 
equivalent to subclasses of AG. Describing these weaker types of automata 
helps understanding the connections between their extensions and AG and, 
at the same time, places the present work into a more comprehensive iew. 
Observe that some of the earlier models of AG and of machines imulating 
them, that will be quickly described below, are restricted to the semantic 
domain in which the attributes have only strings as values and string con- 
catenation is the only allowed operation. This is the case for syntax-direc- 
ted translation schemes (SDTS) (Irons, 1961; Aho and Ullman, 1973), 
which are the first formalization of the idea of adding attributes to CFG; 
we describe them shortly in what follows using an "AG-like" terminology. 
An SDTS consists of a CFG G, called its underlying CFG, in which each 
nonterminal X is given one attribute a(X) whose values are strings over 
some output alphabet A. Each production of G has one semantic rule which 
specifies how to compute the value of the attribute of the left-hand side 
nonterminal by concatenating the attribute values of the nonterminals at 
the right-hand side together with strings in A*, viz., the semantic rule of a 
production p: Xo--, Wo XI w l ..... w~_ I X7 W~ (where 7 >i 0 and for i ~ [0, ~ J, Xi 
is a nonterminal nd wi a (possibly empty) string of terminals of G) has the 
form, a(Xo) = uoa(Xi~) ul""u~ la(Xi~) u 7, where for j~ [-0, ~] uie A* and 
il ..... i s is a permutation of 1 ..... ~. Clearly, if the value of a(Xi) is vjEA* 
then the evaluation of such semantic rule assigns the value 
UoVlU~'"u~ iv~u~ to a(Xo). Attributes that satisfy such dependencies (i.e., 
the attribute of a node depends only on those of its direct descendants) are 
called synthesized. 
For a SDTS Q with underlying CFG G, the (string-) translation defined 
by Q is the set of pairs (w, u), where w ~ L(G) and there is a parse tree t of 
w such that the value of the attribute of the root of t is u. 
An SDTS is simple if in each semantic rule a(Xo)=uoa(X~)ul,..., 
u~_la(Xi~ ) u~, i j=j for each j~  [i, 7]. 
The first extension of the PDA into a transducer for matching the trans- 
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lations defined by SDTS is called a pushdown transducer (PDT) (Lewis and 
Stearns, 1968) and is simply a nondeterministic PDA to which a (1 way 
write only) output tape, on which output strings can be written at each 
move, is added. 
It is shown in Lewis and Stearns (1968) that PDT define the same trans- 
lations as simple SDTS. For understanding that this is the case, it suffices 
to observe that the semantic rules of a simple SDTS are such that the con- 
struction of the parse tree of the input string and the computation of the 
attributes of this tree can be carried on simultaneously: for computing the 
attribute of a node n (of the parse tree) the value of the attributes of its 
nonterminal sons must be computed from left-to-right. The other direction 
of the equivalence is similar to the proof that CFG can simulate PDA. 
From the above observations one can already see that it is not possible 
to define the same translations as SDTS by means of machines con- 
structing the parse tree of the input string and at the same time writing the 
output string on the output tape: for obtaining a machine more powerful 
than PDT, either the parsing or the output tape (or both) must be drop- 
ped. These are, in fact, the extensions of PDT that have been considered: 
(i) drop the output tape and allow instead each pushdown square to 
have a set of registers in which values can be computed and stored during 
the construction of the parse tree, 
(ii) keep the output tape, drop the parsing, and let the input be a 
tree turning the PDT into a deterministic tree-walking automaton. 
Let us, in what follows, go through the results concerning the machine 
models that are proposed according to both extensions (i) and (ii). 
EXTENSION (i). Drop the output tape and allow instead each pushdown 
square to have a set of registers. 
The automata models that extend PDT in this way are the pushdown 
assembler of Aho and Ullman (1969), the pushdown processor of Aho and 
Ullman (1973), and the attributed pushdown machines of Lewis et al. 
(1974). 
In Aho and Ullman (1969), an automaton called pushdown assembler is
shown to be equivalent to SDTS. A pushdown assembler (PA), as shown 
in Fig. 1, consists of a PDA in which each pushdown square has a fixed 
number of registers associated with it. The pushdown of a PA is 
manipulated by means of the usual push and pop-instructions and also by 
stay-instructions through which the symbol at the top of the pushdown can 
be changed and some of the registers of this top square can be assigned 
some constant value. When a pop-instruction is executed, the content of 
the registers of the popped pushdown square are concatenated and stored 
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FIG. 1. A pushdown assembler. 
in a register of the new top. When the bottom of the pushdown is popped 
the value obtained concatenating its registers is the value of the performed 
translation. 
It is not difficult to see that PA define at least the translations of SDTS: 
the pushdown still constructs the parse tree of the input string and, while 
constructing the subtree rooted in a node n, the values of the attributes of 
its nonterminal sons and the strings in A* specified in the semantic rule/3 
defining the attribute of n, are ordered in the registers of the pushdown 
square corresponding to n, according to the right-hand side of/3, in such a 
way that their concatenation gives the value of the attribute of n. 
It is easy to extend the PA model for obtaining a machine equivalent to 
generalized SDTS (GSDTS) (Aho and Ullman, 1973), i.e., SDTS in which, 
(1) each nonterminal of the underlying CFG G can have any number of 
synthesized attributes, (2) each production p of G has one semantic rule/3 
defining each attribute of the left-hand side nonterminal of p and such that 
in its right-hand side any attribute of a nonterminal of the right-hand side 
of p can occur any number of times, and, (3) one attribute of the root of 
each parse tree t of G is designated to hold the meaning of t. Roughly, for 
obtaining from PA a machine equivalent o GSDTS, it is sufficient to 
change the register handling mechanism of PA as follows: when a 
pushdown symbol is popped, several values can be obtained by con- 
catenating the contents of some of its registers (in some order) and they 
can be assigned to different registers of the new pushdown top. In Aho and 
Ullman (1973) a machine model which can handle GSDTS and which is 
called a pushdown processor is described by means of examples. We note 
that, even though pushdown processors derive from PA, as stated in (Aho 
and Ullman, 1973), they are formulated in a quite different way. 
In a programming language the meaning of a construct may depend not 
only on that of its components, but also on the "context" in which it 
appears. For computing its "context," attributes can be given to a node n of 
a parse tree such that their values depend on attributes of the father and of 
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the brothers of n. Such attributes are called inherited and they are 
introduced in (Knuth, 1968, 1971), where the full concept of AG is defined 
for the first time. In addition to the introduction of inherited attributes, the 
definition of AG of (Knuth, 1968 and 1971), extends the GSDTS by allow- 
ing any semantic domain and not only that of strings and string-con- 
catenation. In an AG the meaning of each parse tree t is the value of a 
designated synthesized attribute of the root of t (like for GSDTS); we 
denote this attribute by d. With OnlyS-AG we denote the class of AG 
having only synthesized attributes; as stated above the OnlyS-AG with 
strings as attribute-values are equivalent to GSDTS. 
In (Lewis et al., 1976) an automaton, called attributedpushdown machine 
(APM), is introduced. APM is an extension of PA in two respects: 
(1) not only when popping several registers of the top of the 
pushdown can be defined (as in the pushdown processor above), but a!so 
when pushing; more precisely, when a push-instruction is performed, 
values, computed from the contents of the registers of the pushdown top 
before the push is executed, can be assigned to some registers of the new 
pushdown top, i.e., the top after the push is executed, 
(2) APM can use any semantic domain, as AG. 
The first extension makes APM able to simulate the inherited attributes 
of an AG: if, in fact, we view the pushdown as constructing the parse tree 
of the input string, then pushing means to go down in this tree and hence, 
defining registers while doing this is equivalent o computing inherited 
attributes. However, APM cannot define all the translations that AG can 
define. In (Lewis et al., 1974) it is shown, in fact, that APM are equivalent 
to the left-to-right, one-pass evaluative AG of (Lewis etal., 1974; 
Bochmann, 1976) (L-AG), that is, the AG for which all attributes of each 
derivation tree can be evaluated in a depth-first, left-to-right traversal of 
the tree. This limitation is due once more to the fact that APM parse the 
input string and compute its meaning at the same time. At first sight this 
may be surprising: after all we dropped the output tape and adopted 
registers just for avoiding the conflict between the parsing and the attribute 
evaluation (and, in fact, pushdown assemblers are equivalent to SDTS!). 
The problem originates from the fact that now we want to simulate also 
inherited attributes. Observe, in fact, that because of these attributes if we 
consider a node n and two nonterminal sons n 1 and n2 of n, then the com- 
putation of the attributes of nl and n2 is not independent anymore, but the 
inherited attributes of one of them may depend on the attributes of the 
other. Therefore, the attribute-dependencies may force us to traverse the 
tree in a certain way for performing attribute-evaluation. Thus, since an 
APM constructs the parse tree at the same time that it computes its 
attributes, it can simulate only an L-AG. 
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From this it follows that no machine that performs parsing and 
attribute-evaluation t gether can be more powerful than L-AG. Therefore, 
we must look at the automata obtained from PDT according to extension 
(ii) in order to find better candidates for machines as powerful as AG. 
EXTENSION (ii). Keep the output tape, drop the parsing, and let the input 
be a parse tree, turning the PDT into a deterministic tree-walking automaton. 
The automata that we consider as extensions of type (ii) of PDT are the 
checking-tree pushdown transducers of (Engelfriet, Rozenberg, and Slutzki, 
1980), and the tree-walking pushdown tranducers of (Kamimura, 1982). 
A deterministic checking-tree pushdown transducer M (CT-PD) is shown 
in Fig. 2; the input of M is a tree t and its storage facility consists of a 
pushdown whose bottom is attached to the root of t and whose top grows 
downwards; moreover, M has an output tape. The main feature of a CT- 
PD is that the top of the pushdown and the read-head are synchronized in
the following sense: assume that the CT-PD is in a configuration i  which 
the read-head points at a node n; if the pushdown is popped then also the 
read-head is moved to the father of n, and if a push-instruction is executed, 
then the instruction specifies the son of n to which the read-head must be 
moved simultaneously. At each move a CT-PD can output a string of sym- 
bols on the output tape. CT-PD accept by final state and the meaning of 
an accepte d input tree t is the content of the output tape at the end of the 
computation. The (string-) translation of a CT-PD M is the set of pairs 
(w, u), such that M accepts an input tree t whose yield is w with u on the 
output tape. In (Engelfriet et. al., 1980) CT-PD are shown to define the 
same translations as deterministic tree-to-string, top-down tree transducers 
(yDT) (Rounds, 1970), which define the same translations as GSDTS, 
(Martin and Vere, 1970), which, as we have already seen, are the same as 
OnlyS-AG with strings as attribute-values. 
It is also possible to understand irectly that CT-PD can simulate 
OnlyS-AG with strings as attribute values. Consider a parse tree t of an 
OnlyS-AG and let r be the root of t. A CT-PD M can compute the mean- 
t " ,  \ "i .--~top | 
FIG. 2. A checking-tree pushdown transducer. 
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ing of t as follows. M begins with the read-head at r and with the bottom of 
the pushdown (that corresponds to r) containing the right-hand side of the 
semantic rule defining the designated synthesized attribute d of r, let this be 
uoal(Xil)Ul,..., uy_la(J(i,~) uy; M outputs u0 and moves down to the ilth 
nonterminal son of r in order to compute the value of am(X,-~); when this is 
done, M comes back to r, outputs u~, again moves down to the izth son of 
r for computing its attribute a2(X~2); and so on, until the whole value of d is 
produced. 
Note that the pushdown, which one may think superfluous because no 
parsing has to be done, is used to keep track of which part of the trans- 
lation has been produced. 
The tree-walking pushdown transducer (TW-PD) of (Kamimura, 1982), 
generalizes the CT-PD model by allowing for a less restricted syn- 
chronization between the pushdown top and the read-head which is 
explained as follows: each pushdown square of the pushdown of a TW-PD 
consists of a pair (pushdown symbol, pointer to a node of the input tree); 
when a TW-PD performs a push-instruction the read-head is free to move 
up or down and, if n is the node to which it moves, then the second com- 
ponent of the symbol pushed on the pushdown is a pointer to n; in this 
way, when popping, the TWPD backtracks on the path followed up to 
that moment. From the results of (Kamimura, 1982), it follows easily that 
(deterministic) TW-PD are equivalent o AG (with strings as attribute 
values). Intuitively, this result is based on the fact that the ability of 
backtracking ives to TW-PD the extra-power, with respect o CT-PD, 
necessary for computing inherited attributes. A TW-PD M computes the 
synthesized attributes of an AG as a CT-PD does (see the above descrip- 
tion) and when the value of an inherited attribute i is necessary for com- 
puting that of a synthesized attribute, M computes it executing push- 
instructions, as for synthesized attributes, but, since i is inherited, moving 
at the same time the read-head up instead of down; clearly for computing i,
M needs to move the read-head first up and then down the tree along the 
same path (may be several times) and it can do this using its backtrack 
ability. 
This ends our discussion of the automata in the literature that corres- 
pond to Extensions (i) and (ii) of PDT. The TRT and PRT that we 
introduce in this paper and that, when restricted appropriately, are 
equivalent to AG, are also an extension of CT-PD as TW PD are, but in 
the sense of Extension (i) above: the output tape of the CT-PD is dropped 
and a set of registers is given to each node of the input tree; note that 
Extension (i) is actually more restricted than this (at least in the case of 
PRT): registers are associated only to the elements of the pushdown. TRT 
and PRT can also be viewed as extensions of APM in which the input tape 
is substituted with an input tree (as in Extension (ii)). Thus, roughly, one 
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could say that TRT and PRT are obtained by keeping the compatible parts 
of Extensions (i) and (ii) and applying this combination to PDT. 
TRT and PRT are deterministic machines and in both models the 
registers of a node n can be defined when the read-head moves to n (or 
stays in n); the difference between TRT and PRT is that in the latter the 
registers are permanent, in the sense that they keep their values throughout 
the computation, whereas those of a TRT are temporary in the sense that 
the defined registers of a node n become undefined again as soon as the 
read-head moves up from n (executing a pop-instruction). Thus, for a TRT 
conceptually the registers can be viewed as associated to the elements of 
the pushdown. TRT and PRT have push-, pop-, and stay-instructions and 
the read-head movements are synchronized with those of the pushdown 
top as for CT-PD. The execution of an instruction can be accompanied by 
the evaluation of assignment-rules (i.e., the machine version of semantic 
rules); this evaluation produces ome values, depending on the content of 
the registers of the node pointed at by the read-head before the instruction 
is executed, and assigns them to some specified registers of the node at 
which the read-head is when the instruction has been executed. In Fig. 3 we 
show schematically a push-instruction i  which B' is pushed, the read-head 
is moved from a node no to a son nj of no, and an assignment-rule is 
evaluated which assigns to the first register of nj the sum of the values of 
the first 2 registers of no. 
The advantage of having registers in TRT and PRT, instead of the out- 
put tape of CT-PD and TW-PD is first that, as for APM over PDT, in 
this way we gain generality since these machines can simulate AG on any 
semantic domain and not only string-valued ones, and, second, that, since 
the registers can directly simulate the attributes, these machines model 
more closely "real" programs for the attribute-evaluation f AG. Let us 
give more details about TRT and PRT and then describe the restrictions 
on them that give machines equivalent to AG. The input trees of a TRT or 
PRT M are the parse trees of a CFG GM that is called the underlying CFG 
of M; M accepts by final state and with the read-head at the root of the 
input tree (i.e., with only one symbol in the pushdown). The last move of 
FIG. 3. The execution of a push- instruct ion by a TRT or PRT:  B' is pushed, the read-head 
moves from n o to a son nj of no, and 2 + 3 is assigned to the first register of nj. 
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an accepting computation of M on t consists of the execution of a special 
instruction, called a result-is instruction which outputs the result of the 
computation, i.e., the meaning of t according to M. The (string-) translation 
defined by M is the set of pairs (w, v) such that for some parse tree t of 
GM that is accepted by M and for which yield(t)= w, the meaning of t 
according to M is v. 
Intuitively, there is a difference between TRT and PRT on the one hand 
and AG on the other hand; an attribute of a parse tree t has only one 
value, whereas a register of t can be defined and redefined any number of 
times during the computation of a TRT or PRT on t. According to this 
intuition, for obtaining machines equivalent to AG, we restrict he freedom 
of TRT and PRT to redefine their registers, in the following two ways: 
(1) A TRT or PRT M is said to be fixed-value (shortly, fv-TRT and 
fv-PRT, respectively) if for any input tree t of M, during the computation 
of M on t, no register of t holds more than one value, i.e., a register may be 
defined several times, but each time the same value must be given to it. 
(2) A PRT M is said to be one-assignment (one-PRT) if for any input 
tree t, during the computation of M on t, no register of t is defined more 
than once. 
These classes of machines turn out, in fact, to be equivalent to AG and 
most of this paper is dedicated to the proof of this fact. This proof is 
divided in two parts. First we show that AG and one-PRT are equivalent, 
and then that one-PRT are equivalent to fv-TRT and fv-PRT. 
Roughly, for showing that one-PRT can simulate AG we prove that 
already known recursive programs for the attribute-evaluation of AG can 
be transformed into one-PRT in which the registers play the role of the 
attributes and the pushdown is used for implementing the recursion. Vice 
versa, from any one-PRT M it is possible to construct directly an 
equivalent AG G simply turning the registers and the assignment-rules of 
M into the attributes and the semantic rules of G. 
The proof that one-PRT are equivalent to fv-TRT and fv-PRT goes as 
follows: If we make the registers of a fv-TRT become permanent, hen we 
obtain a fv-PRT equivalent to it and, from this, an equivalent one-PRT is 
obtained by not executing those assignment-rules which define registers 
that already contain a value. It remains then to show the more intriguing 
fact that fv-TRT can simulate one-PRT. The intuition behind this fact is 
the following: an fv-TRT can make up for the fact that its registers are 
temporary by recomputing, whenever a node n is visited, the register values 
of n (computed in previous visits to n) that have been lost. For showing 
both, that one-PRT can simulate fv-PRT and that fv-TRT can simulate 
one-PRT, the machine that simulates needs to know a lot of information 
about the behavior of the one that is simulated. 
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It is interesting to study the relation between fv TRT and one-PRT also 
because these automata represent opposite strategies of attribute- 
evaluation in the following sense. When a PRT computes a register value it 
keeps it throughout the whole computation, even if it never uses it. On the 
contrary, a TRT throws away computed values with the danger of having 
to recompute them later. Thus, PRT represent strategies of attribute- 
evaluation in which the time is minimized at the cost of storing useless 
values and TRT represent strategies in which the space is minimized at the 
cost of wasting time for recomputing some values. 
It could be interesting also to investigate automata representing inter- 
mediate strategies, i.e., having both permanent and temporary registers. 
Such automata would formalize certain techniques presented in (Jazayeri 
and Pozefsky, 1981; Raiha, 1979) for saving space in attribute valuation, 
see the Conclusion for more details. 
In this paper we consider also the classes of tree-translations defined by 
AG, fv-TRT, fv-PRT, and one-PRT, where the tree-translation defined by 
an AG G is the set of pairs (t, v), where t is a parse tree of the underlying 
CFG of G, and v is its meaning according to G, and, similarly, for a 
machine M of any of the three considered types, the tree-translation f M 
is the set of pairs (t, v), where t is an accepted parse tree of the underlying 
CFG GM and v is its meaning according to M. The reason for considering 
tree-translation is that when constructing from an AG an equivalent 
machine, one does not wish to change its underlying CFG G since such 
change might spoil some nice property of G, e.g., easy parsing. 
Let in what follows MACHINES= {fv-TRT, fv-PRT, one-PRT}. We 
show in this paper that the elements of MACHINES not only define the 
same class of string-translations, but also the same class of tree-trans- 
lations. 
Unfortunately we are not able to show the same for AG. AG seem, in 
fact, to be weaker than the machine models with respect to tree-trans- 
lations because the machines have the following ability, call it (,), that the 
AG do not have: the ability to use their finite control and pushdown for 
computing at any node n of the input tree a bounded information depen- 
ding, for instance, on the subtree rooted in n. 
Ability (*) of computing finite information at the nodes of the derivation 
trees of a CFG can be modelled by CFG-interpretations (Wood, 1980): the 
finite information of each node can be stored in the label of the node itself. 
More precisely, for modelling ability (,) we need a special type of CFG- 
interpretation, called a one-to-one interpretation, such that G' is a one-to- 
one interpretation of G iff it is an interpretation of G and, moreover, it has 
at most one derivation tree corresponding to each tree of G. 
When comparing the string-translations of AG with those of the 
elements of MACHINES, we are free to simulate the ability (,) of any 
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machine M by means of a one-to-one interpretation G' of its underlying 
CFG GM (such that L(G')= L(GM)) and to use G' as the underlying CFG 
of an AG defining the same string-translation as M. This is, clearly, no 
longer possible when considering tree-translations. In this case for giving 
ability (,) also to AG we need to modify their semantic domains: ability (,) 
calls for additional attributes that can have only finitely many values and 
that can be tested, influencing in this way the successive valuation of the 
other attributes. These special attributes are called flags and the extended 
model obtained in this way is called flags-AG. 
Let 1-INT denote the class of tree-transformations defined by one-to-one 
interpretations, i.e., for each Te 1-INT, there are two CFG G and G' such 
that G' is a one-to-one interpretation of G and such that T= { (t, t ' )  I t' is 
a parse tree of G' and t is the corresponding parse tree of G}. 
We show that the addition of the flags gives to AG the desired extra 
power of ability (.). It turns out, in fact, that the class of tree-translations 
defined by flags-AG is equal to that defined by the composition of 1 INT 
with "normal" AG tree-translations. This result, together with the fact that 
the class of tree-translations of each element of MACHINES is closed 
under composition with I-INT, will be helpful in showing that flags-AG 
and each class in MACHINES define the same class of tree-translations. 
The role of I - INT in showing these equivalences i  discussed in the initial 
part of Section 2. 
We observe also that flags-AG are considered in (Engelfriet, 1981, 1982), 
and that the problem of whether flags AG define more tree-translations 
than AG is addressed in (Fii16p, 1981; Engelfriet, 1981,1982). In 
(Engelfriet, 1981, 1982), the conjecture is made that flags-AG are more 
powerful than AG and a possible counterexample is presented. In 
(FiilSp, 1981), a proof of this fact is given, but the proof depends on details 
of the definition of AG and does not work for the AG of 
(Engelfriet, 1981, 1982) and of the present paper. 
The paper has the following structure: Section 1 contains some general 
terminology and the definitions of AG, TRT, PRT, and several subclasses 
of these formalisms. These definitions are also illustrated by examples. In 
Section 1 it is also shown that certain restricted forms can be assumed for 
the automata without loss of generality. In Section 2 some basic properties 
of the classes of automata re shown, in particular that their classes of tree- 
translations are closed under l-INT. The definition of flags-AG and the 
fact that they define the same tree-translations a the composition of 
I - INT and AG are also contained in Section 2. 
The main result of Section 3 is to show that a very simple and con- 
venient form, called reduced form, can be assumed for fv- and one-PRT. 
This result greatly simplifies the two following sections which contain the 
proofs of the relationship among the considered formalisms. In Section 4, 
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one-PRT, flags-AG, and AG are considered: as stated above, the first two 
models define the same class of tree-translations and their class of string- 
translations is equal to that of AG. Finally, in Section 5 the fact that 
one-PRT, fv-PRT, and fv-TRT define the same class of tree-translations is 
shown. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
This section is devoted to the definition of attribute grammars (AG) and 
of temporary and permanent register tree pushdown transducers (TRT and 
PRT, respectively) of which in the following sections we compare the for- 
mal power. 
As explained in the Introduction, the concept of semantic domain plays 
an important role in such a study: the comparison of the formal power of 
these formalisms is based on the fact that AG and machines are compared 
only when they use the same semantic domain, i.e., they use the same 
functions for computing the attributes and the registers. 
Even though AG have traditionally been defined on many-sorted seman- 
tic domains (Knuth, 1968, 1971; Chirica and Martin, 1979; Engelfriet and 
Fil6, 1981) the gain in simplicity in the proofs concerning TRT and PRT 
when these models are defined on one-sorted semantic domains, made us 
decide to define all three models on such restricted domains. Thus, 
throughout the paper a semantic domain is a pair D = (~2, ~), where O is a 
set of values and q~ is a collection of n-ary functions on ~2, n ~> 0, containing 
the identity-function a d at least one element of f2, i.e., a constant function. 
The restriction to one-sorted omain is not important: all results shown in 
this paper can be extended to the many-sorted case by introducing types 
for the registers of TRT and PRT. The assumption that cb contains the 
identity function and a constant function is needed in several transfor- 
mations of AG, TRT, and PRT which are described in the paper. The 
assumption of having a constant function is needed when adding new 
attributes to an AG: by means of the constant function they can be defined 
independently of the other attributes. To have the identity function in • is 
needed when making several copies of each attribute of an AG or of each 
register of a transducer which should all have the same value: the identity 
function allows to "pass" a value between different copies of the same 
attribute or register. 
Before introducing the concepts of AG, TRT, and PRT, we describe 
some preliminary terminology. We begin with some "general purpose" 
notions and continue with terminology concerning context-free grammars. 
With In, m] we denote the set of integers {iln<~i<~m}. For a set A, 2 A 
denotes the power set of A, i.e., the set of all subsets of A. For two relations 
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R1-~ A x B and R2-~ B x C, with R1 o R 2 we denote the composition of RI 
with R2 which is the following subset of A x C, {(a, c>la~A and eeC 
such that for some beB (a, b> eRl and (b, c> eR2}. An ordered partition 
of a set A is a sequence (A j,..., Am>, m ~> 1, of mutually disjoint (possibly 
empty) subsets of A such that their union is A. If rl and r 2 are two sequen- 
ces (al,..., a,> and (b~ . . . . .  bm> , n and m)0 ,  then Conc(rl, r2)= (al,..., a,, 
bl,...,bm>. In general, for k~>2 sequence rl,...,rk, Conc(rl, . . . ,rk)= 
Conc(rl, Conc(r2 ..... rk)). For a sequence r= (al  ..... a,>, n/> 0, Delrep(r) is 
the sequence obtained from r by deleting each element aj, j e [ 1, n ], such 
that ai=a] for some ie [1 , j -  1]. 
Let us now consider context-free grammars (CFG). First, note that we 
will use a slightly modified notion of CFG in which more than one initial- 
symbol is allowed. This extended notion is still called a CFG. Thus a CFG 
G is a four-tuple (T, N, P, IS), where as usual T and N are the disjoint 
alphabets of the terminal and nonterminal symbols of G, P is the set of 
productions of G and IS ~_ N is the set of the initial-symbols of G. We 
assume that no Z e IS occurs on the right-hand side of a production of G 
and, moreover, that no Z ~ IS is the left-hand side of a terminal production 
of G, i.e., a production having only terminal symbols at the right-hand side. 
A production p of G is in general denoted as p: Xo --+ X l "  X~(p), V(p) >~ 1, 
XoeN, and Xje(N- IS )wT for je [1 ,7 (p)  ]. In some cases it will be 
useful to distinguish the terminal from the nonterminal symbols in the 
right-hand side of a production p, and, therefore, we denote it as p: 
.'~O--+WoX1W1 "'" WT(p) iXy(p)W~(p), where 7(p) ~>0, for ie [0, V(P)] XieN, 
and w i e T*, and the right-hand side of p consists of at least one symbol. 
A derivation tree of G is assumed to have all leaves labeled by symbols in 
T. For a derivation tree t of G yield(t) denotes the string obtained by con- 
catenating from left-to-right the labels of the leaves of t. We say that t is 
complete if its root is labeled by an initial-symbol of G. The set of complete 
derivation trees of G is CDT(G). For a derivation tree t of G a node of t 
labeled by a symbol from N is a nonterminal node of t. Let, in what follows, 
t be a derivation tree of G. An occurrence of a production p: 
Xo~XI  ""X~(p) in t, is a sequence (no, nl ..... n~(p)> of ~(p)+ 1 nodes of t 
such that no is labeled by X o, nl,..., n~(p) are the sons of no listed from left- 
to-right, and, for j~  [-1, y(p)], nj has label Xj. If (no,...,n~(p)) is an 
occurrence of p in t then we say that p is applied at no; we also say that 
n l , . . .  , n~(p) are brothers and that no is their father. Brother# is a function 
on the nodes of t defined as follows: if a node n of t has m brothers at its 
left then brother # (n) = m + 1. For a node n of t, with t(n) we denote the 
subtree of t rooted in n. Max-rhs(G) is the maximal ength of the right- 
hand sides of the productions of G. RULE-TREES(G) is the CFG (T, N', 
P', IS'), where N'=P,  and P' contains for each production p: 
Xo ~ XI""X~(p) of G, all the productions p ~ A1 . . . . .  AT(p)  , such that if 
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Xi~ T then Ai=Xi and if X~N,  then Ai~N' is a production of G having 
Xi at the left-hand side. IS' contains the productions in P whose left-hand 
side is an element of IS. 
Let us now recall the concept of AG (Knuth, 1968, 1971). 
DEFINITION 1.1. An attribute grammar (AG) G is described in the 
following seven points. 
(1) G has a semantic domain D = (f2, ~) as specified before. 
(2) G has a set, ATT-NAMES(G) of attribute names. This set is par- 
titioned in two subsets, IN-NAMES(G) and SYN-NAMES(G) of inherited 
and synthesized attribute names, respectively. We distinguish a designated 
synthesized attribute name of G which is denoted by d. 
(3) G has a context-free grammar (CFG) (T, N, P, IS), called the 
underlying CFG of G. The set of the complete derivation trees of the 
underlying CFG of G is denoted by CDT(G). 
(4) Each symbol X~N has a set ATT-NAMES(X, G)~_ 
ATT-NAMES(G). An attribute of X is a pair a(X), where 
a t  ATT-NAME(X, G); a(X) is inherited or synthesized (shortly: i- or s- 
attribute, respectively), if aEIN-NAMES(G) or ae SYN-NAMES(G), 
respectively. The set of attributes of X is denoted by ATT(X, G) and 
the disjoint subsets of its i- and s-attributes are IN-ATT(X, G) and 
SYN-ATT(X, G), respectively. For each Z E IS, we require that 
IN-ATT(Z, G)= ~ and that d~SYN ATT(Z, G). The attribute d(Z) is 
the designated attribute of the initial-symbol Z. 
When no confusion arises, the 2nd parameter G is dropped 
from the names of the above defined sets. Note that if X and F are 
different nonterminal symbols of G, then ATT(X)c~ATT(F)=~, 
whereas ATT-NAMES(X) and ATT-NAMES(F) may overlap. The set 
U {ATT(X)I XE N} is denoted by ATT(G); an element of ATT(G) is called 
an attribute of G. 
(5) Let p be a production of P of the usual form p: Xo--" XI"'" X~(p). 
A pair (a(Xj),j) (or simply (a,j)), where j~[0,7(p)] ,  Xj~N and 
a(Xj) ~ ATT(Xj), is an attribute ofp. The set of attributes ofp is denoted by 
ATT(p, G) (or simply ATT(p), when G is known). Let X~ N and X= Xj 
for some j~[0,7(p)] ;  an attribute (a(X),j) of p is also called an 
occurrence of attribute a(X) in p. There is an immediate correspondence 
between the attributes of X and those of p whose second component is j. 
Thus a subset B of ATT(X) determines immediately a subset B' of 
ATT(p):B'={(a(X),j) la(X)~B}. Note that, if p contains more 
occurrences of X, then B determines a corresponding subset of ATT(p) for 
each of them. 
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The set ATT(p) is partitioned into two subsets: that of the used- 
attributes of p and that of the defined-attributes of p. An attribute 
(a(Xj), j )  of p is used if a(Xj) ~ IN-ATT(X0) ~3 [ U { SYN-ATT(Xi)J i 
[1,7(p) ] and Xi6N}]; (a(Xj),j) is defined if a(Xy)ESYN-ATT(Xo)u 
[U {IN-ATT(Xi) Iie [1, 7(P)] and X~EN}]. 
(6) Each production p of P of the form p: Xo ~ XI"'" X~¢p), has an 
associated set of semantic rules, denoted by RULES(p, G) (or shortly, 
RULES(p)). Each semantic rule is specified by a function f~ qs, of arity, 
say m~>0, and by a sequence of m+l  attributes of p, (ao, i(0)),..., 
(am, i(m) ), where, for each k ~ [0, m], i(k) ~ [0, 7(P)] and Xi¢k) ~ N. Such a 
semantic rule is written as follows, (a0, i(0)) =f ( (a l ,  i(1)),..., 
(am, i(m))), and we say that it defines (ao, i(0)) using (as, i(1)),..., 
(am, i(m)) as arguments, or also that, through such a rule, (ao, i(0)) 
depends in p on (al, i(1)),..., (am, i(m)). 
(7) The following constraint, called the AG-requirement, holds for 
the set RULES(p) of each production p of P. 
(i) The semantic rules in RULES(p) define only defined-attributes 
of p and for each defined-attribute of p there is exactly one semantic rule in 
RULES(p) defining it. 
(ii) The semantic rules in RULES(p) use only used-attributes ofp 
as arguments (Bochmann, 1976). I 
The class of all AG is denoted by AG also. The semantic rules associated 
to the productions of an AG create dependencies that can be visualized 
conveniently by means of directed graphs (cf., Knuth, 1968; Kennedy and 
Warren, 1976; Bochmann, 1976). 
For an AG G and a production p of G of the usual form p: 
Xo ~ X~'"X~(p~, the production-graph of p, denoted by pg(p, G), is the 
directed graph whose nodes are the attributes of p, i.e., the elements of 
ATT(p, G), and with edges as follows: an edge runs from node (a, i) to 
node (b, j)  iff the attribute (b,j)  depends in p on the attribute (a, i), i 
and j in [0, 7(P)]. 
For a derivation tree t of an AG, let n be a nonterminal node of t with 
label X. An attribute of node n is a pair (a(X), n) (or simply, (a, n)), 
where a(X) ~ ATT(X, G). The set of attributes of node n is ATT(n, G) and 
that of the attributes of all nodes of t is ATT(t, G)= U {ATT(n, G)In is a 
nonterminal node of t}. An element of ATT(t, G) is called an attribute of t. 
An attribute (a(X), n) is also called an occurrence of attribute a(X) in t. 
It is easy to see that a subset B_  ATT(X, G) determines trivially a 
corresponding subset B' of ATT(n, G), where node n is labeled by X: B '= 
{ (a(X), n)Ia(X)~B}. 
For a derivation tree t of G, the derivation tree graph of t, denoted 
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dtg(t, G), is the directed graph with nodes ATT(t, G) and with edges as 
follows: for each occurrence (no,..., nT(p)) of production p: X0 ~ X I ""  
X~lp), in t, there is an edge in dtg(t, G) running from node (a, ni) to node 
(b, nj) if in pg(p, G) there is an edge running from (a, i) to (b,j).  
An AG G is noneircular, (Knuth, 1968, 1971) if for each derivation tree t 
of G dtg(t, G) is acyclic. Throughout his paper we consider only noncir- 
cular AG. 
Intuitively, given a derivation tree of G such that dtg(t, G) is acyclic, a 
value can be computed for each attribute of t by evaluating the semantic 
rules associated to the productions that occur in t. This idea of attribute- 
evaluation is formalized as follows. 
Let G be an AG on the semantic domain D = (f2, ~b) and t be a tree in 
CDT(G). If dtg(t, G) is acyclic then there is a unique mapping Val: 
ATT(t ,G)~£2, such that for any occurrence (no ..... ny(p)> in t of the 
production p: Xo ~ X lX~(p)  if (a 0, i(0)) =f ( (a l ,  i(1 )),..., (am, i(m))), 
is in RULES(p, G), then Val((a0, i(0))) = f (Val ( (a l ,  i(1))) ..... 
Val((am, i(m) ) )). 
We say that Val((a, n))  is the value of the attribute (a, n)  of t. Any 
program for computing the values of the attributes of the trees in CDT(G) 
is called an attribute-evaluation program for G. One such program which, 
for any t e CDT(G) computes the values of all the attributes of t, is said to 
perform complete valuation for G. 
Let t be a tree in CDT(G), the meaning of t, denoted m(t, G), is 
Val((d, root of t)), where d is the designated synthesized attribute name of 
G. The tree-translation of the AG G is T(G)= {(t,m(t, G))[ t~CDT(G)}. 
The string-translation of G is S(G)= {(w, v)[ for some teCDT(G), 
v = m(t, G) and w = yield(t)}. 
We say that two AG G1 and G 2 are tree- (string-) equivalent if they are 
on the same semantic domain and T(G1)= T(G2) (S(G1)= S(G2), respec- 
tively). If X is a class of AG and D a semantic domain, T(X,D)= 
{ T(G)[ G ~ X and G is on D}; similarly, S(X, D)= {S(G)[ G~ Xand G is on 
D}. Two classes X1 and X2 of AG are tree- (string-) equivalent if, for every 
semantic domain D, T(XI, D) = T(X2, D) (S(X1, D) = S(X2, D), respec- 
tively). 
We recall now from (Engelfriet and Fil6, 1982a) the definition of a special 
type of AG called simple multi-visit AG (smv-AG). The important feature 
of this class of AG is that there is a simple program that performs complete 
evaluation for each AG in the class and, moreover, that up to CFG-inter- 
pretations (not necessarily one-to-one) smv-AG can simulate all noncir- 
cular AG. For these two reasons mv-AG will be useful ater in the paper 
when showing the relation between AG and one-PRT, see Introduction. 
Before recalling the concept of smv AG we need some preliminary ter- 
minology. Let G be an AG and p be a production of G of the form, 
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Xo --* X1 "'" X7(p). A k-visit-sequence for p, k >~ 1, usually denoted by V(p), 
is a sequence (v, ..... vk,), k 'e  [1, k], and such that for each ie [1, k'], vi= 
((Jr, I1),..., (Jm, lm)), where m>~0 and for each re  [1, m], j re  1-1, y(p)] 
and Xjr is a nonterminal o f  G, and lre 1-1, k]. Note that for a terminal 
production every k-visit-sequence for it is a sequence of empty sequences. 
For a production p: J (o~Xl  "'Xr(p)let V(p)= (vl,..., vk,) be a k-visit- 
sequence for p. For j e 1-1, 7(P)], Visit-to(j, V(p)) is the sequence obtained 
from Conc(vl,..., vk,) eliminating from it all the pairs whose first component 
is not j. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An AG G is simple k-visit, k ~> 1, if there are functions 
rcG and VG as in (a) and (b) below such that (c) is satisfied. 
(a) rc a is a function that assigns to each nonterminal X of G an 
ordered partition tea(X)= (AX,..., Ak(x)),x k(X) e [1, k], of ATT(X, G). For 
each ie I-1, k(X)], IAi x and SA~ denote, respectively, the subsets of the i- 
and s-attributes in A,. x. 
(b) VG is a function that assigns to each production p: Xo ~ X , . -  
X~(p), of G a k-visit-sequence for p V~(p) with k(Xo) elements and such 
that, for each je  [1, 7(P)], Visit-to(j, Vc(p))= ((j, 1) ..... (j, k(Xj))). 
(c) The following attribute-evaluation program using 7zc and VG, 
and called the [G, ~G, Va]-program, performs complete valuation for G: 
proe SMV(n o, c); node no; visit-number c; 
{let (no ..... n~(p)) be an occurrence of production p: Xo ~XI""X~(p),  in 
the input tree t, let also ce [1, k(X0)] and let the cth element of Vc(p) be 
vc = ( (Jl, 11) ..... (Jm, Ira)), m~>0} 
begin 
1. for i := l  tomdo 
begin 
2. compute each attribute (a, nil> such that a e IA{J, 
3. SMV(nj~, li); 
4. compute each attribute (b, nj~> such that b e SA~/i 
end 
{Main program, let Z be the label of the root of the input tree t }. 
begin 
for e := 1 to k(Z) do 
begin 
SMV(root of t, c); 
compute each attribute (a, root of t )  such that aeSAZ~ 
end 
end. 
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In general, an AG is simple multi-visit, (smv-AG), if it is simple k-visit for 
some k>~ 1. | 
We define now a translation T(,) and in the following Example 1.1 we 
give an AG whose tree-translation is T(*). In Example 1.2 at the end of the 
section, we will realize T(,) with fv TRT, fv-PRT, and one-PRT. The aim 
of these examples is to help, with a bit of intuition, the understanding of
the relation that exists between AG and those special classes of TRT and 
PRT. We start introducing some convenient notation; for unexplained ter- 
minology see, e.g., (Rounds, 1970). Let 22 be a ranked alphabet and 22k be 
the set of all symbols of 2" of rank k, k ~> 0. For a ranked alphabet 22, Dz = 
(Tr,  q~z) is the semantic domain as follows: 
(i) Tz is the set of (ordered and labeled) trees defined as follows: 
at  Tz for each a~Z o, and for each X~Zk,  k>~ 1, and tl ..... tk in Tz, 
X[tl ..... t~] is in Tz, 
(ii) @z contains the identity on Tz, the constant function a for each 
aeZo, and, for each XESk,  k>~ 1, the k-ary function fx.k as follows: if 
tl ..... tk are in Tz, then fx, k(tl,..., tk)= X[tj ,..., tk]. 
DEFINITION 1.3, The translation T(,). Let Go = (T, N, P, IS) be a CFG 
as follows: T= {a,b}, N= {Z,A,B}, IS= {Z}, and P contains the 
productions Z ~ AB, A --, A/a, B --+ Bib. Clearly, any tree in CDT(Go) has 
the form Z[t L, tR], where t L and t R are monadic trees; the internal nodes 
of t L are labeled by A's and its leaf by a, whereas tR's internal nodes are 
labeled by B's and its leaf by b. We will represent these monadic trees by 
strings as follows: t L =A"a and tR= Bmb, n and m ~> 1. With BmA"a we 
represent the monadic tree obtained by making the root of t L into a son of 
the lowest nonterminal node of t R and deleting the leaf b of t R. The trans- 
lation T(,) is as follows: for a tree t e CDT(Go) such that t = Z[Ana, Bmb], 
T(* ) ( t ) i sA[a ,A[Aa ,  A[A2a, A [ - ' -A [A"  la, BmAna]'" ]]]]. In Fig. 4, 
T(*)(t) is shown for t = Z[A3a, B2b]. The semantic domain used in Exam- 
ples 1.1 and 1.2 by the AG and by the transducers realizing T(,) is Dz, 
A 
t= A /Z \B  T(*) (t)  = a / \A 
/ I a / \A A 
/ ~ a / A / \B  A 
/ b A / \ B 
a / \A \ 
A 
\ 
A 
FIG. 4. The translation T(*). 
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where S is the ranked alphabet with So = {a}, S~ = {A, B}, S2 = {A }, and 
Zk = ~ for all k ~> 3. | 
EXAMPLE 1.1. We will describe now an smv-AG G such that 
T(G) -T ( . )  with semantic domain Dr  and with underlying CFG Go, cf. 
Definition 1.3. The set ATT-NAMES(G) is {d, i, s, s,}, where i is an i- 
attribute name and the others are s-attribute names; d is the designated 
attribute name. These attribute names are assigned to the nonterminals of 
G as follows: ATT-NAMES(Z)= {d}, ATT-NAMES(A)= {i, s, sl}, and 
ATT-NAMES(B) = {4 s}. In Fig. 5 the production-graph together with the 
semantic rules of each production of G is given. G is simple 2-visit. It is 
easy to see, in fact, that the following functions ~G and VG satisfy 
Definition 1.2: 
(1) rcG(Z)=<{d}),  rcG(A)=({s},  {i ,s~}),  ~G(B)=<{i,s}),  
(2) VG(1)= <<(I, I), (2, I), (I, 2)>>, VG(2)= (((I, I)>, <(I, 2)>>, 
VG(3) = (<(1, 1)>>, VG(4)= <( >, (>), and VG(5)= (()>, where the number- 
ing of the productions is given in Fig. 5. 
B 
<i, i> =<i ,O> 
<d '0>=< Sl ' l> <s ,0>= f (<s i>) 
I: / / / ~  \ <i, 2> = fA, i (<s'l>) 3: B,I ' 
/ ~  ~ ! < i , l>= fA 2 (<s ' l> '<s '2>)  i I s 
l i q  s k~/~- I  ~ I ' 
A B 
A i I s i s1  
<s 1 , O> = <S l ,1 )  
2: <s, 0>" = fA, l(~S, i>) 
< i ' l>= fA, 2 (<S , i>~ i, 0>) 
A 
A i ] s I Sl 
a 
<s,O> =a 
<Sl, O>=<i ,O> 
B 
5: 
b 
i s 
<s,O> = fB (<i, 0>) 
FIG. 5. The production-graphs and the semantic rules of the productions of G. 
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Roughly, the [G, ~a, Va]-program, cf., Definition 1.2, traverses a com- 
plete derivation tree t= Z[Ana, Bmb] as follows: it first goes to be bot- 
tom A in Ana without doing anything, then it comes back up building Aria 
(for each tree Aia the value of attribute s of its root is A i- la), second, it 
goes to the Bmb part, goes to its bottom carrying Ana in the/-attributes i of 
the B's and comes up building, in the attributes of the B's, BmA~a (for 
each B~b the value of s at the root is B~A"a), finally, it returns to the A"a 
branch and, going down, it builds the final result reusing in each step the s- 
attributes, s of the A's whose values were computed in the previous 
visit. | 
We want now to show that if in Definition 1.1 of AG the requirement of 
point 7(ii) is eliminated, then the obtained class of extended AG, call it 
W(ild)-AG, is tree-equivalent to AG. This fact will turn out to be useful at 
a later point of this paper because WAG are closer to the transducers 
than normal AG. 
The fact that W-AG and AG are tree-equivalent is easy to show, cf. 
(Bochmann, 1976), if semantic domains are assumed to be closed under 
function composition: when a semantic rule fl of a production p uses as an 
argument a defined-attribute of p substitute for it in fi the right-hand side 
of the semantic rule defining this attribute, and so on until no more 
defined-attributes appear as arguments of the semantic rules of p. In what 
follows, we will show the tree-equivalence of W-AG and AG without 
assuming that the semantic domains are closed under function com- 
position, but instead that they contain the identity-function a d a constant 
function, cf., the initial part of this section. 
We will only sketch this proof, for details see (Fil6, 1983b). From any 
W~AG G1, one can construct a tree-equivalent AG G2 according to the 
following idea. In a production p of G1 a defined-attribute (a, j)  ofp  can 
be used as a parameter by a semantic rule ofp. For avoiding this fact, in G2 
there are two attributes of p that correspond to (a , j ) :  DE( (a , j ) )  and 
US( (a , j ) ) .  The first plays in p the "defined role" of (a , j )  and the second 
plays the "used role," that is, DE( (a , j ) )  gets defined in G2 by a semantic 
rule "equivalent" to that of RULES(p, G1) that defines (a, j )  and "passes" 
its value to US( (a , j ) )  which can then be used as parameter in the seman- 
tic rules of RULES(p, G2) without contradicting point 7(ii) of 
Definition 1.1 of AG. 
Since initial-symbols have no inherited attributes, a special trick is 
needed for them. Roughly, this trick consists in simulating the attributes of 
an initial symbol Z in the same way just described, but by means of special 
attributes of the leftmost nonterminal of the right-hand side of every 
production having Z as left-hand side. Note that here we use the 
assumption made at the beginning of this section that in every CFG no 
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initial symbol can be the left-hand side of a terminal production. Based on 
these arguments the following fact can be stated. 
FACT 1.1. For any semantic domain D, T(W-AG, D) = T(AG, D). | 
Let us now introduce the two transducer models that we want to com- 
pare to AG. As explained in the Introduction, these models differ only in 
the lifetime of the values stored in the registers and hence, they can be 
defined simultaneously by means of a unique definition. Their difference 
will appear later, in the definition of their "move-relation." 
DEFINITION 1.4. A temporary (permanent) register tree pushdown trans- 
ducer, shortly TRT (PRT, respectively), is a construct M = (G, ,  D, Q, qo, 
F, F, $, X(p), ~), where the meaning of each component is as follows: 
(1) GM is a CFG (T, N, P, IS), called the underlying CFG of M. M 
processes only derivation trees of GM. 
(2) D = (£2, ~) is the semantic domain of M. 
(3) Q is the finite set of states of M in which q0 is the initial one and 
F__q Q is the subset of the final states. 
(4) f ' is  the pushdown alphabet of M in which $ is the initial markerl 
(5) p~> 1 is the number of registers associated to each node of the 
input trees of M. X(p) is a set containing p elements that are called 
register-names. Each register of a node of an input tree of M is identified by 
a register-name; typical register-names are x, xl,  x2 ..... etc. Let t be a 
derivation tree of GM which is an input tree of M; for a node n of t and 
x~X(p), the register of node n with name x (or simply the register x of 
node n) is denoted by (x, n);  (x, n )  is also said to be a register oft. 
(6) Before defining the transition function 6 of M, we need the 
notion of assignment-rules. An assignment-rule is specified by: (i) a function 
f~ of arity, say m~>0, and (ii) a sequence of m+ 1 register-names 
(Xo,..., Xm). Such an assignment-rule is written as, Xo :=f (x l  ..... Xm) and 
we say that it defines Xo using Xl ..... Xm as arguments; note the similarity 
with a semantic rule of an AG. 
The transition function 6 of M is a partial function from Q × f 'x  (T• N) 
to Q ×/, where I is the set of instructions of M. An element of I has one of 
the following four forms: 
(a) down(j, B, R), 
(b) up(R), 
(c) stay(B, R), 
(d) result-is(f(xm,..., Xm)), 
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where j e [ 1, max-rhs(GM)], B e F, R is a finite set of assignment-rules that 
have distinct left-hand sides, and, finally, in (d), as for the right-hand side 
of an assignment-rule, f~ • of arity m/> 0, and xl,..., x,, ~ X(p). | 
As specified above TRT and PRT have four types of instructions that we 
will call down-, up-, stay-, and result-is-instructions. Note that the name of 
each of the first three types indicates the way in which the read-head is 
moved when an instruction of that type is executed. Since the top of the 
pushdown moves together with the read-head, cf. Introduction, clearly, a 
down-, an up-, and a stay-instruction imply a push, a pop, and a stay 
instruction of the pushdown, respectively. Observe that TRT and PRT are 
deterministic machines. It is easy to extend this definition to nondeter- 
ministic machines which we will denote by NTRT and NPRT, respectively. 
For a set R of assignment-rules, LHS(R) and RHS(R) are the sets of the 
register-names that appear, respectively, at the left- an right-hand side of 
the rules in R. 
A TRT or PRT M takes as input the derivation trees of its underlying 
CFG GM and for its computation it associates to each node of an input 
tree a set of registers. It is important o keep in mind that for a TRT these 
registers are temporary in the following sense (see also the Introduction). 
Consider an input tree t of M. Initially all registers of all nodes of t are 
undefined. During the computation of M on t a register x of a node n can 
be defined when M moves its read-head to n or if it stays in n (the way this 
is done will be explained precisely below) and x stays defined until the 
read-head is in n or in a node of the subtree t(n) rooted in n; as soon as the 
read-head moves up from n, all registers of n become undefined again. 
On the contrary, for a PRT M, once a register x of an input tree is 
defined, it stays defined throughout the whole computation. Such registers 
are called permanent. 
The activity of a TRT and of a PRT is described by means of two con- 
cepts: that of configuration and that of terminating-stage. Let in what 
follows, M--  (GM, D, Q, qo, F, $, X(p), 6) be a TRT or a PRT. 
A configuration of M is a 5-tuple (q, t, n, ~, y), where qEQ, t is a 
derivation tree of GM, n is a node of t, if k ~> 1 is the number of nodes along 
the path from the root of t to n, then c~=BI. . .B~, where, for each 
is[1, k ]B ieF ,  and, finally, y is a partial function of type {registers 
of t} ~ f2, where f2 is the first component of the semantic domain D of M. 
The configuration (q, t, n, c~, y) is said to concern node n, y is called its 
value-function. Such a configuration describes a moment of the com- 
putation of M on the input tree t, namely, a moment in which: 
(1) M is in state q with the read-head at node n, 
(2) the pushdown list consists of BI"'" Bk, where B1 is the top sym- 
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bol and corresponds to node n, B 2 corresponds to the father of n and so 
on, until Bk that corresponds to the root of t, 
(3) the content of the registers of t is as follows: for any register 
(x, n ' )  of t if (x, n ' )  contains no value then y((x, n')) is undefined and 
otherwise y((x, n')) is the value contained in (x, n'). 
Clearly, if M is a TRT for any configuration c = (q, t, n, :¢, y), the value- 
function y will be undefined for all the registers of the nodes of t which are 
not along the path between the root of t and n, whereas if M is a PRT, y 
may be defined for any register (x, n ' )  of t at condition that (x, n ' )  was 
defined during the computation of M up to c. These conditions on the 
value-functions of the configurations of TRT and PRT will easily follow 
from the definition of their "move-relation" which will be given after defin- 
ing the following concept. 
A terminating-stage of M is a 4-tuple (q, t, n, v), where q s Q, t is a 
derivation tree of GM, n is a node of t, and v is a value in ;2. A terminating- 
stage can be reached by M only through a result-is instruction and no 
further move is possible from it. A terminating-stage is accepting if q ~ F 
and n is the root of t. 
Finally we define the "move-relation" ~ of M. Again we can treat 
simultaneously the case that M is a TRT and a PRT. Let/~ = (q, t, n, e, y) 
with e = B1 "'" Bk, k >/1, be a configuration of M. Let node n of t be labeled 
by X and have s~>0 sons. If 6(q, B1, X)= (q', In), then # ~---/d, where, 
depending on the instruction In, #' is as follows: 
(a) I f  In=down(j, B, R), j e  [1, s] and y is defined for each register 
(x, n)  such that x ~ RHS(R), then #'= (q', t, nj, BB1,..., Bk, y'), where nj is 
the j th  son of n (from left to right) and y' is as follows: 
(i) in node nj: for each register (x, nj) if there is in R an 
assignment rule x:=f (x l  ..... Xm) then y'((x, n j ) )=f(y((x l ,n)) , . . . ,  
y((Xm, n))) and otherwise, y'((x, nj)) =y((x ,  nj)). 
(ii) in all other nodes n' : for each x ~ X(p ), y'( (x,  n' ) ) = y( ( x, n' ) ). 
(b) I f  In = up(R), k>~ 2 and y is defined for each register (x, n),  
where x ~ RHS(R), then/d= (q', t, n', B2""Bk, y'), where n' is the father of 
n and y' is as in point (1) if M is a TRT and as in point (2) if M is a PRT: 
(1) I f  M is a TRT y' is as follows: 
(i) in node n: y'( (x,  n ) )  is undefined for each xeX(p),  
(ii) in node n': for each register (x, n ' )  if there is an assignment 
rule x :=f(xl,..., Xm) in R, then y ' ( (x ,  n')) =f (y ( (x l ,  n)) ..... y((Xm, n))) ,  
and otherwise, y ' ( (x ,  n ' ) )=y( (x ,  n')),  
(iii) in all other nodes n": y ' ( (x ,n" ) )=y( (x ,n" ) )  for each 
x ~ X(p  ). 
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(2) I f  M is a PRT y' is as follows: 
(i) in node n': y' is as in (1)(ii) above, 
(ii) in all other nodes n": for each 
y((x,n"}). 
xeX(p),  y ' ( (x ,n") )= 
(c) I f  In=stay(B, R), and y is defined for each register (x, n} such 
that x 6 RHS(R) then #' = (q', t, n, BB2 ..... Bk, y'), where y' is as follows: 
(i) in node n: for each x ~ X(p), if in R there is an assignment rule 
x :=f(xl,...,  Xm), then y'((x, n})=f(y( (x~,  n}),..., y((Xm, n})), otherwise 
y'((x, n))=y((x, n)), 
(ii) in all other nodes n': for each x e X(p), y'( (x, n'} )= y( (x, n'} ). 
(d) I f  In = result- is(f (xl ..... Xm)) and y is defined for each register 
(xj, n} je  [1, m], then #' is the terminating-stage (q', t, n, v), where 
v =f (y ( (x l ,  n}),..., y((xm, n})). 
The reflexive transitive closure of ~-- is indicated with ~- as usual. The 
tree-translation T(M) defined by M is the set of pairs (t, v}, such that 
teCDT(GM) and (q0, t, root of t, $, yo)~-(qr, t, root of t, v), where Y0 is 
undefined for each register of t and q(e F. The string-translation S(M) of M 
is the set of pairs (w, v), where for some teCDT(GM), yield(t)=w and 
(t, v} e T(M). 
Two transducers M1 and M2 such that each of them can be either a TRT 
or a PRT are tree- (string-) equivalent if they are on the same semantic 
domain and T(MI) = T(M2) (S(M1) = S(M2), respectively). For a class X 
of TRT or PRT and a semantic domain D, T(X, D)= {T(M) /MeX and 
uses the semantic domain D}. Similarly, S(J(, D)= {S(M)/M~ X and uses 
D }. Two classes X1 and X2 of transducers such that each is either a class of 
TRT or of PRT are tree- (string-) equivalent if for every semantic domain 
D, T(J(I, D) = T(X2, D) (S(X~, D) = S(X2 ,  D), respectively). 
For a complete derivation tree t of GM (i.e., t e CDT(GM)) a computation 
of M on t is a sequence (#o,---, #k}, k~>0, where #o ..... #k 1 are con- 
figurations of M and #k can be a configuration or a terminating-stage of M 
and such that: 
(i) #0 =(q0, t, root of t, $, Yo), where Yo is undefined for each 
register of t, and 
(ii) for each j~ [0, k -  1], #il----#i+l . 
A computation (#o,.--, #k} of M on a tree teCDT(GM) is complete if one 
of the following three cases holds: 
(i) #k is a terminating-stage of M, 
(ii) #~ = (q, t, n, B~ ... Bin, y) and 6(q, B~, label of n) is undefined, 
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(iii) #k = (q, t, n, B I ..... Bin, y), and 6(q, B1, label of n) = (q', In), and, 
if X is the set of register-names which are used as arguments by the 
assignment-rules of In (or by the function mentioned in In, in case In is a 
result-is instruction), then for some x in Xy( (x ,  n)) is undefined. 
If case (iii) applies then the computation (P0,-.., Pk) is called defective. A 
computation (#0 ..... #~) of M on teCDT(GM) is successful if it is com- 
plete and #k is an accepting terminating-stage of M. 
Good-CDT(GM) is the set {t/t e CDT(GM) such that there is a successful 
computation of M on t}. The set of strings w such that w=yield(t) 
for some t eGood-CDT(GM) is denoted as Good-L(GM). Thus, 
Good-CDT(GM) is the domain of T(M), and Good-L(GM) is the domain 
of S(M). Let M be a TRT or a PRT and tsGood CDT(GM), M(t) 
denotes the unique value v such that (t, v) E T(M). 
Let us now introduce the important classes of fixed-value TRT, fixed- 
value PRT, and one-assignment PRT, cf., the Introduction. Intuitively, a 
TRT or a PRT M is fixed-value when for each derivation tree t of GM the 
computation of M on t is such that no register of t holds different values in 
different moments, and a PRT is one-assignment when, during the com- 
putation of M on t, no register of t is assigned a value more than once. The 
formal definitions are as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.5. (1)A TRT or PRT M isfi'xed-value, denoted fv-TRT 
and fv-PRT, respectively, if for each tree t e Good CDT(GM) and any 2 
configurations #1 and #2 of the successful computation of M on t the 
following is true: if Yl and Y2 are the value-functions of #1 and #2, respec- 
tively, then for any node n of t and register-name x in X(p) if both Yl and 
Y2 are defined for (x, n )  then yl((x, n))=y2((x,  n)). 
(2) A PRT is one-assignment, denoted one-PRT, if for any tree 
t e Good-CDT(GM), and any four distinct configurations #1, #2, #3, and 
#4 of the successful computation of M on t such that: 
(i) #2 = (q, t, n, B~,..., Bm, y) and #4 = (q', t, n, B'~ ..... B ' ,  y') and 
(ii) #l ~ #2 and #3 ~ #4, 
the following is true: if R1 and R 2 are the sets of assignment-rules xecuted 
in the steps #1~---i12 and #3~---#4, then LHS(R1)c~ LRS(R2)= ~.  | 
Note that trivially every one-PRT is fixed-value. Let We {fv-TRT, TRT, 
NTRT, fv-PRT, one PRT, PRT, NPRT}. We want now to show that the 
power with respect o tree-translation f any class in W is not changed if 
we forbid stay-instructions. We describe how stay-instructions can be 
eliminated from fv-TRT preserving the fixed-value property. Later we will 
show that this construction (or a simpler version of it) can be used for 
showing the same result for every class in W. Intuitively, a stay-instruction, 
say stay(B, R), at node n, can be simulated by (i) an up-instruction up(R'), 
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where R'=Rw{x:=x/xCLHS(R) and (x,n) is defined}, and (ii) a 
down-instruction down(j, B, {x:=x/xeLHS(R')}), where we assume 
brother # (n) =j. 
This is only a rough idea of how to simulate stay-instructions, notice, in 
fact, that the assignment-rules of R' in point (i) above, would destroy the 
register contents of the father of n; however, it will be easy to refine this 
idea into a correct simulation of stay-instructions. It is easy to see that for 
executing steps (i) and (ii) above a TRT needs to "know" what are the 
defined registers of n and the value of brother # (n). According to this 
observation we eliminate the stay-instructions of a fv-TRT M in two 
phases: in phase 1 we construct from M an fv-TRT M' tree-equivalent to
M and which, before executing any instruction, say, at a node n, "knows" 
what are the defined registers of n in that moment and also "knows" 
brother # (n), finally, in phase 2 from M' a third fv-TRT M" is constructed 
which simulates the stay-instructions of M' as indicated in points (i) and 
(ii) above, and which is tree-equivalent to M' and then also to M. 
Phases 1 and 2 are described in what follows. 
Phase 1. The construction of M' from M. Let M= (GM, D, Q, qo, F, 
F, $, X(p), 6). For computing the desired information M' uses both its 
finite control and pushdown. For this purpose its pushdown alphabet con- 
sists of symbols of the form [B, j', Y], where Be F, j~ [0, max-rhs(GM)] 
and Y is a subset of X(p), and [-$, 0, ~]  is the initial bottom symbol of the 
pushdown of M'. On a tree t E CDT(GM), M' simulates M as follows: 
(1) the execution of down(j, B, R) by M is simulated with the 
execution of down(j, [B, j, LHS(R)], R) by M', 
(2) for simulating stay(B, R) of M, M' looks at the pushdown top 
symbol, let it be [B',j, Y], and, according to it, executes tay([B,j, Yu 
LHS(R)], R), 
(3) the execution of up(R) of M is simulated by M' with up(R) too, 
such that the finite control "remembers" LHS(R), followed by stay([B, j, 
Yu LHS(R)], ~)  if [B, j', Y] is the symbol that M' finds on the top of the 
pushdown after the up(R) instruction, 
(4) if M executes a result-is instruction, then M' does the same. 
Clearly M' uses the same semantic domain D as M and T(M')= T(M). 
Moreover, if M is fixed-value, so is M': the only new instructions of M' 
(with respect o those of M) are the stay-instructions introduced in point 
(3) above and which have no associated assigment-rule. | 
Phase 2. The construction of M" from M'. The construction is 
described intuitively, for more details see (Fil6, 1983b). Let k= 
max-rhs(GM). M" associates to each node of its input trees (k+2)xp  
registers, where p is the number of registers of M and M'. It is convenient 
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to divide these registers in k + 2 blocks numbered from 0 to k + 1. Let us 
see what is the purpose of all these registers of M". Consider a tree 
teCDT(GM) (note that GM is also the underlying CFG of M") and 
assume that t is given as input to M' and M". For each node n of t, the 
registers of block 0 of n are the "normal" registers of n, i.e., they simulate 
the registers that n is given by M'. If n has s ~> 0 sons, n~ ..... ns, then, for 
je  [1, s], the registers of block j of n are used by M" for temporarily stor- 
ing the register values of nj while simulating a stay-instruction of M' at n/ 
by means of an up- followed by a down-instruction, cf., points (i) and (ii) 
of the intuition given before Phase 1. Finally, the (k+l ) th  block of 
registers of n is used only in case n is the leftmost son of the root r of t. 
This is because M" simulates the stay-instructions of M' at r differently 
from those at the other nodes of t, namely, M" simulates a stay-instruction 
at r by means of a down-instruction to the leftmost son of r, followed by an 
up-instruction. Concerning r, M" must take care of another thing: since M" 
has no stay-instruction, it can never change the bottom symbol of its 
pushdown, whereas M' does this, and in fact, it uses this ability for man- 
taining in the bottom square of its pushdown the information about the 
defined registers of the root of its input trees, cf., Phase 1. Thus, for 
simulating M' on t, M" at each moment keeps in its finite control the bot- 
tom symbol of the pushdown of M'. 
It is not difficult to see that, since each node n of an input tree has, in 
M", a "private" block of registers at its father (or at the leftmost son for the 
root) for simulating the stay-instructions of M' at n, M" is fixed-value if M' 
is. From the above description it is easy to see that T(M')= T(M") and, 
thus, since M" uses the same semantic domain as M', M" is tree-equivalent 
to M' and thus also to M by Phase 1. | 
The above construction shows that stay-instructions can be eliminated 
from fv-TRT without modifying their power. It is easy to see that the same 
construction can be used for proving that this result is true also for the 
other classes in W= {fv-TRT, TRT, NTRT, fv-PRT, one-PRT, PRT, 
NPRT}. Observe also that for these classes the above construction can be 
simplified as follows: 
(1) For TRT and NTRT in Phase 2 above, one needs to add only 
one extra block of registers to M" (instead of k+ 2). This is because all the 
stay-instructions executed at the sons of a node n can he simulated using 
the same extra block of n (and, for the stay-instructions at the root, the 
same extra block of its leftmost son can be used). 
2) For all transducers with permanent registers, i.e., fv-, one-PRT, 
PRT, NPRT, Phase 1 can be simplified because when simulating a stay- 
instruction at a node n by means of an up- followed by a down-instruction, 
it is no longer needed to "save" the values of the registers of n when mov- 
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ing to its father: the registers are permanent! Clearly, in addition to this 
simplification, for PRT and NPRT, Phase 2 can also be simplified as in 
point (1) above. 
We can finally state the following result: 
FACT 1.2. Let W= {fv -  TRT, TRT, NTRT, fv-PRT, one-PRT, PRT, 
NPRT}. Let for any class Xe W, X' be {M/MeX and does not use stay- 
instructions}. For any semantic domain D and any Xe W, 
T(X, D)= T(X', D). | 
The following relations between TRT and PRT are also easy to prove. 
FACT 1.3. For each semantic domain D, T(fv TRT, D)~_ T(fv-PRT, 
D), T(TRT, D) c_ T(PRT, D), and T(NTRT, D) ~_ T(NPRT, D). 
Proof One may think that for any TRT M an equivalent PRT M~ is 
obtained simply letting the registers of M become permanent, but this is 
not the case: MI may have a successful computation on a tree for which 
the complete computation of M is defective. To solve this problem, we need 
to use the result shown in Phase 1 above: for each (fv-) TRT M, there is a 
tree-equivalent (fv-) TRT M' that, before each step, "knows" what are the 
defined registers of the node scanned by the read-head. Using this infor- 
mation, it is easy to change M' in such a way that it does no longer have 
defective computations: whenever the registers that are defined are not 
enough for applying the next instruction, M' moves to a new "dead" state. 
Since such M' has no defective computation, letting its registers become 
permanent we obtain a tree-equivalent PRT (which is fixed-value if M', 
and thus M, is fixed-value). | 
In the following Example l.2 we realize the translation T(*) of 
Definition 1.3 by means of an fv-TRT, of a fv-PRT, and of a one-PRT. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. We start describing an fv-TRT M1 such that T(M1)= 
T(.). M1 is (Go, Oz, Q, qo, F, F, $, X(3), 6), where: 
(1) Go and Dr are described in Definition 1.3, 
(2) Q is {qo, q~, q2, q3}, F= {q3}, 
(3) r=  {s, A, B, 
(4) M1 has 3 registers associated to each pushdown symbol and their 
names are xl, x2, and x3, 
(5) the transition function 5 is given in the following three parts; 
each part is introduced by an intuitive explanation of the contribution of 
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the corresponding moves to the computation of M1 with an input tree 
teCDT(G0) such that t=Z[Ana, Bmb], n and rn>~ 1: 
(a) Moves for computing in register xl of Z the value Ana: 
6(qo, $, Z) = (qo, down (1, A, ~)),  
6(qo, A, A) = (q0, down (1, A, ~5)), 
6(qo, A, a)= (ql, up ({xl := a})), 
6(ql, A, A)= (q~, up ({x~ :=fA,~(x~)})). 
(b) Moves for computing B"A"a in the register x2 of Z: 
6(ql, $, Z)= (ql, down(2, B, {xi :=X l ) ) )  , 
6(ql, B, B)= (ql, down (1, B, {Xl := xl})), 
3(q1, B, b)= (q2, up({x2 :=- Xl})), 
6(q2, B, B) = (q2, up({x2 :=fB, l(x2)})). 
(c) With these moves  M 1 performs the second (and final) visit to 
the A"a part of t; if yl ..... y~ are the nonterminal nodes of Aria, where yl is 
the top one, then, when entering Yi, i t  [1, n], M~ must recompute the 
monadic tree An-la that was the value of the register xl ofyi the first time 
this node was visited; for this task the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th moves of point (a) 
are used again, hence A"-ia is stored again in Xl of yi and for this reason 
M~ is fixed value. 
The moves for performing this task are as follows: 
6(q2, s, z )= (q2, 
6(q2, ¢~, A) = (qo, 
6(qt, ~, A)= (q2, 
6(q2, ~, a)= (q3, 
6(q3, ~, A) = (q3, 
6(q3, $, Z)= (q3, 
down(l, ~, {x2 :=x2})), 
down(l, A, ~5)), 
down(l, ~, {x2 :=fA.z(Xl, x2)})), 
up({x, := x2})), 
up({x3 := x3})), 
result-is(x3)). 
Observe that register x3, for carrying up the final value from the leaf a to 
the root Z, is needed for obtaining that M1 is fixed-value; two registers 
would suffice otherwise. 
Clearly, M1 is total on CDT(Go) and hence it does not have defective 
computations on these trees. Therefore, we can make its registers become 
permanent (i.e., we can turn M1 into an fv-PRT, call it M]) without 
modifying T(M1), but M~ would do a lot of recomputations: when 
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executing the moves of part (c) above, entering each node Yi of A"a, M'1 
finds in Xl the value An-ia that was computed uring the first visit to Ana. 
Therefore, we could change, for M'I, the moves of part (c) into the follow- 
ing moves: 
5(q2, $, Z )= (q2, down(l, A, {x2 := x2})), 
6(q2, A, A)= (q2, down(l, A, {x2 :=fA.2(Xl, X2)})), 
6(q2, A, a)= (q3, up({x3 := X2})), 
~(q3, A, A )= (q3, up({x3 := X3 })), 
6(q3, $, Z )= (q3, result-is(x3)). 
But observe now that in this way we have obtained a one PRT! | 
The above example is particularly interesting because it gives an 
intuition of why fv-TRT, fv-PRT, and one-PRT (and also AG!) are so 
close in power, see also the Introduction: by making the registers of an 
fv TRT become permanent, an fv-PRT is obtained and, eliminating the 
recomputations from it, a one PRT is constructed, vice versa, if the 
registers of a one-PRT M become temporary, the loss can be paid for by 
recomputing at each visit to a node n all the register values of n that had 
been computed in previous visits to n (note that such recomputation can be 
done satisfying the fixed-value requirement because M is one-assignment). 
Let X~ and X 2 be in {AG, fv-TRT, fv-PRT, one-PRT}. Xl is tree- 
(string-) equivalent to X2 if, for every semantic domain D, T(X~, D)= 
T(X2, D) (S(X1, D) = S(X'2, D)). 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSDUCERS AND 
AN EXTENDED MODEL OF AG 
As we stated already in the Introduction, the main goal of this paper is 
to find what relation holds among the classes of string- and tree-trans- 
lations defined by AG, fv-TRT, fv-PRT, and one-PRT. In this section we 
prove some basic properties of the models that will play an important role 
in showing that the machine models are all tree-equivalent, that they are 
string-equivalent to AG and tree-equivalent to flags-AG: the model 
obtained, as mentioned in the Introduction, by adding to AG special 
attributes, called flags, which have only a finite set of possible values and 
whose values influence the evaluation of the normal attributes. 
As explained in the Introduction, the addition of flags to AG is done for 
compensating the ability, that the machines have, of using their finite con- 
trol and pushdown in order to inspect he input tree and to compute finite 
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values at its nodes as a result of this inspection. But, why is the ability of 
computing finite information so important? The reason for this is explained 
in the following three points. 
(i) In Example 1.2 and in the observations following it, we have seen 
that modifying the computations of a fv-TRT it is possible to obtain a 
tree-equivalent one-PRT and, vice versa, modifying those of a one-PRT, a 
tree-equivalent fv-TRT can be constructed. The modifications are, clearly, 
Opposite one another, in the first case the register edefinitions that may be 
present in the computations must be eliminated, and, in the second case, 
register edefinitions must be added. 
(ii) Let M be either a fv-TRT or a one-PRT. For constructing from 
M a machine M' of the other type, which is "equivalent" to M and such 
that its computations are those of M modified as in (i), we need to feed M', 
with some information about the computations of M. It turns out that it 
suffices to give to M' the input trees of M with an additional finite infor- 
mation contained in the label of each node: the information of a node n 
describes the behaviour of M around node n. Let GM be the underlying 
CFG of M. Since M is a tree-walking transducer, it is possible to construct 
a CFG-interpretation G' of GM (Wood, 1980), whose derivation trees are 
those of GM with the additional information described above. Thus, M' can 
be constructed using G' as underlying CFG. It is also possible to construct 
an AG G "equivalent" to M and using G' as underlying CFG. 
(iii) It turns out that, after all, M' of (ii) does not need to use G' as 
underlying CFG. It can, in fact, have as input the derivation trees of GM 
and, using its pushdown and its finite control, it can compute, for each 
node n of an input tree t, the finite information about the behaviour of M 
around n (needed by M' for simulating M correctly) that is embedded in 
the label of the node corresponding to n of the derivation tree of G' that 
corresponds to t. We are not able to transform the AG G of (ii) in a similar 
way and for obtaining this we need to add flags to it. This is why all the 
machine models (i.e., fv-TRT, fv-PRT, and one-PRT) and flags-AG are 
tree-equivalent, whereas they are only string-equivalent to AG. 
In what follows we recall the notion of CFG-interpretation 
(Wood, 1980), and show that a transducer of any one of the considered 
types can keep track, using its pushdown and finite control, of a finite 
information that is associated to the nodes of its input trees and which can 
be expressed as an interpretation of its underlying CFG GM (cf., point (ii) 
above). Later we introduce the notion of flags AG and show that flags can 
also compute such type of information. The concept of CFG-interpretation 
in relation with AG has been studied in (Fil6, 1983a). 
DEFINITION 2.1. For two CFG, G = (T, N, P, IS) and G '= (T', N', P', 
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IS'), G' is an interpretation of G with respect o a projection z: N'w T' 
Nu T if the following holds: 
(i) let for a set S~ N 'w T', rt(S) = {XI there is some X' e S such that 
~z(X') = X}; z(IS')~_IS, r t (N ' - IS ' )~_N- IS ,  and n(T')___ T, 
(ii) for each production p:X'o--rX~l,...,X'7(p) in P', production 
~(X'o) ~ 7r(X'l)'"rc(X'r(p)) is in P. | 
In what follows we will often abbreviate "with respect o" with "w.r.t.". 
We want to introduce now some notation about interpretations. Let G, G', 
and n be as in Definition2.1; for a production p 'eP '  of the form, 
Xro- -+Xt l . . .XtT(p)  , rc(p') is the production rc(X'o)~rc(X'l)...7~(X'~(p)) of G, 
similarly, for a derivation tree t' of G', 7r(t') is the derivation tree of G 
obtained from t' by substituting the label of each node of t', say X', with 
7r(X'). With T(G,G',rt) we denote the set {( t , t ' ) l teCDT(G) ,  
t 'e  CDT(G'), and t = 7r(t')}. G' is a one-to-one interpretation of G w.r.t. 7z if 
(t, t ' )  and (t, t")  are both in T(G, G', ~) only when t '=t". With 1-INT 
we denote the set {T(G, G', 7z)[ G' is a one-to-one interpretation of G w.r.t. 
z}. 
Observe that, in the literature, interpretations of CFG are generally 
defined in a slightly different way from that of Definition 2.1, (Cremers and 
Ginsburg, 1975; Wood, 1980): in (Wood, 1980), for instance, the inter- 
pretation defined above is called an s-interpretation and is defined by 
means of a function #:NwT- -+2N'~2 r', which satisfies conditions 
corresponding to those satisfied by ~ in Definition 2.1. It is easy to see that 
the concept of interpretation of Definition 2.1 is equivalent o that of 
(Wood, 1980). This "#-approach," i.e., from G to G' instead of the "Tz- 
approach" from G' to G of Definition 2.1, is in some cases convenient; 
using it we introduce the following notation: Let G, G', and ~ be as in 
Definition 2.1, for XeNwT,  peP ,  and for a derivation tree t of G, we 
denote with #(X), #(p), and #(t) the sets {X'eN 'wT ' f~(X ' )=X},  
{p 'eP ' ln (p ' )=p},  and {f i t '  is a derivation tree of G' and z ( t ' )=t} ,  
respectively. Note that it is possible that for a derivation tree t of G 
#(t)=~. 
For simplicity, we will, in general, say that a CFG G' is an interpretation 
of another CFG G, without specifying the involved projection r~, it should 
be always understood that ~ is the name of this projection and # the 
corresponding function from the symbols of G to the subsets of those of G' 
described above. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let WE {TRT, PRT, fv TRT, fv-PRT, one PRT}. Con- 
sider any M' e W and such that its underlying CFG G' is an interpretation of 
the CFG G w.r.t, a projection ~. There is an M e W, with underlying CFG G 
using the same semantic domain as M' and such that for each tree 
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teCDT(G)  it behaves as follows: if #(t) = ~ then M rejects t, otherwise, 
there is a t'el~(t) such that M(t )=M'( t ' ) .  This implies that T(M)= 
T(G, G', re)o T(M') in the case that, for any two trees t' and t" in CDT(G')  
such that 7r(t') = ~(t"), M'(t') = m'(t"). 
Proof Let G = (T, N, P, IS) and G '= (7', N', P', IS'). In what follows t 
is a tree in CDT(G), recall from the Preliminaries that we denote with t(n) 
the subtree of t rooted in node n. 
For a production p: Xo ~X1,..., X~(p) of P and subsets vl ..... VT{p) of 
N' w T', we denote with Cp(Vl,..., Vy(p)) the set {p' [p': X'o--* Xtl "'" Xt?(p) 
p'~P' ,  ~z(p') =p,  and X~svi for each i t  [1, 7(P)]}. For each node n of t, 
La(n) = {X' E N 'u  T'[ there is a derivation tree t' of G' with root labeled 
by X' and such that ~( t ' )=  t(n)}. La(n) is defined inductively for each node 
n of t as follows: 
- -  if n is a leaf, labeled by, say, a, then La(n)= #(a), 
- -  if n is a nonterminal node of t, p: X o ~ XI"'" X.¢(p) is the produc- 
tion applied at n, and nl,..., rt~(p) are the sons of n, then La(n)= {X'o[X'o is 
the left-hand side of a production in Cp(La(nl) ..... La(nT(p))) }. 
It is obvious that La(n) # ~ iff ~t(t(n)) # ~.  It is also easy to see that M 
can compute La(n) for each node n of t using its pushdown store and finite 
control. In what follows we assume that M has a routine for carrying out 
this computation. 
If #(t) # ~,  we want that M on t simulates the computation of M'  on a 
tree t' ~ ~t(t). Intuitively, M does this as follows: every time it visits a node 
of t, it first computes the label of the corresponding node of t' and then it 
simulates the moves of M'  at that node of t'. The key-point is that M does 
not pick a tree t' from p(t) once and for all, but it constructs it node by 
node moving on the corresponding nodes of t and at each moment it 
simulates the move of M'  on any tree of CDT(G')  whose initial portion is 
equal to the one it has constructed up to that time. 
As explained above, M needs, during its computation on t, to associate a
symbol to some of the nodes of t. More precisely, M will, at each moment, 
associate a symbol from La(n) to each node n on the path 7r running from 
the root ro of t to the node scanned by the read-head. We model this fact as 
follows: each node n of ~ has a variable, called var(n), and M associates a 
symbol A ~La(n) to n by assigning A to var(n) and remembering this 
assignment either in its finite control, if n is ro, or, otherwise, storing A in 
the pushdown cell corresponding to n. Clearly, in addition to containing 
the values of vat(n), during the simulation of M', the pushdown of M must 
mimic that of M'. Let O be an arbitrary linear order of the productions of 
G'. 
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We illustrate the computation of M on t in the following two points. 
(i) Let ro be the root of t, p:Xo--*Xl""XT(p) be the production 
applied at ro; and rl,..., r~(p) be the sons of ro. As first thing M computes 
the sets La(r~) ..... La(r./(p)) and then it also computes 
K= Cp(La(r l)  ..... La(rT(p))). If K is empty, then M halts rejecting t, and, 
otherwise, if the minimal production in K w.r.t. O is p': X'o --, X'I ..... X'~(p), 
then M assigns X; to var(ro) remembering it in its finite control. Clearly, 
X'o ~ La(ro). 
(ii) Let (no ..... r/7(p) ) be an occurrence in t of a production 
p: Xo ~ X1 .... X~(p). Assume that M is in no, that var(n0) = X'o E La(no) (i.e., 
X; is stored in the cell corresponding to no if noCro or, otherwise, if 
no = r0, X; is remembered in the finite control of M), and that, after the 
steps that M has already simulated, M' is in state q with B on the top of its 
pushdown. Depending on the move that M' performs in this configuration, 
M does the following: 
(1) if M' performs a stay-, an up-, or a result-is move then M does 
the same, 
(2) if M' executes a down-instruction, say to the j th  son of the 
scanned node, then M behaves as follows: first it computes La(nl )  ..... 
La(nT(pl), then looks for the minimal production w.r.t. 0 in Cp(La(nl)  ..... 
La(n~(p))) having X; (=var(no)) at the left-hand side (note that such 
production exists because X'oeLa(no)),  if this production is 
X'o --* X'I ..... X'~(p), then M moves to nj pushing X} (plus whatever is pushed 
by M') on the pushdown. 
Since #(t) = ~ iff La(ro) = ~,  by point (i) above, M rejects, as desired, 
those trees t e CDT(G) such that #(t )= ~.  For showing that M satisfies 
the statement of the lemma also for the trees t sCDT(G)  for which 
#(t) 4 = ~,  it suffices to prove that the following 3 statements hold: 
(a) For any node n of t, M assigns always the same value to var(n). 
(b) There is at least one tree t' e #(t) such that for any node n of t if, 
during the computation of M on t, var(n) is assigned a value, then this 
value is the label of the node of t' corresponding to n. 
(c) If t' is as in (b) then M(t )= M'(t ') .  
The proof of these 3 points is quite straightforward and is, therefore, 
omitted. The interested reader can find it in (Fil6, 1983b). | 
Observe that the last sentence of Lemma2.1 applies in the case that 
T(G, G', ~)~ 1-INT. The following closure result follows easily from the 
above lemma. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let W be as in Lemma 2.1, for any semantic domain D, 
T(W,D)=I- INToT(W,D).  I 
It is easy to see that the above results hold true for any class of trans- 
ducers which includes in the storage a tree and a pushdown synchronized 
as for TRT and PRT and such that they can be moved independently from 
the input and their additional storage. Let us now extend the concept of 
AG by adding to it flags as announced. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A flags-attribute grammar (flags-AG) G is a pair (Gf, 
Ga) defined as follows: 
(1) G s is the flag part of G and is a usual (noncircular) AG whose 
attributes can have only a finite number of possible values, i.e., in the 
semantic domain Dy= ((2 i, ~s) of G r, O r is a finite set. (2 i also contains a 
special element ER that is used to signal semantic errors. In order to 
underline the restriction to a finite domain, the attributes of G r are called 
flags and all the usual terminology of AG is changed accordingly: 
FLAG-NAMES(Gf) is the set of flag-names of Gy, the designated syn- 
thesized flag name of G i is denoted by df, FLAG-NAMES(X, Gr) and 
FLAGS(X, Gs) are the set of flag names and of flags, respectively, of non- 
terminal X of Gf, and, finally, FLAGS(p, Gi) is the set of flags of produc- 
tion p of G s. 
(2) Ga is also an AG, but extended in such a way that its semantic 
rules depend on the values of the flags of G s. Ga is as follows: 
(i) G~ has the same underlying CFG as G i. We assume that 
ATT-NAMES(Ga) c~ FLAG-NAMES(Gr)= ~ and denote by D the (nor- 
mal) semantic domain of G~; D is also the semantic domain of the whole 
flags-AG G. 
(ii) For a production p: Xo ~ XI"'" X~p) of G~, let ASS(p, Gs) be 
the set of all the total functions of type: FLAGS(p, Gr) --. f2 i. ASS(p, Gf) is 
a finite set since SC2s is finite. For each ass e ASS(p, Gr), Ga has a set of 
semantic rules RULES(p, Ga, ass) for p, which is as the set of semantic 
rules of a normal AG, see Definition 1.1. 1 
Let G = (G s, G~) be a flags-AG. For a derivation tree t of G, let node n 
of t be labeled by nonterminal X. A flag of node n is a pair (a, n)  such that 
a e FLAG-NAMES(X, Gf). FLAGS(n, Gi) is the set of flags of node n and 
FLAGS(t, 6;/) = I.) {FLAGS(n, Gf) ln is a nonterminal node of t}. 
For the flags-AG G, attribute-evaluation of a tree t s CDT(G) is done in 
two phases. The first phase consists of evaluating all flags of t. Let Val/be 
the function of type: FLAGS(t, Gs) --* f2 i, giving the value of each flag in t. 
The second phase consists of evaluating the attributes of t that belong to 
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Ga, where for each occurrence of a production p in t, the following set of 
semantic rules is used for the evaluation: if (no,..., n~(p)) is the occurrence 
ofp in t, then RULES(p, Ga, ass) is used, where for each flag (a , j )  of p, 
ass((a, j ) )  = Valfi(a, ns} ). These semantic rules are also used for defining 
dtg(t, G,) in the usual way. If Vall((df, root of t))  = ER, where df is the 
designated flag name of G f, then the evaluation is interrupted without com- 
puting the attributes of Go and we say that G rejects t. If this does not hap- 
pen and dtg(t, G,) is acyclic the attributes in ATT(t, Ga) are also evaluated 
and the meaning of t, denoted by m(t, G), is the value of the attribute 
(d, root of t)  of t, where d is the designated attribute name of Ga. Tree- 
and string-translation, and equivalence of flags-AG are defined as for AG. 
In what follows we study the power added to the AG-model by the flags 
in relation to CFG-interpretations. It turns out that we can characterize 
flags-AG by means of the composition of one-to-one interpretations and 
normal AG. Intuitively, this fact can be explained as follows. Flags are 
bounded information added at the nodes of the derivation trees of an AG 
G and the same effect can be obtained also through an interpretation of its 
underlying CFG. The restriction to one-to-one interpretations is because, 
for each tree t of G, flags can associate only one value (i.e., a tuple of flag 
values) with each node of t whereas an (unrestricted) interpretation G' of G 
may have several trees corresponding to t. Let us begin by showing for 
flags-AG a result analogous to that of Lemma 2.1, cf., also point(iii) of the 
introductory part of this section. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any AG G' such that its underlying CFG G'o is an inter- 
pretation of a CFG Go, there is a flags-AG G = (Gf, Go) with underlying 
CFG Go, with the same semantic domain as G', and such that for each 
t ~ CDT(Go), if #(t) = ~,  then G rejects t, and, otherwise, for some t' ~ ~t(t), 
re(t, G) = m(t', G'). This implies that T(G) = T(Go, G'o, re) o T(G') in the 
case that for any two trees t' and t" in CDT(G~) such that rr(t')= ~(t"), 
m(t', G')=m(t", G'). 
Proof Since this proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1, we will only 
sketch it. A complete proof can be found in (Fil6, 1983b). Recall from the 
proof of Lemma 2.1 the definition of La(n). The flags-AG G = (Gf, Ga) is 
roughly as follows: 
Gf is constructed in such a way that for each tree t eCDT(Go) if 
#(t) = ~ then t is "rejected" and otherwise there is a tree t' ~/z(t) such that 
every node n of t has a flag (/'2, n } whose value is the nonterminal labeling 
the node of t' corresponding to n. To this end each noninitial nonterminal 
of Go has 2 flag names f l  and f2, synthesized and inherited, respectively, 
and each initial nonterminal has the designated flag df. All 3 flags will be 
assigned values in 2 N', where N' is the set of nonterminals of G~. 
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The semantic rules of Gy are such that for each t eCDT(G0) the 
evaluation of the flags of t can be viewed as consisting of 2 phases. In the 
first phase the flags ( f l ,  n) are computed. The value of ( f l ,  n) is La(n). 
From the definition of La(n) it is easy to find the semantic rule of each 
production of G/that defines the flag ( f l ,  0) using as arguments he flags 
fl of the right-hand side nonterminals. 
Let O be a linear order of the productions of G;. The flag df of the root r 
of t will get as value the left-hand side of the production in La(r) minimal 
w.r.t.O. If La(r) = ~ then df will be given the value ~ that is the error- 
value and thus t is rejected by G/. 
The second phase consists in evaluating all (f2, n) moving down from r 
to the frontier of t. Each flag (f2, n) must get the value of var(n) as com- 
puted in the proof of Lemma2.1. For an occurrence (no,..., nk) of a 
production in t, (f2, ni), ie [1, k] and ni a nonterminal node, can be 
easily computed from the values of: 
(1) <f2, no) (or <df, ro) ifno=ro), and of 
(2) <fl,njl> ..... ( f l ,n jm>,  where njl,...,njm are the nonterminal 
nodes among hi,..., nk. 
The G a part of G is now easy to construct. Intuitively, the construction 
follows this idea: consider an occurrence of a production p of Go in a tree 
t ~ CDT(G0) such that #(t) # ~.  The values of the flags f2 of the nonter- 
minal nodes of the occurrence (together with the labels of its terminal 
nodes) identify uniquely a production p' of G~. Thus Ga gives to such an 
occurrence ofp the semantic rules of RULES(p', G'). | 
Observe that if in the previous lemma G~ is a one-to-one interpretation 
of Go, then T(G) = T(G, G', 7t)o T(G'). In the following theorem we show 
that for any flags AG G there is a one-to-one interpretation and an AG 
whose composition is tree-equivalent to it, characterizing in this way the 
power of flags-AG. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any semantic domain D, 
T(flags-AG, D) = 1 INTo T(AG, D). 
Proof From Lemma2.2 it follows that T(flags-AG, D)_ I - INTo 
T(AG, D). We show in what follows that also T(flags-AG, D)_~ 
1-INT o T(AG, D) holds. 
Consider any flags-AG G=(Gy, Ga); let its underlying CFG be 
Go = (T, N, P, IS) and Dr= (Qf, ~f) be the semantic domain of Gf. We 
define a one-to-one interpretation G; = (T', N', P', IS') of Go as follows. 
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(1) T '=T,N '={[X ,g] IXeN and g is a total function: 
FLAGS(X, Gs) ~ Of}; IS' = { [Z, g] lZe  IS and g is such that g(df) # ER, 
where df is the designated flag name of G f}. 
(2) The set P' of productions of G~ is defined in what follows. 
Let us, for convenience, denote a production peP  as Xo 
woXlwi ..... w~_iX~w~, where ~>0 and, for ie [0,~], XieN and wieT* 
(see also Sect. 1). Corresponding to such a production p of Go, G; has one 
production p' of the form, [Xo, go] --* wo[X1, gl] wl ..... wr_ I[X 7, g~] wr, 
for each choice of the functions go, ga,..., ge which satisfies the following 
condition: for every semantic rule, (ao, i(0)) =f ( (a t ,  i(1)> ..... (am, i(m)>) 
of RULES(p, G~), gi(o)(ao) =f(g~(l)(ai),..., g~(m)(am)). Clearly G; is an inter- 
pretation of Go w.r.t, the following projection 7r: rc([X,g])=X for each 
l-X, g] e N' and z~(a) = a for each a e T. 
Let us now transform Ga into a normal AG G' which uses G; 
as underlying CFG. For each nonterminal [X, g] e N', 
ATT-NAMES([X, g], G' )= ATT-NAMES(X, G,). For a production p': 
[Xo, go]~wo[Xl ,g l ]wl  ..... w~ l[X~,g~]w~ of P', let assp, be the 
function of type: FLAGS(p, Gf) ~ £2f, where p = 7z(p'), defined as follows: 
for each flag (a,j> eFlags(p, Gf), aSSp,((a,j))=gj(a); the set 
RULES(p', G') is equal to RULES(p, Gu, aSSp,). It is not difficult to show 
that G; and G' are as desired. The complete proof can be found in 
(Fil6, 1983b). | 
COROLLARY 2.2. For any semantic domain D, 
T(flags-AG, D) = 1-INT o T(flags-AG, D). 
Proof It follows from Theorem 2.1 and the fact that interpretations are 
clearly transitive: if G2 is a (one-to-one) interpretation of Gi w.r.t, re2 and 
G 1 is a (one-to-one) interpretation of G w.r.t. Ztl, then G2 is a (one-to-one) 
interpretation of G w.r.t. 7z = ~2 ° rot. | 
COROLLARY 2.3. For any semantic domaht D, 
S(AG, D) = S(flags-AG, D). 
Proof It suffices to observe that, in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the CFG 
Go and its one-to-one interpretation G~ are such that, for any two trees t 
and t', such that <t, t'> ~ T(Go, G'o, ~), yield(t) = yield(t'). | 
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3. How TO DESCRIBE AND TO RESTRICT PRT COMPUTATIONS 
This section is dedicated to the study and the transformation of PRT 
computations. In it we introduce concepts and we show results that will be 
of great importance in the following parts of this paper for showing the 
announced equivalences among fv-TRT, fv- and one-PRT, flags-AG, and 
AG. Let us explain the role of the present section in the study of the 
relationship of these different formalisms. 
For proving that a class X1 of tree transducers i at least as powerful as 
another class X2 one has to show that for each M ~ )(2 there is an N ~ X1 
which is equivalent o M. Clearly this task becomes easier if one can 
assume (i) that the input trees of N are those of M in which, at each node, 
some information about the behaviour of M around that node is stored 
(see also points (i) and (ii) of the initial part of Sect. 2), and (ii) that M is 
in some particularly convenient form. 
In this section we show results that concern both point (i) and (ii) above. 
In relation to point (i) we show that for any PRT M and any input tree t 
of M it is possible to describe the behaviour of M around any node n of t 
by means of a finite (amount of) information that can be used for con- 
structing a machine of any of the considered classes and also an AG or a 
flags-AG "equivalent" o M. In relation to point (ii) above, we show that a 
conveniently restricted form can be assumed for fv- and one-PRT. The 
reason for which in this section only PRT are considered and TRT are left 
aside is that, in the following sections, for showing the announced 
equivalences, we only need to have fv-TRT simulated by fv-PRT (and not 
by any other formalism) and this simulation is immediate, cf., Fact 1.3. It 
will be easy to see however, that the notions and the results introduced in 
this section for PRT can be easily extended to TRT. 
The section can be roughly divided in two parts. In the first part we con- 
sider the computation of a PRT on an input tree t and describe how its 
behaviour around any node n of t can be represented by means of a finite 
information that is called the valid complete sequence of n (shortly: the 
vc-sequence of n). 
In the second part of the section we show that for a PRT M, if we add to 
the labels of the nodes of each tree in good-CDT(GM) their vc-sequences, 
then the set of trees obtained in this way is the set of complete derivation 
trees of a one-to-one interpretation G' of GM. Together with Corollaries 2.1 
and 2.2 this result will allow us to show the tree-equivalence of all the 
machine models and of flags-AG. This result is also immediately used, at 
the end of this section, for showing that a restricted form of fv-PRT and 
one-PRT can be assumed in the following parts of the paper with great 
advantage in the proofs contained in them. 
Let us start introducing some new terminology and notions. In what 
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follows M= (GM, D, Q, qo, F, F, $, X(p), 6) is a PRT  and t is a tree in 
good-CDT(GM).  Without loss of generality by Fact 1.4, we assume that M 
does not have stay-instructions. Let H= (#0,..., #k) ,  k~>0, be the suc- 
cessful computat ion of M on t, and for some i~[1 ,  k -1 ] ,  let con- 
figurations #i 1 and #/concern  nodes n and n' of t, respectively. Clearly, 
since M has no stay-instructions, either n is the father of n' or is a son of n'; 
in the first case we say that, through the move #~_ 1 ~- #~, M entered n' 
from above, and in the second case that it entered n' from below. With R(#~) 
we denote the set of assignment-rules associated to the instruction applied 
in the move #i 1 ~ #i (conventionally R(#0) = ~) .  
Intuitively, we say that M performs a long-visit o a node n of t (and to 
the subtree t(n) rooted in n) when it enters n (either from above or below), 
moves down inside t(n), and comes back to n. M performs a short-visit to n 
if it enters n from above and moves immediately up again. 
In Fig. 6 (a), (b) long-visits to a node n are represented: in that of (a) M, 
during the visit to n, performs k t> 1 long-visits to a son n' of n, and in that 
of (b) it performs only a short-visit to n'. 
Let us now formalize these concepts. A long-visit of M to a node n of t is 
a subcomputat ion V is= (#i,-.., #i+m) with i6 [0, k -3 ]  and i+m<~k-  1 
of the successful computat ion H= (go ..... #k)  of M on t, such that #i and 
#i+m concern node n and all other configurations in Vis concern nodes of 
t(n) different from n; #~ and #~+m are called the initial and the final con- 
figuration of the visit, respectively. A short-visit of M to a node n of t con- 
sists of only one configuration #i of H, i 6 [ 1, k -  1 ], such that both #i_ 
and #~+ 1concern the father of n. Observe that no visit to a node contains 
the terminating-stage #k of H. 
It should be easy to understand, see also the previous observations 
related to Fig. 6, that for a long-visit Vis = (#~ ..... #~+,,) of M to a node n 
of t, there is an r>~ 1 and j l  ~<j2~< "" <~Jr+l with j l - -1  and Jr+l  =m--1 ,  
such that (#~+Jl ..... #i+j2), (#i+]2,'", #~+J~),'", (#~+J ...... #~+Jr+~) are visits 
to some son n' of n. We will call these r visits to n' the subvisits of Vis. 
A triple of M has the form (q, B, Y), where qeQ, BeF,  and Y~_X(p). 
Let X be a terminal or nonterminal symbol of G M and Z = (q, B, Y) be a 
triple of M; assume that 6(q, B, X) = (q', In); if In is a down-  (up-)  instruc- 
tion then Z is a down- {up-) triple of M w.r.t. X, if q' e F and In is a result- 
is instruction then Z is a terminating-triple of M w.r.t.X. 
For any configuration #g of the successful computat ion H of M on t the 
triple (of M) corresponding to #~ is (q, B, Y), where q and B are the state 
and the top of the pushdown of #i, respectively, and Y~ X(p) is as follows: 
(1) if #i concerns the root of t, and y is the value-function of #i, then 
for any register-name x e X(p), x e Y iff y(root  of t, x) is defined; 
(2) if #g concerns a node n of t different from the root then we have 
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(a) (h) 
1 . . . . . . . . .  k a shor t -v i s i t  to n' 
l ong-v i s i t s  to n' 
Flo 6. Two long-visits to n 
two cases: if #i 1 concerns the father of n then Y= LHS(R(#i)), otherwise, 
letting j be the largest element in [ 1, i -1  ] such that /.tj concerns n and 
#j i concerns the father of n, Y=(.) {LHS(R(#r))Ir~ I-j, i] and #r con- 
cerns n}. Note that the set Y is defined as if we were dealing with a TRT: 
the registers of n defined during previous visits (where previous means that 
M has moved up from n after them) are disregarded. 
A pictorial explanation of this definition is given in Fig. 7, where some 
long-visits to a node n are represented schematically: the nodes are the 
actions of entering n and their labels the corresponding configurations. 
According to the above definition, if Yj, Yr, and Yi are the third com- 
ponents of the triples corresponding to &, #r, and /4, respectively, then 
Yj= LHS(R(#j)), Yr= YjwLHS(R(#~)), and Yi= Yru LHS(R(#i)); in all 
cases the registers of n defined in visits to n preceding #j are not considered. 
The triples corresponding to the initial and final configurations of a visit to 
n are called the initial and final triples of that visit, respectively. A short- 
visit has only one configuration and hence one corresponding triple which is 
by convention both its initial and its final triple (note that the Y com- 
ponent of this triple is defined by the first case of (2) above). It is easy to 
see that the initial triple of a long-visit o a node n is surely a down-triple 
w.r.t, the label of n, say X, whereas the final triple of the visit can be either 
a down- or up-triple w.r.t. X; the corresponding triple of a short-visit o n is 
clearly an up-triple w.r.t.X. Two visits to a node n are related if they have 
the same initial triple, unrelated otherwise. It is easy to see that two related 
long-visits Vis I = (#~,..., #~+,~ ) and Vis 2 = (#~2,-'-, #~2+m2) to a node n are 
such that ml = m2, that the sequences of triples corresponding to the con- 
figurations in Visl and Vis2 are equal, and, moreover, that, for each 
j e [ 1, m 1], the same instruction is used in the move #il +J-1 ~--#it +1 and in 
FIG. 7. Some long-visits to n. 
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the move #i2+J-~ ~--~t~2+J' Observe also that the fact that M performs two 
related visits to a node of t does not necessarily imply that M is in a loop: 
the initial configurations of the visits can be different even though their 
corresponding triples are equal! 
In what follows we introduce the concept of vc-sequences. For doing 
this, it is convenient to describe first sequences, called complete sequences 
(c-sequences), that have the form of vc-sequences. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let M= (GM, D, Q, qo, F, F, $, X(p), 3) be a PRT and 
let r be the number of distinct triples of M. A complete sequence of M 
(shortly, c-sequence) is a sequence [ul,..., uk], ke  [0, r], where each com- 
ponent u~ is either a triple of M, or it has the form Zl(j, (I1 ..... lm)) Z2, 
where ZI and Z2 are triples of M, jE  [1, max rhs(GM)], and l~,..., lm are 
distinct integers in [ 1, r]; in the first case ug is called a short-component and 
in the second case a long-component. 
Note that the number of distinct 
c-sequence C= [Ul ..... uk] of M, 
Z~(j, (l~ ..... lm)) Z2, iE [1, k]; with 
!
c-sequences of M is finite. For a 
let u~ be a long-component 
Initial(ui), Final(u~), Son(u/), and 
Seq(ui) we denote Z~, Z2, j, and (ll,..., lm), respectively. If u i is a short- 
component Z, then Initial(ui)= Final(ui)= Z. 
The vc-sequence of a node n of t is a c-sequence which describes the 
visits to n contained in the successful computation H of M on t. Short-com- 
ponents describe short-visits (they are the corresponding triples of these 
visits) and long-components describe the long-visits as follows: for a long- 
visit Vis to n the long-component u = Zl( j, (li ,..., lm ))  Z2 corresponding to
it, is such that Z1 and Z2 are the initial and final triple, respectively, of Vis, 
and the pair (j, (ll,..., lm)) indicates that Vis contains m subvisits to the 
j th son of n and that the ith of these visits is described (in the sense we are 
explaining now) by the lith component of the vc-sequence of nj. Clearly, 
there is no bound on the number of visits to the nodes of trees of GM, thus, 
also vc-sequences should be unbounded if they would represent all the 
visits. The way out it to let the vc-sequence of a node n of t represent only 
the unrelated visits to n (in the same relative order as they occur in H). 
Clearly this implies that the vc-sequence C= [u~ ..... uk] of a node n of t 
satisfies the following two properties: 
(i) for all i and j in [1, k], if i C j  then Initial(ui)¢ Initial(uj), 
(ii) H contains a visit Vis to n with initial triple Z iff C contains a 
component ui such that Initial(u~)= Z; for expressing this correspondence 
we say that ui represents Vis (note that, by (i), Vis is represented by a uni- 
que ui). 
In the definition of vc-sequences that is given below, we use the fact that 
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vc-sequences satisfy property (i) and (ii) above and, at the same time, we 
inductively show that this is the case. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M = (GM, D, Q, qo, F, F, $, X(p), 6) be a PRT, t 
be a tree in good-CDT(GM), and H= (~0,...,/~k) the successful com- 
putation of M on t. The valid complete sequence (vc-sequence) of each node 
n of t is defined recursively on the structure of t as follows: 
(1) For a leaf n of t let s >/0 be the total number of visits to n con- 
tained in H; clearly, since n is a leaf, they are all short-visits. Let 
C '= [Z~ ..... Zs] be the sequence consisting of the triples corresponding to 
these visits in the same order as they occur in H. The vc-sequence of n is 
C= Delrep(C'), where Delrep deletes the repetitions in C', see Section 1 for 
the definition of Delrep. 
(2) For a nonterminal node n of t, assume that production p: 
Xo ---, X1 "'" X~(p) is applied at n and that n~ . . . . .  nT(p) are the sons of n from 
left-to-right. Let also Cj= [u{,..., u{(j)], j s  [-1, ~/(p)] and k(j)>t0, be the 
vc-sequence of n i. 
Let s ~> 0 be the number of visits to n contained in H. The vc-sequence C 
of n is constructed by, first, building a sequence C' = [Ul,..., u~] with s com- 
ponents, one for each of the visits to n, and, second, deleting the repetitions 
in C', i.e., C= Delrep(C'). For each ie [1, s], ui is as follows: 
(a) Let the ith visit to n be a short one: ui is its corresponding triple. 
(b) Let the ith visit to n be a long one and assume that it contains m 
subvisits to the son nj of n, j~ [1, ?(p)], and that for each re  [-1, m] the 
rth subvisit is represented by the component ujr of Cj, lre[1, k(j)] 
(observe that properties (i) and (ii) are assumed); then ui= ZI(j, (11 ..... 
lm)) Z2, where ZI and Z2 are the initial and the final triples of the visit, 
respectively. 
Observe that the sequence (ll,..., lm) consists of distinct elements of 
[1, k(j)] because, otherwise, M would be looping on t. Finally, note that 
related visits correspond to equal components of C' and hence 
C=Delrep(C' )  satisfies properties (i) and (ii) stated before this 
definition. | 
EXAMPLE 3.1. In this example we want to show how the vc-sequence of
a node is constructed from those of its sons and from the actual sequence 
of visits to it. Let M be a PRT, t be a tree in good CDT(GM), and let n be 
a node of t with sons n~ and rt 2. Assume that the vc-sequenees of nl and n2 
are C~ = [ul, u~2] and C2= [-u 2, u 2, U32], respectively. Finally, let the suc- 
cessful computation H of M on t contain 5 visits to n. The sequence of 
these visits is shown in Fig. 8, where the initial and the final configuration 
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of each visit to n is represented by a node labeled by the corresponding 
triple. Figure 8 also shows the subvisits of each long-visit to n: each subvisit 
is represented by an edge labeled by both, the son ni of n, i~ [1, 2], that is 
visited, and the index of the component of Ci that represents this visit. 
Note that the second and the fifth visit to n are related: their initial triple 
is Z2. Thus, the vc-sequence ofn is C= [Z  1 (2, <l >) Z2, 22(1, ( l ,  2>)Z  3, 
Z4(2, (2, 3>) Z5, Z6]: the second component of C represents both the 
second and the fifth visit. | 
In what follows some convenient notation is introduced. This notation 
will be used later for handling vc- and c-sequences ( omething we will often 
do in the following parts of the paper). Let M be a PRT. For any triple Z 
of M, Y(Z) is the third element of Z, i.e., if Z = (q, B, Y) then Y(Z) = Y. 
For a c-sequence C=[U l , . . . ,~ /k ]  of M and rs [1 ,  k], Given(ur)= 
Y(Final(ur)) and Registers(r, C) = {.) {Given(ui)[ i~ [1, r] }; Initial(C) = 
[Initial(u1) ..... Initial(uk)]. Let t be a tree in good-CDT(GM) and consider 
an occurrence <no,..., n~(p)> of production p: )20 ~ XI""X~(p) in t; in what 
follows, fo r je  [0, V(p)], the vc-sequence of nj is Cj [u{,..., J = uk(j)], k(j)  >~ O. 
For jE  [1, V(p)], let u °,..., u°,r, r~>0, be all the components of Co such that 
for fE  [1, r], Son(u°)=j, in the same relative order that they have in Co; 
with Visit-to(j, Co)we denote the sequence Conc(Seq(u°),..., Seq(u°)) (see 
Sect. 1 for the definition of Conc.) 
We want now to list some important properties of vc-sequences. Before 
doing this it is useful to recall the one-PRT of Example 1.2 (whose tree- 
translation is T(*) of Definition 1.3) and to describe the vc-sequences 
corresponding to the computation of that transducer on an input tree 
t = Z[A"a, Bmb]. The aim of this example is to build an intuitive feeling of 
the way vc-sequences are, which will help the understanding of the proper- 
ties of these sequences that will be listed after the example. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Recall from Example 1.2 the description of the one-PRT 
realizing the translation T(,); call it M. The computation of M on any 
input tree t = Z[Ana, Bmb] consists of three phases that we called (a), (b), 
and (c). In phase (a) Aria is constructed, in phase (b) BmAna is constructed, 
/ 
/ 
n 1 
ZI '  ~6 
n2  1 1 2 2 3 1 2 
i i i i i 
n 2 n I n 2 61  
FIG. 8. The sequence of visits to n. 
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and in phase (c) the whole T(,)(t) is constructed. Each node of the subtree 
Ana is visited two times (in phase (a) and (c)), each node of the subtree 
Bmb is visited once (in phase (b)) and, finally, the root is visited three times 
(each phase starts and ends in it). Let us start describing the vc-sequences 
of the nodes of the subtree Ana. The vc-sequence of the leaf of Ana is 
C(a) = [(q0, A, ~) ,  (q2, AI {x2})]; the vc-sequence of each of the nonter- 
minal nodes of A"a is C(A)=[(qo, A,~)(1, (1)) (q l ,  A, {Xl}), 
(q2, A, {x2})(1, (2))(q3, A, {x2, x3})]. The vc-sequences of the nodes of 
the subtree B~b are as follows: the vc-sequence of the leaf b is C(b)= 
[(ql, B, {xl})] , the nonterminal nodes of Bmb have the same vc-sequence 
C(B)= [-(q,, B, {x,})(1, (1))(q2, B, {x~, x2})]. Finally, the root of t has 
vc-sequence C(Z)=[(qo , $, ~)(1,  (1))(q~, $, {Xl}), (ql, $, {x~})(2, 
f l ) ) (q2 '  $' {Xl, X2}), (q2, $, {Xl, X2})(1, (2))(q3, $, {Xl, -)C 2, )C3})3. m 
Let us now list the announced properties of vc-sequences. There are two 
groups of them: the structure- and the consistency-properties. The first ones 
are properties that concern a single vc-sequence, whereas the second ones 
concern the relationship of the vc-sequences of neighbouring nodes. That 
these properties are true is easy to see from Definition 3.2 and the fact that 
PRT are deterministic. It may also be interesting to test these properties 
against the vc-sequences described in Example 3.2. For both groups of 
properties, M=(GM, D, Q, qo, F, F, $, X(p),6) is a PRT and 
t E good-CDT(GM). 
Structure properties 
The vc-sequence C= [-ul,..., uk], k~>0, of a node n of t, satisfies the 
following properties w.r.t, the label X of n: 
Property 1. the triples Initial(u1),..., Initial(uk) are all distinct, see also 
point (i) before Definition 3.2. 
Property 2. short-components of C consist of an up-triple w.r.t.X. 
Property 3. for a long-component u; of C, i t  El, k], if Initial(u;) = (q~, 
B1, Y~) and Final(u;)= (q2, B2, Y2), then B~ = B2, ql # q2, and Y~ ~ Y2. 
Property 4. if n is a leaf of t, i.e., n is labeled by a terminal symbol, then 
all components of C are short ones, whereas, if n is the root of t, i.e., its 
label is an initial-symbol of GM, then all the components of C are long 
ones and, moreover, 
(a) Initial(u~) = (qo, $, ~) ,  where qo is the initial state of M and $ 
the bottom marker of its pushdown, 
(b) for each i t  [-1, k -  1], Final(u;)=Initial(ui+l), 
(c) Final(uk) is a terminating-triple of M w.r.t.X. 
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Cons&tency-properties 
Let (no,...,n~(p)) be an occurrence in t of the production p: 
Xo ~ XI"'X~(p) of GM, and denote, for each je  [0, 7(P)], the vc-sequence 
of n i as Cj = [u{,..., j ukU)], k(j)>~O. The following properties hold for 
Co,..., C~(p) w.r.t. X0 ..... X~(p). 
For each ie [-1, k(0)] if u ° is a long-component, say, ZI (j, (ll,..., lm)) 
Zz, where Z l=(q~,  B1, Y~) and Z2=(q2, B1, Y2), the following four 
properties hold: 
Property 1. j is in El, 7(P)], m ~> 1, and l~,..., I m are  distinct integers in 
El, k(j)], 
Property 2. for re  [1, m-  1], Final(u~)= Initial(u~,+,), 
Property 3. let Initial(u¢l ) = (q, B', Y), Final(uCm ) = (q', B', Y'), and, 
moreover, let S = Registers(/- 1, Co) and S' = RegisterS(/m, Cj); the follow- 
ing holds: 
(a) •(ql, B~, Xo) = (q, down(j, B', R)), where RHS(R) ~ Yl u S and 
Y = LHS(R), and 
(b) 3(q', B',Xj)=(q2, up(R')), where RHS(R')_~S' and Y2= 
Y1 u LHS(R'), 
Property 4. For each je  [1,7(p) ] such that k( j )~>l,  Delrep(Visit- 
to(j, Co))= (1,..., k(j)). I 
Consider the consistency-property 3 above; we denote the sets R and R' 
of assignment-rules of point (a) and (b) of this property by Start(i, Co) and 
End(/m, Cj), respectively. 
The structure-properties should be self-explanatory; we only note 
that Property 4, in the case of an initial-symbol X, can be observed in the 
vc-sequence C(Z) of Example 3.2. For understanding the consistency- 
properties it is important to keep in mind that the considered tree 
t is in good-CDT(GM) and hence M has a successful computation 
H--  (#o ..... #k) on it. We observe the following facts. 
Property 1 is true because otherwise M would loop on t. 
Property 2 is immediate from the way long-components are constructed, 
cf. Definition 3.2. 
Property 3 concerns the evaluation of the assignment-rules that may 
accompany each step of H and follows from the following reasoning: Con- 
sider a node n of t with vc-sequence C= [-Ul,...,um], m~>l, and let 
Visl ..... Visf be the visits to n represented by the component ui, ie El, m], 
of C. Let #s, s e [-0, k -  1 ], be either the initial or the final configuration of 
one of these visits. Since M has a move #s w--#s+l, the assignment-rules 
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R(#s+l)  are evaluated successfully and thus, all the registers of n that are 
used as arguments in them are defined in #s. Let us consider what registers 
of n are defined in Visa ..... Vis/. It suffices to look at Visa because, clearly, 
in Vis2,..., Vis I, at least as many registers of t are defined as in Visl. From 
Definition 3.2 it follows that in the initial configuration of Vis 1 the registers 
of n in S = Registers(/- 1, C) u Y(Initial(ui)) are defined, and in the final 
configuration of Visa those in S'=Registers(i, C) are defined. Thus, if 
#s is the initial configuration of one of the visits Visl,...,Vis z, 
RHS(R(#s+ a)) ~ S and if it is the final configuration of one of these visits, 
RHS(R(#~+ a) ) -  S'. Property 3 states this fact in (a) for the case that #~ is 
the initial configuration of a visit to no represented by u ° and in (b) for the 
case that #~ is the final configuration of a visit to nj represented by ujm. 
Finally, the consistency-property 4 holds because, for visiting nj, M 
passes through its father no and, by Definition 3.2, Cj records all the 
unrelated visits to nj in the relative order in which they occur in H. 
The structure- and consistency-properties will be useful for showing in 
Lemma 3.1 below, that for each PRT M with underlying CFG GM there 
is a one-to-one interpretation G' of GM such that CDT(G') consists of 
the trees in good CDT(GM) relabeled by embedding in each node its 
vc-sequence. For the proof of Lemma 3.1 we need to introduce some new 
concepts and to prove some preliminary facts. 
First, we want to extend the notion of computation of a PRT M to any 
(i.e., not necessarily complete) derivation trees of GM. In what follows 
M = (GM, D, Q, qo, F, F, $, X(p), 3) is a PRT (without stay-moves), and t 
is a derivation tree of GM; D is (£2, q~), r is the root of t. Let also 
Z= (q, B, Y) be a triple of M, V be a total function of type: X(p) ~ f2 and 
y a (partial) function of type: {registers of t} -* f2. The It, Z, V, y]-con- 
figuration of M is the configuration (q, t, r, B, y'), where y' is as follows: for 
each node net  and x~X(p), y ' ( (x ,n))=y((x,n)) ,  for the root r, 
y'((x,r) )= V(x) if x~ Y and y((x,r))  is undefined, otherwise, 
y'( (x,r ) )=y((x,r ) ) .  
The computation of M on t starting in the [-t, Z, V, y]-configuration, 
denoted CO[t, Z, V, y], is the sequence (#o ..... #k), k>~0, where #o is the 
[t, Z, V, y]-configuration, #a ..... #k 1 are distinct configurations of M, and 
#k is either a configuration or a terminating-stage of M such that, for each 
ie [1, k], #i-1 ~--- #,, no configuration i  #a ..... #k 1 concerns the root r of 
t, and #k satisfies one of the following three points: (i) #k is a configuration 
concerning r; (ii) #k is a configuration concerning a node n ¢ r of t such 
that either no instruction of M can be applied to #k, or, for some iE [-1, 
k - I ] ,  #k=#~; (iii)#k is a terminating-stage concerning a node n--/:r. 
Clearly, for any tree t, triple Z, and functions V and y, as above, there is a 
unique corresponding computation CO[t, Z, V, y]. Let CO[t, Z, V, y]  = 
(#o,---, #k), the value-function of the configuration #~ is said to be the 
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value-function after COlt,  Z, V, y]. COlt,  Z, V, y] is successful if one of 
the following two cases applies: 
(1) k=0 and •(q,B,X)=(q', up(R)), 
(2) k/> 2 and #k concerns r. 
Observe the similarity between the successful computations of (1) and 
(2) and the notions of short- and long-visit o a node, respectively. More 
about this similarity will be said after extending the above concept as 
follows. Let S = [Z1,..., Z,],  s >~ 1, be a sequence of triples of M, and V and 
y be functions as above; with COlt,  S, 11, y] we denote the computation 
consisting of the sequence of computations CO[t, Z1, V, y~] ..... COlt,  Zs, 
V, Ys], where Yl =Y and, for ie [2, s+ 1], Yi is the value-function after 
COlt, Zi 1, V, yi_~]. Each COlt,  Z~, V, Yi] is called a subcomputation f 
COlt,  S, V, y]. COlt,  S, V, y] is successful if all its subcomputations are 
successful. The value-function after COlt,  S, V, y] is that after its last sub- 
computation (i.e., Ys + 1). It is important to observe that the concept of suc- 
cessful COlt,  S, V, y] generalizes that of successful computation of M in 
the following sense: let t ~ good-CDT(GM), V be any total function of type: 
X(p) ~ f2 and Yo be the undefined function on the registers of t, the suc- 
cessful computation of M on t is "the same" (apart from the terminating- 
stage) as COlt,  S, V, Y0], where, if C= [Ul ..... us] is the vc-sequence of the 
root r of t, then S= Initial(C). This similarity will be used in Lemma 3.1 
where, for showing that some statement(.) holds for the successful com- 
putations of M, we prove that for each derivation tree t there is some 
special sequence S of triples of M (and V and Yo as above) such that COlt, 
S, V, Y0] is successful and (.) holds for it. In what follows, let S= [Z1 ..... 
Zs], s >i 1 be a sequence of triples of M, t be a derivation tree of GM, V and 
y be functions of the usual types, and let KOMP denote COlt,  S, V, y] = 
(/~o,..-, #k) that we assume to be successful. Similarly to what we have done 
for successful computations, it is possible to distinguish subsequences of
KOMP that represent short- and long-visits to nodes of t. In particular, 
each subcomputation COlt,  Z~, V, Yi] of KOMP is a visit to the root of t. 
Furthermore, we associate to each configuration of KOMP a 
corresponding triple as follows: in the case of a configuration concerning a
node different from the root of t, the corresponding triple is defined as for 
the configurations of a successful computation, for a configuration /~z of 
KOMP that concerns the root of t we need to distinguish 2 cases: 
(i) if #¢ is the initial configuration of the ith subcomputation of
KOMP, ie [1, s], then its corresponding triple is Zi, 
(ii) otherwise, if #f is the final configuration of the ith subcom- 
putation of KOMP (which we assume not to consist of #f alone), then its 
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corresponding triple is (q, B, Y), where q and B are the state and the 
pushdown top of #f, and Y= Y(Z~)w LHS(R(/~y)). 
As for successful computations we say that two visits to some node of t 
contained in KOMP are related if their initial configurations have the same 
corresponding triple. In particular, two subcomputations of KOMP, say 
the ith and the jth, with i and j in [1, s], are related if Z i=  Zj. At this 
point it is easy to see that, in the same way as vc-sequences were defined 
for successful computations of M, a c-sequence can be defined for each 
node n of t such that it represents the sequence of the unrelated visits to n 
contained in KOMP; we call such c-sequence the c-sequence induced in n by 
KOMP. 
Clearly, as for related visits in the case of successful computations, if 
Visl = (#o ..... ].~kl ) and Vis2= (/t~,..., #k2) are related visits to some node 
of t that are contained in KOMP (note that Visl and Vis2 may be subcom- 
putations of KOMP) then the following fact(a) is true: kl = k2 and for 
each ie [1, kl] the same instruction is used in the steps #i ~F--#i and 
/~'i-1 ~-- P'i and hence #,. and #~ have the same Corresponding triple. Con- 
sider now two different successful computations CO[t, S~, V~, y~] and 
CO[t, $2, V:, Y2] of M on t, where $1 and $2 are sequences of triples of 
M. Assume that these computations contain visits Visl and Vis2, respec- 
tively, to some node of t such that they have the same initial triple. It is 
easy to see that fact(a) above holds also for such Visl and Vis2. For this 
reason we will, in what follows, say that visits such as Vis~ and Vis2 are 
related. As a particular case, two successful computations COlt,  Z, V1, y~] 
and CO[t, Z, V2, Y2] of M on t are related computations (they are related 
visits to the root of t). For any function y of type: {registers of t} ~ f2, we 
denote by DO(y) the set {(x ,n ) [ (x ,n )  is a register of t such that 
y((x,  n )) is defined }. Let us state some facts concerning related visits. 
FACT 3.1. Let M be a PRT and t be a derivation tree of GM, let also y~ 
and y2 be functions of type: {registers oft} --* ~, and V be a total function of 
type: X(p ) ~ f2. 
(1) For a triple Z of M, if COlt,  Z, V, Yl] is successful and 
DO(y1) c_ DO(y2), then CO[t, Z, V, Y2] is also successful. Furthermore, if 
both computations are successful then they induce the same c-sequence in 
each node of t. 
(2) For a sequence S of triples of M, if COlt,  S, V, Yl] is successful 
and DO(y1) ~ OO(y2) then also CO[t, S, V, Y2] is successful and the two 
computations induce the same c-sequence in each node of t. 
(3) For two sequences $1 and $2 of triples of M such that 
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Delrep(S1) = Delrep(S2), t fCO[t ,  $1, V, Yl] and CO[t, $2, V, Y2] are suc- 
cessful then they induce in each node of t the same c-sequence. 
Proof Statement (1) follows immediately from fact(a) above. 
Statement (2) is shown by repeatedly applying statement (1). Finally, 
statement (3) follows from the way in which the c-sequences induced by a 
computation are constructed and from (a) above. | 
Let M be a PRT, for a tree t~good-CDT(GM), relab(t) is the tree 
obtained from t by relabeling each node n of t by [X, C] where X is the 
label of n in t and C is its vc-sequence. We are finally ready for showing the 
first main result of this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any PRT M there is a one-to-one interpretation G' of 
the underlying CFG G M of M such that (t, t ')~T(GM, G', ~z) iff 
t e good-CDT(GM) and t' = relab(t). 
Proof We first describe G' and then show that it is the desired inter- 
pretation of GM. 
DESCRIPTION OF G'. Let GM = (T, N, P, IS), G'= (T', N', P', IS') is as 
follows: 
(1) T '= {[a, C ] [ae  T and C is a c-sequence of M satisfying the 
structure-properties w.r.t, a}, 
(2) N '= { IX, C] [XeN and C is a c-sequence of M satisfying the 
structure-properties w.r.t. X}; IS' = { [ Z, C] ~ N' ] Z ~ IS }, 
(3) for each production p: Xo~X~'"X;,(p) of G~t,P' contains a 
production p' of the form [Xo, Co] ~ [X~, C1]" '  [X~(p), C~(p)] for each 
choice of symbols [Xo, Co],..., [XT(p3, C~(p)] of N' such that Co ..... C~(p) 
satisfy the consistency-properties w.r.t. Xo,..., XT(p). 
It is immediate that, if ~z is the projection which maps each symbol 
IX, C] e N' w 7" into X, G' is an interpretation of GM w.r.t. ~. We want 
now to show that (t, t ')ET(GM, G', re) iff t~good-CDT(GM) and t '=  
relab(t). The proof is divided in two parts. 
Part (1). For any tegood-CDY(GM), relab(t)cCDT(G')  and hence 
(t, relab(t))E T(GM, G', ~). It is sufficient to observe that, by definition, 
the pc-sequence of each node n of t with label, say, X, respects the struc- 
ture-porperties w.r.t. X and, together with its neighbouring nodes in t, (i.e., 
father, brothers, and sons of n) it respects the consistency-properties. Hence 
G' has the productions for deriving relab(t). 
Part (2). For each t' e CDT(G'), ~(t') ~ good-CDT(G~t) and 
relab(r~(t')) = t'. The idea that we follow for proving Part (2) is to use the 
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c-sequences embedded in the nodes of each derivation tree t' of G' for 
defining successful computations on z(t') which induce in each node of 
~(t') the same c-sequence as that embedded in the label of the 
corresponding node of t'. The formal proof follows. 
In what follows we consider a derivation tree t(n'o) of G', n; is the root of 
t(n'o) and we fix for it the following notation: 
(1) t(no)=~(t(n'o)), and no is the root of t(no). 
(2) productions p: Xo ~ X I " "  X~(p) and p': [Xo, Co] ~ [XI, C1] ' "  
[X~(p), C~(p)] are applied at no and n;, respectively; for jE [0, 7(p)], Cj= 
[u~,..., J Uk~j)], k(j) >~ O, 
(3) nl,... , nT(p) and n] ..... n'v(p) are the sons of no and n~, respectively, 
the subtree of t(no) rooted in n s is t(ns) and that of t(n'o) rooted in nj is t(nj), 
j6  [1, 7(P)], 
(4) V is a total function of type: X(p) ~ (2 and Yo is the undefined 
function on {registers of t(no)}; 
(5) for i~[ l , k (0 ) ]  and je [1 ,  y(p)] max( i , j )=Max{l] for  some 
re [1, i], Son(u °) - j  and 1 is in Seq(u°)}, 
(6) for j~ [0, 7(P)] and i~ [-1, k(j) + 1], y~ is the value-function after 
the first i -  1 subcomputations of COlt(hi), Initial(Cj), v, yo], clearly y,J. 
has type: {registers of t(nj)} ~ (2; for any 2 functions y and y' on {registers 
of t(no) } and {registers of t(nj) }, respectively, DO(y)_  DO(y')  means that 
y is defined for all registers of t(nj) for which y' is defined. 
STATEMENT 1. For any two trees t(no) and t(n'o) as above, the following 
holds: Let, for i E [1, k(0)], COMP i be the i th subcomputation f CO[ t(no), 
Initial(Co), V, Yo] which we indicate by KOMP. 
(a) For each iE [1, k(0)] COMPi  is successful (and hence KOMP 
is successful) and, moreover, if u ° is a long-component, say, Z~ 
(j, (ll,..., lm) ) Z2 then COMPf satisfies the following three conditions: 
(1) COMPi  contains m visits to nj and for each rE [1, m] the rth of 
them is represented by u]r, and 
(2) for k = max(/,j), DO(y{+l)~_DO(y]~+ 1) (actually, one could 
show that the registers of nodes of t(nj) that are defined after COMPi  are 
exactly those for which y~ + ~ is defined). 
(3) the triple corresponding to the final configuration of COMPi 
is Zz. 
(b) For any node n of t(no) with label say X, if C is the c-sequence 
induced in n by KOMP then the node of t(n'o) that corresponds to n has label 
[x, c]. 
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Statement 1 is shown by induction on the height of corresponding 
derivation trees t(no) and t(n'o). 
Base. Trees of height 0 (note that, whenever applicable, we use the ter- 
minology fixed above). 
Consider a tree of G consisting only of a leaf n~; let its label be [a, C]. 
The corresponding tree of GM is the leaf no labeled by a. Since C satisfies 
the structure-properties w.r.t, the terminal symbol a, cf. the above descrip- 
tion of G', by Properties 2 and 4, C consists only of short-components that 
are up-triples of M w.r.t.a. This implies that CO[n0, C, V, Yo] is suc- 
cessful. The fact that this computation induces the c-sequence C in no is 
immediate: if C= [Z~,..., Zk], then, for each i~ [1, k], the ith subcom- 
putation of COin0, C, V, Y0] consists of one configuration only whose 
corresponding triple is, by definition, Zi. 
Induction step. Trees t(no) and t(n'o) of height greater than 0. Assume for 
t(no) and t(n'o) the notation fixed above. We want to show that Statement 1
holds for t(no) and t(n'o) assuming that it does for t(nj) and t(n)) for each 
j~  [1, ~(p)]. 
We first show that Statement l(a) holds for t(no) and t(n'o) and we do 
this by means of a 2nd induction on the number of subcomputations of
KOMP = CO[t(n0), Initial(Co), V, Y0]. 
Assume that Statement 1 (a) holds for the subcomputations COMP1,..., 
COMPi_ I  of KOMP, we want to show that it holds also for COMPi, 
iE [1, k(0)J. If u ° is a short-component then a reasoning similar to that of 
the base of the induction suffices for showing that COMP~ is successful. Let 
us consider the case that u ° is a long-component, say, Z1 (j, (ll,..., lm)) Z2 
and let COMPi=(#o, . . . ,#g~, g~<0; with Y(t~r) we denote the value- 
function of configuration #f, f~  [0, g]. 
We show that COMP~ is as we want in the following points: 
(i) The move lto~---#~. By Consistency-property 3(a) in the move 
#o ~--- #~ a down-instruction is used such that configuration #1 concerns nj 
and its corresponding triple is Initial(uJx); in particular, note that in this 
move the set Start(i, Co) of assignment-rules is executed (successfully by 
the 2nd-induction hypothesis) which is such that LHS(Start(i, Co))= 
Y(Initial(u~)). 
(ii) The configuration #1. In what follows we assume that m ~> 2; the 
proof for m = 1 (both, if u]l is a short- or a long-component) is a special 
case of this. 
Let us now consider the following facts: 
FACT 1. By the lst-induction hypothesis, CO[t(nj), Initial(urn), V, y{] is 
a successful computation and its final triple is Final(u{); 
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FACT 2. By the 2nd-induction hypothes& and po&t (i) above, it follows 
that DO(y(#,))_~ DO(y~+ 1)w {registers of nj that are in Y (Initial(u~l))}, 
where k=max( i -1 , j )  and, since by the Consistency-property 4, ll <<.k + 1, 
this implies that DO(y(#,)) ~_ DO(y/l ). 
By point (i) above the corresponding triple of #1 is Initial(u{) and this, 
together with Facts 1 and 2 and Fact 3.1 (1), shows that COMPi has to 
contain a visit <#l ..... #F(1)), f (1)e  [3, g -1 ] ,  to nj related to the com- 
putation CO[t(nj), Initial(u~), V, y/,] and which, therefore, is such that 
#A1) concerns nj and its corresponding triple is Final(u~). 
(iii) The configuration #y(1). Let kl be the larger between ll and k; 
from point (ii) it follows that DO(y(#F(1)))~_ DO(y~l +1) and, since by the 
Consistency-property 4, 12 ~< kl + 1, from this it follows that DO(y(/xr(1)))~ 
DO(y/2). Thus, since, by the Consistency-property 2, Final(u/1 ) = Initial(uI2), 
with the same argument used in point (ii), it is easy to show that COMPi 
must contain a visit (#so),..., #s(2)) to n:, f (2)e  [ f (1)+ 2, g -  1 ], which is 
related to the computation CO[t(nj), Initial(u{2), V, Y]2] and, therefore, 
#f(2) concerns nj and its corresponding triple is Final(u]2 ).
(iv) Repeated applications of the arguments used in (ii) and (iii) 
above, show that COMPi= (#0 ..... #g) contains m long-visits to nj and 
that the final configuration #g_ 1 of the m th such visit is such that it has 
Final(u/m ) as corresponding triple and DO(y(pg_ 1 )) --~ DO(y]£2 + 1), where 
k2 = max(i, j). 
By the Consistency-property3(b) the following holds: the move 
#g_~---pg uses an up-instruction that changes the state in that of Z2 
(remember that Z1 and Z 2 are the initial and final triple of u °) and executes 
the assignment-rules in End(/m, Cj) which are such that Y(Z2)= Y(Z1)u 
LHS(End(lm, Cj)); note that this execution is successful because 
RHS(End(lm, Cj))c_{registers of nj that are in Registers(lm, Cj)}_c 
DO( YL2 +1 ) --- DO( y(pg_l )). 
Hence  Z 2 is the triple corresponding to #g as required by Statement 
l(a)(3). For proving Statement l(a)(2) observe that (obviously) y(pg) is 
0 and that DO(y(#g))~_DO(y(#g_l))~DO(Y~2+l ). This shows that Yi+ 1 
COMPi satisfies Statement l(a) and concludes, therefore the 2nd induc- 
tion. Let us show that also Statement l(b) holds for t(no) and t(n'o). 
Let for je  [1, 7(p)] Visit-to(j, Co)= (ll ..... lg(j)), g(j)>~k(j). Consider 
now KOMP=CO[t(no), Initial(Co), V, Yo]; by Statement l(a) KOMP 
contains g(j) visits to nj such that the fth one is represented byu~. Since all 
these visits are successful and the first takes place when no register of t(nj) 
is defined, from Fact3.1(2) it follows that the computation CO[-t(nj), 
[Initial(u/~),..., Initial(u/=,,)], V, Yo] is also successful and the two com- 
putations induce in eac]~' node of t(nj) the same c-sequence. From this and 
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the fact that Cj= Delrep( [u{ ,..., uig~]) , cf. the Consistency-property 4, it 
follows, by Fact 3.1(3), that KOMP induces in each node n of t(n~) the 
same c-sequence C as CO[t(nj), Initial(Cj), V, Y0] and hence, by the lst- 
induction hypothesis (Statement l(b)), if X is the label of n, then [X, C] is 
that of the node of t(n}) corresponding to n: From Statement l(a) about 
t(no) and t(n'o) and the fact that C1,..., C~(p) are the c-sequences induced in 
nl,..., n~(p) by KOMP, it follows that Co is the c-sequence induced in no. 
This shows that Statement 1 holds for all corresponding derivation trees of 
GM and G'. 
Let t' E CDT(G') and t = n(t'). Assume also that the root of t' is labeled 
by [Z,C], where ZeIS  and C=[ul,...,uk]. Consider KOMP= 
COl-t, Initial(C), V, Yo] and let its k subcomputations (which are successful 
by Statement 1) be (#01 ..... P)(~), (#~ ..... #}(2)) ..... (#~, . . . , /~)) ,  for each 
ie [1, k]f(i)>~2 since C contains only long-components, cf. Structure- 
property 4; this same property also implies that for each i ~ [ 1, k - 1] #)-(i) 
and p~+ ~ have the same corresponding triple, i.e., Final(u~)= Initial(u~+ 1), 
and, because y(#).,)) is defined for each register x of the root of t such that 
x • Y(Final(u~)), this implies that the function V is never used for defining a 
register of the root of t at the beginning of a subcomputation f KOMP 
and hence Y(P}(o)= y(/~+l). From this it follows immediately that (#ol,..., 
~)(1), /.A2 ..... 2 Py(2), #~ ..... #~ ..... #~(k)) is a computation of M on t. Moreover 
P~(k~ has Final(uk) as corresponding triple and this, by the Structure- 
property 4, is a terminating-triple of M w.r.t.Z. Thus, #~(k~  #, where/~ is 
an accepting terminating-stage of M. This shows that t~good-CDT(GM) 
and at the same time that the c-sequence induced by KOMP in each node 
n of t is the vc-sequence of n and hence by Statement 1, t' = relab(t). | 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let RECOG be the class of recognizable tree languages, 
(Rounds, 1970). For each PRT M, good-CDT(GM) is in RECOG. 
Proof It is immediate from Lemma 3.1, the fact that RECOG contains 
the sets of derivation trees of CFG and that it is closed under projection 
(i.e., ~ in Lemma3.1). | 
In the remainder of the section we apply the results of Lemma 3.1 for 
showing that any fv- and one-PRT can be put into a special form called 
reduced form. 
A PRT M is in reduced form (or, simply, is reduced) if for every node n 
of any tree t egood CDT(GM), all visits to n contained in the successful 
computation of M on t, are unrelated. 
Intuitively, it is easy to see that from any PRT M we can build a (not 
necessarily equivalent) PRT M' as follows: on each t • good-CDT(GM), M' 
simulates the computation of M on t and every time M starts a new visit to 
some node n of t, M' first checks whether a related visit to n has been done 
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already and, if this is the case, it short-cuts the visit to n going directly to 
its end and otherwise, it follows the move of M. 
Observe now a surprising fact: if M, M', and t are as above and M is 
fixed-value then M(t )= M'(t)! This comes from the fact that in related 
visits to a node n the same registers of the nodes of t(n) are assigned and, 
clearly, in the fixed-value case the same value is assigned to each of these 
registers in each visit. Hence, the short-cutting of visits performed by M' 
does not have any influence on what registers of t are defined and on their 
values. 
Let us now consider one-PRT. At first sight it may seem that, because of 
the one-assignment restriction, the computations of one-PRT can contain 
no related visits, but this is not the case: they can, in fact, contain related 
visits in which no assignment-rule is evaluated, i.e., no register is defined. 
Since the one-assignment restriction is a special case of the fixed-value 
restriction, the same technique described above can be used for eliminating 
related visits also from one-PRT. This technique will be described precisely 
in Theorem 3.1, but we first need to show some preliminary facts. 
FACT 3.2. Let M be a PRT  and t~good-CDT(GM). The successful 
computation H of M on t contains related visits to some node of t iff for some 
node n of t and for a son n' of n with vc-sequences C and C', respectively, and 
such that k is the number of elements of C' and s=brother # (n'), some 
element of [1, k] repeats in Visit-to(s, C). 
Proof Let (no,...,n~p)) be an occurrence in t of production p: 
X 0 -'+ J ( l ""Xy(p) ,  let also Cj = [u{,..., i u~(j)], k(j)>>. O, be the vc-sequence of 
nj, j6  [0, 7(P)]. 
( ~ ) Assume that H contains r >~ 2 visits to nj which are related and let 
u[ be the component of Cj representing these visits. It is easy to see that, 
either Visit-to(j, Co) contains r occurrences of I, or, for some element 
i~ [1, k(0)] with Son(u °) = j  and such that l is in Seq(u°), H contains more 
than one visit to no represented by u °. Clearly, continuing in this way we 
have to find a node of t as n of the statement of Fact 3.2: since 
t ~ good-CDT(Gea) H cannot contain related visits to the root of t. 
(~)From the definition of vc-sequence it is obvious that if 
Visit-to(j, Co) is (ll,..., Is) then H contains at least s visits to n s represen- 
ted by u{l,..., u]s, respectively. | 
FACT 3.3. Let M be a PRT  and t~good-CDT(GM). Consider an 
occurrence (no ..... he(p) ) of production p: Xo --+ XI"'" X~{p), in t and let Cj = 
[u{ ..... u~{j)], k(j)>~ O, be the re-sequence of nj, jE  [0, 7(p)]. Assume that for 
some j ~ [-1, 7(P)] and h ~ [-1, k(j)],  there are r >~ 2 components uio),...,° ui~r 
of Co such that for each f e [-1, r], son(u]f))=j  and h is in Seq(u/~f)). Let, 
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for some f~ [1, r l, Seq(u~f))= (ll,..., lm) and lg = h for g ~ [ 1, m l, then the 
last m-g  + 1 elements of each Seq(u]l)) ..... Seq(u]r)), are lg,..., lm. Note that 
this also implies that the last move of every visit to no represented by any of 
the components u~(1),... U~(r is an up-move in which the assignment-rules in 
End(/,,, Cj) are evaluated. 
Proof Is immediate from Definition 3.2 (of vc-sequences), and the 
determinism of M. | 
In what follows let M be a PRT, GM be its underlying CFG, and G' the 
one-to-one interpretation of GM obtained as shown in Lemma 3.1. Let us 
consider the following transformation of the c-sequences embedded in the 
symbols of G'. 
Transformation 1. Let IX, C] be any terminal or nonterminal symbol 
of G' and C=[ul  ..... uk], k>~O. C is transformed into a sequence 
C '= [wl,..., wk], where for each i~ [1, k], wi is obtained from u~ as follows: 
(a) if ui is a short-component, then wi= ui, 
(b) if ui is a long-component, say, ZI(L (l,,..., lm) ) Z2, there are two 
cases :  
(i) if for no element s t  [1, m] there is an fe  [1, i -1 ]  such that 
Son(ul) = j  and ls is in Seq(us) , then w~ = u~, 
(ii) otherwise, let s be the smallest element in [1, m] for which 
such f exists; if s= l  then w~=Z1Z2 and if s> l  then 
wi=Zl(A (l~ ..... ls_~>)Z2. I 
Clearly, the sequences produced in this way from the c-sequences of the 
symbols of G' are like c-sequences of M apart from the components con- 
sisting of two triples only, introduced in step (b)(ii) of Transformation 1. 
Because of this similarity no confusion should arise by extending the notion 
of c-sequences and the relative terminology so as to accomodate also these 
special components which are called short-cut components. We want to 
state two facts about Transformation 1. 
FACT 3.4. Consider any production p: [X0, Co] --+ IX1, C1]""  
[Xy(p), C~(p)] of G'; let, for j t  [0, 7(P)], k(j)>~O be the number of com- 
ponents of Cj, and let Cj. be the c-sequence obtained by Transformation 1
from Cj. For eachjE [1, 7(P)], Visit-to(j, C~)= (1 ..... k(j)). 
Proof Immediate by Transformation 1 and Fact 3.3. | 
FACT 3.5. Consider two productions p~ and P2 of G' such that IX, C] 
occurs in the right-hand side of both productions; let [X, C] be the hith sym- 
bol of the right-hand side of pi, hie [1, 7(Pi)], i t  [1, 2]. Let also, for 
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ie [1, 2], Ci i i = [u 1 ..... uk(i)], k(i) >~ 0, be the c-sequence of the symbol at the 
left-hand side of pi, and C'i = [w],..., w~(i)] be the c-sequence obtained from 
Ci by means of Transformation 1. Let W)(ll,..., w)(r), r >~O, be the long-com- 
ponents of C'1 such that Son(w)(s~) =hi, s e [ 1, r], in the order that they have 
in C'1, similarly, W~(l),..., WZ(m) are the long-components of C'2 such that 
Son(W2g(s))=h2, se l l ,  m]. The following is true: m=r  and, for each 
sE [1, r], Seq(w}(~))= Seq(wg2(~)). 
Proof The proof is an easy induction on sE l l ,  r]. Seq(w}(1))= 
Seq(wg2(1)) because M is deterministic. If, for i e [2, r], Seq(w)(~)) = Seq(wg2(s/) 
for each se [1, i -1 ] ,  then let l be the last element of Seq(w}(i_l)). By 
Fact 3.4, the first element of Seq(w)(0) and Seq(w2(0) must be l+  1 and 
then, by the determinism of M, Seq(w}(i)) = Seq(w20)). | 
The above facts and Transformation 1 are used in Theorem 3.1 below for 
showing that fv- and one-PRT can be put into reduced form. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a fv- (one-) PRT and GM be its underlying 
CFG. There is effectively a reduced fv- (one-) PRT M', without stay-instruc- 
tions and such that the following points hold: 
(i) the underlying CFG of M' is a one-to-one interpretation G' of GM 
such that good-CDT(GM)= 7c(CDT(G')), 
(ii) M' uses the same semantic domain as M and for any two trees 
t ~ CDT(GM) and t' ~ CDT(G') such that t = n(t'), M(t) = M'(t'). 
Proof Let M be a fv-PRT. We first construct M' with stay-moves and we 
show that it satisfies the desired conditions and finally we describe how to 
remove the stay-moves. 
Part A. The description of M'. Let M = ( G M, D, Q, qo, F, F, $, X(p ), 
6); M' is (G', D, Q', q'o, F', F', $', X(p), 6') as follows: 
(1) G' is the interpretation of GM obtained as described in 
Lemma 3.1. 
(2) M' has the same semantic domain as M and the same set X(p) of 
register-names. 
(3) Q '= {qstart, qencl, qF}, q; = qstart, F '=  {qF}" 
(4) Let max be the maximum number of components of the 
c-sequences embedded in the symbols of G', F '={[ l ] l l e [1 ,  max]}; 
$'= [1]. 
(5) The "next-move" function 6' of M' is defined in the following two 
points (a) and (b). 
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(a) Corresponding to each production p: [Xo, Co] ~ [X1, Ca] ' "  
[X~(p), CT(p) ] of G', M' has the following moves. Let, fo r j s  [0, 7(p)], Cj = 
[u{ ..... J k(j)>>.O, and ' [w{,..., j Uk(j)], Cj -~ wklj) ] be the c-sequence obtained 
from Cj by Transformation 1. For each component of C; we define some 
moves of M' as follows. For is  [-1, k(0)], if w ° is a short-cut component 
of C;, then 6'(qstart, [i], IX0, Co] )= (qend, stay([i], ~)) ;  if w ° is a long- 
component of C;, then let us fix the following notation for it: w ° = Z1 
(j, (ll,..., Ir))Z2, Z1 = (ql, B, Y1), Z2 = (q2, B, Y2), Initial(w]~) = (q', B', 
Y'), and 6(ql, B, .go)= (q', down(j, B', R)) (observe that M has such a 
move by the Consistency-property 3(a)); the moves of M' corresponding to 
w ° are as follows: 
(i) 6'(qstar,, [i], [X0, Co])= (qstart, down(j, I/a], R)), 
(ii) for each ss[-1, r - l ] ,  6'(qe,d, [ls], [Xj, Cj])=(q~tart, 
stay([/ ,+ 1], ~)) ,  (note that by Fact 3.5, ls+~ =Is+ 1), 
(iii) let Final(w]r)=(q", B', Y"); we distinguish two cases: if 
u ° = w ° and in M, 6(q", B', Xj) = (q2, up(R')), then, 6'(qend, 
[lr], [Xj, Cj ] )= (q~na, up(R')), otherwise, i.e., if (ll ..... lr) 
is shorter than Seq(u°), cf. point (b)(ii) of Transformation 1, 
6'(q~n~, [-/~], [Xj, C f ] )= (q~nd, up(~)).  
(b) For each initial-symbol [Z, C] of G', where C= [-u!,..., u~], 
k >~ 1, M' has the following moves: 
(i) for each i s [1 ,  k -1 ] ,  6'(q~nd, [i], [Z, C])=(q~t~r,, 
stay([ /+ 1], ~)) ,  
(ii) let Final(uk)=(q, $, Y) and in M, 6(q, $, Z)= 
(q', result is(f(x~,..., Xm))) with q'sF  (note that by the 
Structure-property 4, M has such a move); M' has the 
following corresponding move: 6'(qend, [k], [Z, C ] )= 
(qs, result-is(f(xl ..... Xm)). 
It is important to notice the role that Fact 3.5 plays in the above 
definition of M'. Observe that the instructions of point (a)(ii) and (iii) are 
applicable at configurations concerning a node labeled by [Xj, Cj], but 
that they (seem to) depend on the vc-sequence contained in the label of the 
father of this node. That no contradiction arises from this fact (i.e., M' is 
deterministic), follows from Fact 3.5: for all productions having [Xj, Cj] at 
the right-hand side, the instructions of point (a)(ii) and (iii) defined for 
them and concerning the symbol [Xj, Cj] are the same. 
Part B. We show that M' satisfies the statement of the lemma. As 
announced the PRT M' constructed from M as described in Part A, has 
stay-instructions. We want, therefore, to add to the concepts of long- and 
short-visit hat of stay-visit which is as follows: let M be a PRT with stay- 
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instructions, and let t ~ good-CDT(GM), a stay-visit o a node n of t is a 
subcomputation (#~, #,-+ 1) of the successful computation of M on t such 
that both #i and #i+1 concern the same node (clearly a stay-instruction is 
executed in the move #iw--#~+l); #i is the initial and #~+1 the final con- 
figuration of the visit. That G' satisfies condition (i) of the theorem follows 
from Lemma 3.1. We want now to show that also condition (ii) of the 
theorem is satisfied. From the proof of this fact it will be easy to argue that 
M' is reduced. 
Let in what follows t and t' be trees in good-CDT(GM) and CDT(G'), 
respectively, and such that t=n(t'), let also H= (#0 ..... #~,  k~> 1 be the 
successful computation of M on t. We want to show that there is a finite 
sequence E(0) ~< E(1 ) ~< ... ~< E( r -  1) < E(r) of integers in [-0, k] such that 
E(r)=k and such that, for each ie [0, r], M' has on t' a computation 
(#~,..., #'~) of i steps such that it simulates the computation (#0 ..... #s~)) 
of M on t skipping the related visits contained in it, and, moreover, for 
i= r, (#~,..., #'r) is successful and produces the same final value as #~, i.e., 
M'(t') =M(t). This will be done by first constructing a possibly infinite 
sequence E(0), E(1),..., of elements of [0, k] satisfying the desired proper- 
ties and, second, showing that the sequence must, in fact, terminate. Before 
describing this more formally, we need to introduce some notation. The 
value-function of a configuration #i is denoted by y(#~) as in Lemma 3.1. 
With y(#i)=-y(#j) we denote the fact that for each pair n and n' of 
corresponding nodes of t and t' and each register-name x~X(p), 
y(#i)( x, n ) ) = y(#~.)((x, n')). 
In what follows we give an inductive construction, called Construction A 
which performs the following task. 
Task of Construction A
Construction A builds a possibly infinite sequence E(0)~<E(1)~< 
E(2)~<,..., of elements of [0, k] such that, (1) if the sequence terminates 
then its last element is equal to k and (2) for each element E(i) of the 
sequence the following Statement(*) holds: there is a computation 
(#~ ..... #'i) of M' on t' of i steps and such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) If E(i) = k then #~ is an accepting terminating-stage and its fourth 
component is the same as that of the accepting-stage #k and hence 
M'(t')=M(t). 
(ii) if E(i) < k then #'e is a normal configuration (i.e., #i is not a ter- 
minating-stage); let#'i concern node n' of t' which is labeled by, say [X, C] 
where C= [ul,...,um], and let [hi be the symbol at the top of the 
pushdown of #'~; the following three points hold: 
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(a) he [1, m], 
(b) /~E~O concerns the node n of t that corresponds to n' and 
Y(#~) - Y(#E(O), 
(c) if the state of/1'~ is q~ta~t (q~nd) then /~e(~) is the initial (final) 
configuration of a visit to n represented by u h. 
CONSTRUCTION A. Base. E(0)= 0. It is obvious that Statement(,) holds 
in this case. 
Step. Let E(i) be in the sequence. Hence, Statement(,) is satisfied for it. 
If E(i)= k then E(i) is the last element of the sequence and Construc- 
tion A terminates. If E(i) < k then we construct he next element E(i + 1) 
and show that Statement(,) is satisfied for it. Before showing how this is 
done let us introduce some notation: let (no,..., n~(p)) be an occurrence 
in t of production p: Xo~X,"X~(p) ,  and let (n'o,...,n'~(p)) be 
the corresponding occurrence in t' of p':[Xo, Co]--,[X1,C1]." 
[X~(pl, C~(p)]; fo r je  [0, 7(p)], Cj is denoted as [u{,..., j uk(j)], k(j) ~ O, and 
C [w{ ..... J '= w~(j)] is the c-sequence obtained from Cj by means of Transfor- 
mation 1. Since E(i)< k and Statement(*) holds for it, <#~ ..... #i) is a com- 
putation of M' on t' and #i is a configuration of M'. The state of #'i can be 
either q,tart or q=na, we consider the 2 cases separately. 
(1) Assume that #~ has state qstart. Assume also that #i concerns node 
n~ and that [h] is the top of its pushdown, by induction hypothesis, 
h~[1,  k(0)]. From PartA it follows that 6'(q~tart, [h], [Xo, Co]) is 
defined, let (q', In) be its value; in the following points (a), (b), and (c) we 
treat the cases that w ° is a long-, a short-, and a short-cut component, 
respectively. 
(a) Let w ° be a long-component of C~, say, w°= 
ZI(j, (ll ..... I~))Z2;  thus, q'=qstart and In=down( j ,  [11], 
Start(l~, Co)). We want to show that E( i+ l )=E( i )+ l  
satisfies Statement(,). As first thing let us show that M' has an 
(i+ 1)th step #i.~-#'i+1. Clearly, this amounts to show that 
the set Start(ll, Co) of assignment-rules of In can be evaluated 
with the registers of no that are defined in #'~. That this is the 
case follows from the fact that M evaluates this same set of 
assignment-rules in the (successful) move ~e(o F-- kte(o+,: by 
Transformation 1 the first element of Seq(u °) is 11 and, by 
induction hypothesis, /~E(0 is the initial configuration of a visit 
to no represented by u ° ; since, by induction hypothesis, y(~) ~- 
Y(ME(O), this shows that the down-move #~ ~--/~i+ ~is successful. 
From this it is easy to see that Statement(,) (ii) is satisfied by 
#'i+1 and #e~+l)- 
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(b) w ° is a short-component; thus, q '= qe.d and In = stay([hi, ~) ,  
cf. Part A. Clearly, this instruction can be safely applied to/~'~: 
it has no assignment-rule; hence M' has the ( i+ 1)th step 
#'g w-/~'i+ ~. It is easy now to show that Statement(.) is satisfied 
by E(i + 1)= E(i): by Transformation 1, u ° is also a short-com- 
ponent (like w °) and by induction hypothesis, #e(0 is the 
(initial and final) configuration of a visit to no represented by 
u o . 
(c) Let w ° be a short-cut component of C;; hence q '= qend and 
In = stay([hi, ~) .  From Transformation 1 it follows that u ° is 
a long-component of Co, say, u°=Zl(j ,  (/1 ..... lm))Z2, and 
since, by induction hypothesis, #e(i) is the initial configuration 
of a visit to no represented by u °, starting in #E(o, H contains 
such a visit. Let/~q be the final configuration of this visit, viz., q 
is the smallest element in [E( i )+ 1, k-I such that #q concerns 
no. Observe that since u ° was short-cut in Transformation 1, 
(/~o ..... /~e~)) contains visits to nj related to those in 
(#E(o+~ ..... #q_~), cf., the proof of Fact3.2, and hence 
y(ktq 1)=Y(NE(i)) follows from the fact that M is fixed-value 
and from this, y(l~q)=y(IAE(i)) by Fact 3.3. 
Let us now show that Statement(.) holds for E( i+l)=q.  Since no 
assignment-rule is associated to In, M' has a move #'~F--#~+~ and #'e+~ 
concerns n;, has still [h] on its pushdown top, has state qe,a and 
y(p'g+~)=y(#'~). From this and the above observations about #E(g+~)it s
immediate that Statement(.) is satisfied for E(i + 1 ). 
(2) Assume that #'i has state qena. Assume also that the top of the 
pushdown of/~; is [h] and that #~ concerns a node of t' with label[X, C], 
where C= EUl ..... Urn]. Since by the induction hypothesis he [1, m], by 
Part A, &'(qend, [hi, IX, C]) is defined and its value (q', In) can be of 
three types: (a) q' = qena and In = up(R); (b) q' --"= qstart and 
In = stay([h + 1 ], ~Z~); (c) q' = qs and In = result-is(f(xt ..... x~)). We con- 
sider each of these three cases in what follows: 
(a) q '= qend and In = up(R). Assume that Pl concerns n} and that 
its pushdown top is [h]. Let, in the pushdown of #'i, I f ]  be 
the symbol below the top, i.e., the symbol corresponding to 
node n;. Since M' moved down from n; to nj. with [ f ]  at the 
top of the pushdown, w~ must be a long-component of C;, cf., 
Part A; let w~=Zl(j, (l l  ..... l ,)) Z2. Using Fact 3.5 it is easy 
to show that h = ls. 
Let us now consider u~. Clearly uj9 is a long-component of Co: @ is a 
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long-component of C;. Let u~ = Z I(L (ll,..., lm >)Z2, m >~ s. We distinguish 
the two cases that m = s and that m > s. 
Case of m = s. By the induction hypothesis the move #E(~)~--#e(i)+l is 
an up-move in which the assignment-rules in End(/,., Cj) are evaluated. 
Since m = s by Part A the set R of assignment-rules in In is End(Ira, Cj) 
also! Thus, since Y(Pe(e))=y(l~'i), In can be applied at #', for moving to #'~+ 1 
and #'~+1 concerns n;, has [ f ]  at the top of the pushdown and has state 
qend' 
It is not difficult to show that Statement(.) is satisfied for E( i+ 1)= 
E( i )+l :#e( i+l)  concerns no, is the final configuration of a visit to no 
represented by U~, and because the assignment-rules in End(lm, Cj) are 
evaluated both in /~ ~--#~+1 and /IE(i)[---]AE(i+ 1), by induction hypothesis 
Y(~ti+ 1) =" Y(]IE(i+ 1))" 
Case of m > s. In this case the set of assignment-rules R of In is empty 
and, therefore, In can be applied at #~; #'~+ 1 concerns n'o, Y(#'i+ 1)= Y(#'~), it 
has [ f ]  at the top of the pushdown and state qend. By induction 
hypothesis, #e(¢) is the final configuration of a visit to nj represented by u];, 
and is therefore also the initial configuration of a visit to nj represented by 
u]i+~, cf. Consistency-property 2. Thus, starting in #e(~), H contains visits to 
nj represented by u[~+i,..., u~. Let/~q be the first configuration after #e(~) that 
concerns no. Since the indices l, + ,,..., l m were dropped from u ° in Transfor- f 
mation 1, visits to nj represented by these components are already con- 
tained in @0 ..... #e(~)> and hence y(l,tq l)=y(12E(i)) because M is fixed- 
value. From this, y(IZq)=Y(PE(i)) by Fact 3.3. It is immediate to see that 
Statement(.) is satisfied by E(i + 1 ) = q. 
(b) q'----qstart and In = stay( [h + 1], ~) .  Since In has no 
assignment-rule it can be successfully applied at #'i. We dis- 
tinguish two further cases: (i)#'i concerns the root of t', and 
(ii) it does not. In both cases E( i+ 1) =E(i). That this is true 
in case (i) is shown by recalling point (b)(i) of Part A and 
using the induction hypothesis. For case (ii) assume that #'g 
concerns node n~; we use an argument similar to that used for 
the preceding point(a). Let I f ]  be the symbol under the top of 
the pushdown in #~; @, and u~ are long-components such that 
h + 1 is in both Seq (w~) and Seq (u~). By induction hypothesis 
Pc(i) is the final configuration of a visit to nj represented by u~ 
and, by the above argument, it is also the initial configuration 
of a visit to nj represented by u]~+l. From this it is easy to 
show that Statement(.) holds also in this case. 
(c) q '=qf  and In=result - is( f  xl,..., Xm)). Assume that #'~ con- 
cerns n~ and that [h] is the top of its pushdown. Since 6'(qend, 
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[h], [Xo, Co])=(qf, result-is(f(x I ..... Xm)), from PartA, 
point (b) it follows that n~ must be the root of t', that h = k(0) 
and, moreover that In is the result-is instruction that M 
applies at a configuration concerning a node labeled by 
[X0, Co] and whose corresponding triple is Final(u°~0)). By 
induction hypothesis, #e~i) is such a configuration. Hence 
E(i) = k-  1 and in the step #~_ 1 ~-#k the function f(xl,..., Xm) 
is evaluated successfully by M. This, by induction hypothesis, 
proves that also /~'iF---#'i+l is successful, that #'i+1 is an 
accepting terminating-stage like #k and that the fourth com- 
ponents of #'i+1 and ~tk are equal, i.e., M'(t')=M(t). Thus, 
Statement(.), point (i) is satisfied for E(i + 1)= E(i)+ 1 = k. 
We show now that the sequence produced by Construction A is finite. 
For doing this it suffices to observe that the only moves of M' in which 
E(i) does not increase are the stay-moves considered under points 1 (b) and 
2(b) of Construction A and that, by Part A, M' cannot apply two such 
stay-moves in a row. From this it follow that for each E(i) in the sequence 
E(i) >1 [_i/2] and hence the sequence can have at most 2k elements. Observe 
that, by point (1) of the Task of Construction A, the last element of the 
sequence is equal to k and hence by Statement(.), point (i), this proves 
that m'(t') = m(t). 
The fact that M' is fixed-value is immediate from the previous part of the 
proof. The fact that M' is one-assignment if M is so, is also obvious: M' 
evaluates less assignment-rules than M. We are left with showing that M' is 
reduced. Consider for this purpose a tree t 'eCDT(G')  and let H '= 
(#~,..., ~t'r) be the successful computation of M' on t'. It is easy to see from 
Part A that for any node n' of t' with label, say, IX, C], the vc-sequence 
C(n') of n' (induced by H') is related to the c-sequence C' obtained from C 
by Transformation 1, as follows: C(n') and C' have the same number of 
components, corresponding components are of the same type (i.e., short, 
short-cut, or long), and corresponding long-components have the same 
Son and Seq values. Thus, since Fact 3.4 is true for C', it is also true for 
C(n'). From this, by Fact 3.2, it follows that H' contains no related visit 
and hence M' is reduced. 
Finally, we observe that the stay-instructions of M' can be easily 
eliminated from it without spoiling its reduced form by using the same 
technique used for showing Fact 1.4. 
For any tree t 'e  CDT(G'), consider the successful computation H' of M' 
on t' and let (p~, #~+ 1) be a stay-visit o some node n' of t' contained in 
H'. The pair of pushdown top symbols of #~ and #'e+ 1 is different from that 
of any other visit to n' contained in H'. Hence, each stay-visit at n' can be 
substituted by an up- followed by a down-instruction (a down- followed by 
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an up-instruction if n' is the root of t') such that the state after the 
execution of the first instruction "remembers" the pair of the pushdown 
symbols of the simulated stay-visit. Clearly in this way we obtain a fv- 
(one-) PRT without stay-instructions and which is still reduced: for each 
node n' of t', the configurations concerning n', introduced in this way in H', 
have unique corresponding triple. | 
4. AG, ELAGS-AG AND ONE-PRT 
In this section we finally begin the comparison of the formal power of 
the considered translation-defining formalisms. We compare the classes of 
one PRT with flags-AG and AG showing that the first two are tree- 
equivalent and that they are string-equivalent to the third one. The main 
idea behind these results is very simple: permanent registers are the same as 
attributes. 
We will first show that for any semantic domain D, T(one-PRT, D)~_ 
T (AG, D). This fact becomes easier to show if we consider a restricted class 
of AG, viz., the simple multi-visit AG (smv-AG), see Definition 1.2. That 
no loss of generality arises from doing this, follows Lemma 2.1 and from 
the result below that can be easily obtained from (Engelfriet and Fil6, 
1982a). 
Result 4.1. For any AG G with underlying CFG Go there is an 
smv-AG G' which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) the underlying CFG G; of G' is an interpretation of Go w.r.t, a 
projection ~ such that the function ~: CDT(G;) ~ CDT(Go) is onto, 
(ii) for any pair of trees t eCDT(Go) and t 'eCDT(G;)  such that 
t=~(t'), m(t, G)=m(t', G'). I 
Before giving the formal proof of the fact that for any smv-AG there is a 
tree-equivalent one-PRT, we want to describe the ideas on which this proof 
is based. For this purpose recall from Definition 1.2 of smv-AG the concept 
of [G, Era, VG]-program for an smv-AG and, in particular, recall the recur- 
sive procedure SMV used in this program. 
That for each smv-AG G a tree-equivalent one-PRT exists is shown by, 
(i) turning a [G, Eta, Va]-program into the recursive finite control of a 
one-PRT with flags-AG and AG showing that the first two are tree- 
equivalent and that they are string-equivalent to the third one. The main 
implemented using the pushdown, obtaining in this way a normal one- 
PRT. Let us explain point(i) a bit more. 
In what follows let G be an smv-AG. The main difference between a 
[G,~zc, VG]-program and a (one-) PRT is that the former, when 
evaluating a semantic rule, may "find" the arguments of this semantic rule 
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in the attributes of several neighbouring nodes, whereas the latter, moving 
from a node n, can evaluate assignment-rules whose arguments are only 
registers of n. The trick for eliminating this difference is to simulate with the 
registers of a node n all the used-attributes of the production applied at n. 
Figure 9 (1) illustrates this technique: the registers of no simulate the used- 
attributes of the production p: Xo -, J(~"" X~(p) applied at no, whereas the 
defined-attributes of p are partly simulated by some of the registers of the 
father of no, viz. the s-attributes of no, and partly by some of the registers 
of each nonterminal son nj of no, je [-1, 7(p)], viz., the/-attributes of nj. A 
PRT, whose registers correspond to the attributes of G as described above, 
simulates the computation of/-attributes and of s-attributes of a node nj of 
t (resp. lines 2 and 4 of the SMV procedure, cf. Definition 1.2) by means of 
(i) 
nl~[ 
IN-ATT(nl) 
IN-ATT(n') 
~, l l . . .  J 
IN-ATT(n 0 ) SYN-ATT(nl)  
n o [ 11 I 
s -a t t r ibutes  IN-ATT(n~(p) )  s -a t t r ibutes  
of  the  sons  o f  n 1 o f  the  sons  o f  
SYN-ATT(n 0 ) 
SYN-ATT(nT(p)) 
nT(p) 
IN-ATT(n 0 ) SYN-ATT(nl) SYN-ATT(n~(p)) 
-01 ]I I "" "l ] 
j[ II I ' ' ' 1  I 
IN -ATT(n j )  s -a t t r ibutes  of  
the  sons  o f  n. 
3 
(3) up-move from nj to no: 
IN-ATT(n 0 ) 
n01 1 . . .  f 
Jj[ I/~1 I...I I 
IN-ATT(n.) s-attr ibutes of 
J 
the sons of n. 
3 
SYN-ATT(nj) 
. • . 
FIG. 9. The simulation of attributes and semantic rules by means of the registers and the 
assignment-rules of a PRT. 
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the evaluation of assignment-rules a sociated with a down-move to nj, and 
with an up-move from nj back to no, respectively (see Fig. 9(2) and (3)). 
LEMMA 4.1. For any semantic domain D, 
T(one-PRT, D)_  T(AG, D). 
Proof We will show that for each D, T(one-PRT, D) _~ T(smv-AG, D); 
that T(one-PRT, D)~_T(AG, D)follows from this by Result4.1 and 
Lemma 2.1. Consider a simple k-visit AG G, k~> 1, and let (i) 7rG be a 
function assigning to each nonterminal X of G an ordered partition 
~tG(X) = (AX,..., Ak(x~) ,x  tc(X) <<, k, of ATT(X, G); and (ii) Vc be a function 
assigning to each production p of G a k-visit-sequence Vc(p)= (vl ..... 
vk(Xo)) for p; such that the [G, ~c, Vc]-program performs complete 
evaluation for G, cf., Definition 1.2. Let us call, for shortness ake, the 
[G, riG, Vc]-program simply Prog 1. The underlying CFG of G is Go. 
In what follows we transform Prog 1 into the recursive finite control of a 
one-PRT M which does not make use of its pushdown; observe that such 
restriction can be easily modelled by allowing only one symbol in the 
pushdown alphabet of M, for instance, the bottom symbol $. The underly- 
ing CFG GM of M is RULE-TREES(G0). Observe that we do not lose 
generality in doing this because one-PRT are closed under one-to-one 
interpretations, cf., Corollary 2.1, and RULE-TREES(Go) is such an inter- 
pretation of Go. The number p of registers that M associates with each 
node of its input trees is equal to # IN-NAMES(G)+ # SYN-NAMES(G) 
* max-rhs(Go). The set X(p) of register-names of M contains the name 
x°(a) for each a~IN-NAMES(G) and the name S(b) for each 
b~ SYN-NAMES(G) and j~ [1, max-rhs(Go)]. The reason for this great 
number of registers is that, as explained before the lemma, the registers of 
each node n of a derivation tree t' of GM must simulate the used-attributes 
of the production of G that labels n. More precisely, ifp: X o --+ X1.." X~(p) is 
the label of n, then each/-attribute (a, 0) ofp is simulated by the register 
x°(a) of n and each s-attribute (b, j ) ,  j~  [1, 7(P)], is simulated by the 
register xJ(b) of n. Observe that, if t is the derivation tree of Go 
corresponding to t' (clearly, there is a bijection between the derivation trees 
of Go and GM), in this way each attribute of t, apart from the s-attributes of 
the root r of t, has been given one corresponding register of t': all the 
attributes of t, apart from the s-attributes of r, are used-attributes of some 
production occurring in t. Note also that for each i~ [1, 7(P)] such that Xi 
is a terminal symbol, each register xi(a) of n has no use, and that, similarly 
useless are the registers xi(a) of n with i~[~(p)+l ,  max-rhs(Go)]. 
According to the correspondence b tween the used-attributes of a produc- 
tion p of G and the register-names in X(p) described above, we transform 
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the semantic rules of RULES(p, G) into corresponding assignment-rules 
for M as follows: let p be, as usual, Xo~XI" 'X~(p)  and let 
/~: (a0, i (0 ) )=f ( (a l ,  i(1)),..., (am, i(m))) be a semantic rule of 
RULES(p, G); for re [-0, max-rhs(Go)], we say that the assignment-rule 
~': xr(a)=f(x~(l)(al) ..... xi('m(am)) corresponds to [~ w.r.t, r. 
For r~[0, max-rhs(G)], j~[-0, y(p)] such that the jth symbol Xj 
at the right-hand side of p is a nonterminal, and i~ I-1, k(Xj)], the set 
Ass(p,j', i, r) is as follows: 
(i) if j=0  then it contains the assignment-rules which correspond 
w.r.t, r to the semantic rules of RULES(p, G) which define the attributes 
(a, 0) of p such that a(Xo) ~ SYN-ATT(Xo) c~ A. x0 (recall that A x0 is the 
ith component of na(Xo)), 
(ii) ifj>~ 1 then Ass(p, j, i, r) contains the assignment-rules which 
correspond w.r.t, r to the semantic rules of RULES(p, G) defining the 
attributes (b , j )  of p with b(Xj) ~ IN-ATT(Xj) n AX:. 
Let us now transform Prog 1 into the recursive finite control of M; the 
obtained program is called Prog-M. Prog-M, together with the 
assumptions (A1)-(A4) used in it, is as follows: 
(A4) 
ponent is 
PRoG-M. (A1) The input tree of the main program is t' ~ CDT(GM) and 
its root is labeled by a production Pz of G habing the initial-symbol Z at the 
left-hand side. 
(A2) The semantic rule in RULES(pz, G) which defines the designated 
attribute ( d, O) of pz is ( d, O) =f( (a l ,  i(1)),..., (at, i(r) ) ). 
(A3) The production po~pl. . .p~(p) of GM is applied at node n o, 
where Po is the production X o ~ X1.. . X~(po ) of G; nl ..... n~(po ) are the sons of 
n o • 
The visit-sequence Va(po) is (v~ ,..., Vk(Xo)) and its cth com- 
. 
. 
3. 
4. 
( ( J l ,  ll) ..... ( Jm,  Ira)), ce  [1, k(Xo)]. 
proe PRT(no, c); node no; visit-number c; 
begin {(A3) and (A4) are used in this procedure} 
for i := to m flo 
begin 
down(ji, $, Ass(po,ji, li, 0)); 
PRT(nji, lg); 
up(Ass(pj~, 0, Ig,jz)) 
end 
end 
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{Main program: (A1) and (A2) are used in it} 
begin 
for c := 1 to k(Z) do PRT(root of t', c); 
result-is(f(xi(~l(al ),..., Xi(r)(ar))) 
end 
The fact that Progl and M translate corresponding complete derivation 
trees of Go and GM into the same value should be immediate by the 
similarity between Progl and Prog-M and, therefore, we omit the proof. 
For showing that M is a one-PRT it suffices to observe that, for any two 
corresponding trees in CDT(Go) and CDT(GM), Progl defines each 
attribute of t exactly once and each register of t' corresponds at most to 
one attribute of t. 
For completing the proof it suffices to show that the recursion of Prog- 
M can be implemented on the pushdown of M. Since the read-head of M 
moves according to the recursion of Prog-M this is a standard exercise 
and, therefore, we give only the following hint. The state plays the role of 
the variable i of the for-loop of line 1 of the procedure PRT. The pushdown 
symbol corresponding to a node n contains; (i) the visit-number of the visit 
to n which is executed, (ii) the value of brother # (n), and (iii) the number 
of the state with which to return to the father of n. Information (i) is used 
for executing the desired visit to n, information (ii) for assigning the values 
computed in this visit to the correct registers of the father of n (notice that 
these are the values of the s-attributes of n computed by Prog 1 in the 
corresponding visit to n) and information (iii) is used for moving back to 
the father of n with the correct state for restarting there the computation 
that had been interrupted for visiting n. 
Since the underlying CFG GM of M is a one-to-one interpretation of G 0, 
and, by Corollary 2.1, the class of one-PRT is closed under such inter- 
pretations, the above result shows that there is an M' in one-PRT which is 
tree-equivalent to G. l 
COROLLARY 4.1. For any semantic domain D, T(one-PRT, D)_~ T(flags- 
AG, D). 
Proof. This result follows from Lemma 4.1, from the fact that, by 
Theorem 2.1, each flags-AG is tree-equivalent to a one-to-one inter- 
pretation composed with an AG, and from the closure of the class of tree- 
translations defined by one-PRT under one-to-one interpretation, cf., 
Corollary 2.1. l 
Let us now turn to the proof of the fact that for every semantic domain 
D, T(flags-AG, D) ~ T(one-PRT, D). Since AG have no attributes 
associated to the terminal symbols, it is convenient, for showing this result, 
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to consider one-PRT which do not use the registers of the leaves of their 
input trees. That such restriction can be assumed is shown in the following 
Fact 4.1. 
FACT 4.1. For any one-PRT M with underlying CFG G M there is effec- 
tively another one-PRT M' as follows: (i) the underlying CFG G'M of M' is 
RULE-TREES(GM) and hence is a one-to-one interpretation Of GM; (ii ) for 
corresponding complete derivation trees t and t', M(t )= M'(t'); (i i i)for any 
tree t' E CDT(G~t) no visit to a leaf of t' is contained in any computation of 
m' on t'. 
Proof We only give a sketch of the construction. The idea is as follows: 
consider a node n with a son n~ which is a leaf, a visit to n~ is simulated by 
an up-move to the father of n in which the assignment-rules associated with 
the down-move from n to ni are evaluated, followed by a down-move back 
to n in which the assignment-rules of the up-move from n~ to n are 
simulated (if n is the root of the input tree then a visit to n~ is simulated by 
a (short-) visit to a nonterminal son). It is easy to see that for performing 
such similation M' needs to be as follows: 
(1) at each node n M' needs to know which of the sons of n are 
leaves and, in this case, it needs to know their labels; clearly, this is 
obtained by having G~u = RULE-TREES(GM), 
(2) in order to be one-assignment, M' needs to have 
(max-rhS(GM) 2 + 1) • O registers, where p is the number of registers of M: 
each node n needs a block of p registers at the father for each of its ter- 
minal sons. ] 
Let us introduce some new terminology that will be useful in the follow- 
ing lemma. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let M be a one-PRT, t be a tree in good-CDT(G,)  
and n a node of t whose vc-sequence is C= [u~,..., uk]. For ie [1, k], 
(1) New-A(/, C )= Y(Init ial(ui))-Registers(i-  1, C), 
(2) From-A(/, C )= U {New-A(r, C)I re  [1, i]}, 
(3) New-B(/, C )= Y(Final(u~))- Y(Initial(u~)), 
(4) F rom-B( / , c )=u {New-B(r ,C)bre[1,  i]}. | 
Note that "A" and "B" in the name of the sets defined above stand 
for "Above" and "Below," respectively. It is easy to see, in fact, that if 
New-A(/, C) is nonempty, then the registers of n that are in this set are 
defined (during the computation of M on t) when n is entered from above 
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and, similarly, those in New-B(/, C) are defined when n is entered from 
below. The following facts are easy to see. 
FACT 4.2. Let M be a one-PRT, t be a tree in good-CDT(G~t) and 
(no,..., n~(p)) an occurrence of production p in t; let us denote with 
Cj = [u{,..., uk(j~ ~ ], k(j)>~O, the vc-sequence ofnjforje[O,~,(p)]. 
(a) For any i f  [1, k(0)], From-A(/, C0)c~From-B(i, Co)=~ and 
From-A(L Co) w From-B(/, Co) = Registers(i, Co). 
(b) If u °, ie [1 ,  k(0)], is a long-component, say u°=Zl 
(j, (ll,..., l ,,)) Z2 then New-A(/1, Cj) = LHS(Start(i, Co)), and New- 
B(i, C0)= LHS(End(/m, Cs)). | 
The similarity between AG and one-PRT is already apparent. Observe, 
in particular, that the fact that in a one-PRT registers are defined either 
from above or from below matches the distinction between i- and s- 
attributes of an AG, respectively. However, there is a difference between 
one-PRT and AG and this difference lies in the way registers/attributes can 
be used as arguments in the assignment-/semantic rules: in a one-PRT 
registers can be used in an unrestricted way, whereas in an AG this is not 
the case, cf., Definition l.l(7ii). The solution for this is to consider W-AG, 
i.e., AG in which point (7ii) of Definition 1.1 is not enforced, cf., Section l; 
as shown in Fact 1.1, this can be done since W-AG and AG are tree- 
equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.2. For every semantic domain D, T(flags-AG, D)~_T(one- 
PRT, D). 
Proof. Proving this lemma is easier if we use some of the results that 
have been shown before. Let us say, for shortness ake, that a one-PRT 
which does not use the registers of the leaves of its input trees is of type-a. 
By Theorem 3.1, Fact 4.1, and the fact that 1-INT is closed under com- 
position, it follows that for each one-PRTM there is an interpretation 
T 1 ~ 1-INT and a one-PRT M1 of type-a such that T(M) = Tl o T(MI). Let 
us call this fact FACT A. Using FACT A, for proving the lemma, it suffices 
to show the following FACT B: for any one-PRT M1 of type-a there is a 
T2~I-INT and an AGG such that T(Mi)=T2oT(G ). In fact, from 
FACTS A and B and the closure of 1-INT under composition, it follows 
that for any one-PRTM there is a TE I-INT and an AG G such that 
T(M) = To T(G) and this, by Theorem 2.1, shows the 1emma. 
Let us then show FACT B: given a one-PRT M of type-a, we find a 
T~ 1-INT and an AG G such that T(M) = To T(G). If the underlying CFG 
of M is GM, then T= T(G~t, G', ~), where G' is obtained from G~u as 
explained in Lemma 3.1. As stated before the lemma, we will construct a 
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W-AG G instead of a "normal" AG because in this way the relation with M 
is more direct. 
DESCRIPTION OF G. (1) The semantic domain of G is the same as that of 
M and its underlying CFG is G' as defined above. 
(2) The set ATT-NAMES(G) consists of an i- and an s-attribute 
name i x and Sx, respectively, for each register-name x ~ X(p) of M, and of 
the designated s-attribute name d. 
(3) For each nonterminal [X, C] of G, where C has k com- 
ponents, ATT-NAMES([X, C],G) = {ix]xeFrom-A(k, C)} w {sx[xs 
From-B(k, C)}. In case IX, C] is an initial-symbol of G, it also has the 
designated attribute name d. 
(4) The semantic rules of the productions of G are as follows. Let 
p: [X0, Co] -~ [Xa, Ca]"" [X~(p), C~(p)] be a production of G, we denote, 
as usual, Cj= [u~,..., uk(jl ] ,  k(j)>~O, for je [0, 7(P)]. The set RULES(p, G) 
is defined as follows: 
(i) for each long-component u°i=Za(j, (11 ..... lm) )Z  2 of Co, 
is [1, k(0)], and each assignment-rule Xo :=f(xa,..., xr) of 
Start(i, Co), RULES(p, G) contains the semantic rule 
(ixo,J) =f((a(xl) ,  0),..., (a(xr), 0)), where, for each 
ls [1, r], a(xt) = ix~ if xt~ From-A(k(0), Co), and, otherwise, 
i.e., if xtsFrom-B(k(O),Co) a(xl)=Sx: note that in this 
semantic rule we use the assumption that M is of type-a: 
[X s, Cs] is a nonterminal symbol ofp and thus, (ixo,j) is an 
attribute of p, 
(ii) for each j s  [1, 7(p)l, I~ [1, k(j)] and assignment-rule 
X 0 :=f (xa , . . . ,X r )  in End(/, C:), RULES(p, G) contains the 
semantic rule (sx0, 0) =f (  (a(x a), J),..., (a(xr), j)),  where, for 
gE [1, r], a(Xg)= ix~ if xge From-A(k(j), C:) and, otherwise, 
i.e., if Xg ~ From-B(k(j), Cs), a(Xg) = Sxr 
(iii) in case [Xo, Co] is an initial-symbol of G, RULES(p, G) 
has an additional semantic rule defining (d, 0)  as follows: 
let Final(u°(o)) = (q, $, Y) and 6(q, $, Xo) = (qf, result- 
is(f (xl,..., xr))), cf., the Structure-property4; RULES(p, G) 
contains (d, 0) =f((Sx~, 0),..., (Sx,, 0)). 
From Lemma 3.1 we know that good-CDT(GM)= {tl3t' eCDT(G')s.t. 
t=rt(t')}. Proving that for each pair of trees t egood-CDT(GM) and 
t'eCDT(G') such that t=1t(t'), M(t)=m(t', G), is now an easy matter. 
From the description of G and Lemma 3.1, it is immediate to see, in fact, 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the registers of t, that 
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are defined during the complete computation of M on t, and the attributes 
of t'. Moreover, the same assignment-/semantic rules define corresponding 
registers/attributes: M is one-assignment. Also from the fact that M is one- 
assignment i follows that dtg(t', G) is acyclic and hence all its attributes 
can be computed. From this and point 4(iii) of the description of G it 
follows that M(t)= m(t', G). | 
Lemma 4.2 together with Corollary 4.1 shows the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any semantic domain D, 
T(one-PRT, D) = T(flags-AG, D). | 
From this theorem and Corollary 2.3 the following result is immediate. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For any semantic domain D, 
S(one-PRT, D) = S(flags-AG, D) = S(AG, D). | 
5. Fv-TRT, Fv-PRT, ONE-PRT 
In this section we compare the classes of fv-TRT and of fv- and one-PRT 
concluding in this way the study of the formal power of the translation- 
defining models that are considered in this paper. The following result will 
be shown in this section. 
THEOREM 5.1. For any semantic domain D, 
T(fv-TRT, D)= T(fv-PRT, D)= T(one-PRT, D). | 
The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of this theorem 
and is organized as follows. By Fact 1.3, for any semantic domain D, 
T(fv-TRT, D) _~ T(fv-PRT, D) and, therefore, for showing Theorem 5.1, 
it suffices to show that for any semantic domain D, (i) T(fv-PRT, D)~ 
T(one-PRT, D), and (ii) T(one-PRT, D) _~ T(fv-TRT, D). 
The intuition behind these two results is that given in Example 1.2 and in 
the observation after that example and is shortly as follows: eliminating 
register edefinitions from the computations of a fv-PRT, an "equivalent" 
one-PRT is obtained and, vice versa, from a one-PRT an "equivalent" fv- 
TRT is obtained by adding to it the recomputations of the register values 
that are lost because of the fact that in TRT registers are temporary. Result 
(i) is shown in the following Lemma 5.1. 
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LEMMA 5.1. For any semantic domain D, T(fv-PRT, D)~_T(one- 
PRT, D). 
Proof By Theorem 3.1, for any fv-PRT M there is a T~ ~ 1-INT and a 
reduced fv-PRT M~, on the same semantic domain as M, such that 
T(M) = T1 o T(M~). Therefore, since, by Corollary 2.1 T(one-PRT, D)~ l- 
INT o T(one-PRT, D) for any semantic domain D, for showing this lemma 
it is sufficient o show that for any reduced fv-PRT M, there is a Te  1-INT 
and a one-PRT M', over the same semantic domain as M, such that 
T(M) = To T(M'). 
Since the construction of M' from M is easy to understand intuitively, 
whereas its precise description is quite complicated, we will describe it only 
on the intuitive level, leaving the details to the interested readers. 
M is a reduced fv-PRT and hence, for any tree t ~ good-CDT(GM), the 
successful computation H of M on t is such that for each node n of t all the 
visits to n contained in H are unrelated. Because of this fact, M' can be 
constructed in such a way that it simulates the computation of M on any 
t ~ good-CDT(GM) step-by-step, i.e., without skipping any part of the com- 
putation of M on t, simply eliminating from each step the evaluation of 
those assignment-rules that define registers which are already defined. 
For performing such simulation M' needs to be given as input the trees 
of good-CDT(GM) relabeled in such a way that the label of each node n 
contains the vc-sequence of n, that of the father of n and those of the sons, 
and, finally, the value of brother # (n). 
It is not difficult to see that a construction very close to that of 
Lemma 3.1 can be used for obtaining a one-to-one interpretation G~ of 
G M satisfying the above description and such that good-CDT(GM)= 
{tl3t' E CDT(G;u) such that t = ~t(t')}. 
Let us now explain how M' uses the information embedded in the nodes 
of a tree t 'eCDT(G;u) for the simulation of the computation of M on 
t=~(t'). 
Let H= (#0,..., #k) be the successful computation of M on t. We want 
that M' on t' simulates the computation H of M on t step-by-step in 
the following sense: for any configuration #i of H, M' reaches, in its 
(successful) computation on t', a corresponding configuration #'i such 
that: (1) if #i concerns a node n of t then #'~ concerns the corresponding 
node of t'; (2) for any corresponding nodes m and m' of t and t' and 
x ~ X(p), yi(x, m)= y'i(x, m'), where y~ and Y'i are the value-functions of #~ 
and #'i; (3) in #'~ M' "knows" (in its finite control) the component of the 
vc-sequence of n that represents the visit to n to which #i belongs and, 
moreover, it "knows" whether #i is the initial or the final configuration of 
this visit. 
Consider an occurrence (no ..... ny(p))  of a production p in t and let 
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no,... , '  r/y(p)' be the corresponding nodes of t'; with Cj= [u{,..., uk(j)], j 
k(j) >>.0, we denote the vc-sequence of nj, j~ [0, 7(P)]. 
For i~[1,  k(0)] assume that u°=Zl ( j , ( l l  ..... lm))Z2 and let 
o /zr, r ~ [0, k] be the initial configuration of the visit to n represented by u i 
and which is contained in H (exactly one such visit is in H since M is 
reduced). 
The move yr ~--#,.+1 of M is a down-move from no to nj in which the 
assignment-rules in Start (i, Co) are evaluated. Assume that M' on t' has 
simulated step-by-step the computation of M on t up to/z r and is therefore 
in the corresponding configuration #', M' "consults" the information 
stored in n~ and in its finite control: from Co and i it "sees" that it must 
move down to nj and from Cj and ll it computes the subset R of 
Start(i, Co) of the assignment-rules that must be evaluated in this down- 
move, i.e., R contains the assignment-rules of Start(i, Co) whose left-hand 
sides are not in Registers(/~- 1, Cj) Accordingly, the next move /~'r ~---/~'~+~ 
is a down-move to nj in which the assignment-rules in R are evaluated. 
Note that Y'~+I corresponds to Yr+~ in the sense described above. In par- 
ticular, condition (2) follows from the fact that M is fixed-value: since the 
assignment-rules in Start(i, Co) -  R define registers of nj and n) that are 
already defined in Yr and p'~, the fact that in #'~--#'r+~M' does not 
evaluate them, whereas M does in /~r ~--/~r+~, does not create a difference 
between the value-functions of Y'r+l and Yr+ 1" 
Consider now the final configuration/z s of the visit to n i represented by 
u]m and contained in H; Ps ~-- #s + 1 is an up-move from nj to no in which the 
assignment-rules in End(/,~, Cj) are evaluated. Again, assume that M' has 
simulated the computation of M on t up to configuration Ps and is 
therefore in the corresponding configuration #'~. M' will do the following: it 
"looks" in Co (which is stored in nj) for a component u °, le [1, k(0)] such 
that Son(u °) = j  and such that the last element of Seq(u °) is I m ; since M is 
reduced, at most one such l exists. Since we have assumed that u ° is such a 
component of Co, M' will find it and hence it will move up in the next step, 
evaluating the set R' _ End(/,., Cj) of assignment-rules, where R' contains 
the assignment-rules whose left-hand sides are not in Registers(i- 1, Co) u 
Y(Initial(u°)). Clearly #'~+1 corresponds to #~+~ in the sense explained 
above. 
From the above description it is easy to see that M' is one-assignment 
and that M(t)= M'(t'). | 
We want now to conclude the proof of Theorem 5.1 showing that fv- 
TRT are no less powerful than one-PRT. For doing this we introduce 
(once more) some new concepts. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Consider a one-PRT M, a tree t E good-CDT(GM) and 
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a node n of t whose vc-sequence is C-- [ul,..., Uk] and which has s >~ 1 sons. 
For ie [1, k] and je  [-1, s], D-rules(i, C,j) = U {Start(r, C)] re [1, i] such 
that ur is a long-component of C and Son(ur)=j}. 
Note that, since M is one-assignment, for each je  [1, s], the sets 
LHS(Start(r, C)) for re [1 ,  k] such that ur is a long-component and 
Son(ur) =j, are mutually disjoint and hence no two assignment-rules in D- 
rules(k, C,j) have the same left-hand side. It is also easy to see that the 
following fact holds in the case that M is reduced. 
FACT 5.1. Let M be a reduced one-PRT, t a tree in good-CDT(GM) and 
(no,..., ny~p)) be an occurrence of a production p in t; let Cs= [u{ ..... u~(s~], 
k(j) >~ O, be the vc-sequence of nj for j ~ [0, y(p)]. 
o is a long-component of Co such that Son(u °) = j  I f  for iE [1, k(0)] u i 
and Seq(u °)= (ll,..., lm), then From-A(ll, Cj)= LHS(D-rules(i, Co,j)) 
and, since for r~[l>lm] New-A(r, C j )=~,  also From-A(ll, Cj)= 
From-A(r, Cs). | 
LEMMA 5.2. For any semantic domain D, T(one-PRT, D ) ~_ T(fv- 
TRT, D). 
Proof Similarly to what was done in Lemma5.1, we exploit 
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2.1 for simplifying the proof of this lemma. 
Those results imply, in fact, that this lemma follows from the proof of this 
Fact A: for any reduced one-PRT M there is a translation T~ 1-INT and a 
fv-TRT M' on the same semantic domain as M such that T(M)= 
To T(M'). 
Fact A is shown as follows. First of all, if GM is the underlying CFG of 
M, the translation Te 1-INT is T(GM, G', ~), where G' is obtained from 
GM as described in Lemma 3.1. Second, M' is constructed from M by, (i) 
constructing an fv-TRT M1 which has a recursive finite control, which does 
not use its pushdown, and is such that T(M) = To T(MI), and (ii) arguing 
that the recursion of M1 can be implemented on the pushdown obtaining 
in this way the desired fv-TRT M'. 
Observe the similarity between this technique and that used in the proof 
of Lemma 4.1; as in that proof, also here we will model the fact that M1 
does not use its pushdown by letting its pushdown alphabet consist of the 
only symbol $. 
M~ is as follows. As stated before, the underlying CFG of M~ is the one- 
to-one interpretation G' of GM obtained as described in Lemma 3.1. M1 
associates to the nodes of its input trees the same number p of registers as 
M and uses the same set of register-names X(p). Moreover, M1 has the 
same semantic domain D = (~2, ~) as M. The recursive finite control of M~, 
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that we call Prog-M1, is given in what follows together with the 
assumptions (l) and (2) made in it: 
(1) the input tree is t '~CDT(G')  whose root is labeled by [Z, C], 
where C = [u 1,..., u~] and, if Final(uk) = (q, $, Y), then M has the move 
6(q, $, Z )= (qf, result-is(f (xl,..., xs))), cf. the Structure-property 4, 
(2) the recursive procedure TRT used in Prog-Ml is described for an 
occurrence (n~ ..... n '7(p))  in t' of a production p': [Xo, Co] ~ [X1, C1]""  
[X~(p), C~(p)], where Cj = [u{,..., J u~(j)], k(j)>~O, for each j~  [0, 7(P)]; the 
component-number c is also assumed to be in [1, k(0)]: 
proc TRT(n~, c); node n~); component-number c; 
begin 
1. r:= I; 
2. while r~<cdo 
0 is a short-component 3. if u r 
4. then r:= r + 1 
else {let j=  Son(u °) and (ll ..... l,,,~ = Seq(u°)} 
begin 
5. down(j, $, D-rules(r, Co,j)); 
6. TRT(n~, lm); 
7. up(End(/m, Ci)); 
8. r :=r+ 1 
end 
end 
{ Main program }
begin 
TRT(root of t', k); 
result-is(f (xl ..... Xs)) 
end 
From Lemma 3.1 we know that G' is a one-to-one interpretation of GM, 
such that good-CDT(GM) = {t l3t '~ CDT(G') such that t = 7r(t')}. Hence, 
for showing that T(M) = To T(MI)  we need to prove that for each pair of 
trees t and t' of good-CDT(GM) and CDT(G'), respectively, and such that 
t = n(t'), M(t)  = Ml(t ') .  For this purpose we consider computations of M 
and M1 on corresponding derivation trees (i.e., not necessarily complete) 
and show that they are related as specified in the following statement. 
STATEMENT I. Let t and t' be derivation trees of G M and G', respectively, 
such that t = ~z(t'). Assume for them the following notation: 
(1) no and n'o are the roots o f t  and t', respectively, 
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(2) production p : Xo -~ XI"" XT(p) & applied at no and production 
p': [Xo, Co] --* IX1, C1]" '  [X~(p), C~(p)] is applied at nO, where 
Cj = [u~,..., u~(j)], k(j) >>. O, for each j ~ [0, 7(p)], 
! ! (3) nl ..... n~(p) are the sons of no and n'l,..., n~(p) those of no, 
(4) V is any total function of type: X(p)~ Y2 and YI is the undefined 
function of type: {registers of t} ~ f2, 
(5) for i~ [2, k(0)+ 1] Yi is the value-function after the first i -  1 sub- 
computations of the computation KOMP = CO[t,  Initial(Co), V, Yl]. Con- 
sider the following program, called Prog(n0, c), where c ~ [ 1, k(0)]: 
begin 
1. assign V(x) to each register x of n0 such that x ~ F'rom-A(c, Co); 
2. TRY(n0, c) 
end 
For any ce [1, k(0)] the computation of Prog(n0, c) is successful in the 
sense that it terminates normally and with the read-head at n; and, 
moreover, when it terminates, each register x of n0 such that 
x sRegisters(c, Co) has value yc+l(X, no) and no other register of n; is 
defined. 
Statement 1 is shown by induction on the height of corresponding 
derivation trees of G' and GM. 
Base. Consider a derivation tree t' of G' that consists of only one leaf, 
say, labeled by l-a, C]. From the construction of G', see the proof of 
Lemma 3.1, C satisfies the Structure-properties w.r.t, a which is a terminal 
symbol of GM and hence it consists of short-components only (cf., the 
Structure-property 4). This implies that, if k is the number of components 
of C, From-B(k, C)= ~ and From-A(k, C)= Registers(k, C) (intuitively: 
all registers of a leaf are defined "from above"). From this, Statement 1
follows immediately for every c s [1, k]. 
Induction step. Consider two derivation trees t and t' of GM and G', 
respectively, as in Statement 1. Assuming that for j e [ 1, 7(P)] Statement 1
holds for each subtree t(n~) of t', we will show that it does also for t'. A 
second induction on the value of c e [-1, k(0)] is needed for doing this; this 
induction will be called the 2nd-induction, whereas the previous one, of 
which this is the step, is called the 1st-induction. 
Assume then that for c~ [1, k(0)] Statement 1 holds for Prog(n;, 1) ..... 
Prog(n0, c -1 ) ,  we want to show that it also does for Prog(n0, c). The 
execution of Prog(n0, c) consists in the assignment of values to the registers 
of n0 of line 1, cf., Statement 1, and in the call "TRT(n0, c)" of line 2. This 
call, cf., Prog-M1, consists of c executions of the while-loop of the 
procedure TRT. The first c -1  executions of this loop are clearly 
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equivalent o the execution of the call "TRT(n~, c -  1)" and thus, by the 
2nd-induction hypothesis, Statement 1 holds after these c -  1 loops and, in 
particular, the read-head is at n~ and for each x ~ Registers(c- 1, Co) the 
value of register x of n~ is yc(x, no). 
Let us consider the cth execution of the while-loop. There are two cases: 
either u ° is a short-component and then Statement 1 holds by the above 
, o is a long-component of Co, say, fact and line 1 of Prog(no, c), or u C 
uc=Zl( j , ( l l  ..... lm))Z2. In the latter case lines4, 5, and 6 of the 
procedure TRT with r = c are executed. These commands are as follows: 
Line 4: down(j, $, D-rules(c, Co,j)); 
Line 5: TRT(n~., l,~); 
Line 6: up(End(/m, Cj)); 
Each command is considered separately in what follows. 
Point l. down(j,$,D-rules(c, Co,j)). We want to show that each 
register x of n~ such that x e LHS(D-rules(c, Co,j)) (= From-A(/1, Cj), by 
Fact5.1) is given, by the evaluation of D-rules(c, Co,j), the value 
Yc+ l(x, nj). This is shown in the following four points. 
(a) RHS(D-rules(c, Co,j))~-Registers(c- 1, Co)w Y(Z1) by the 
Consistency-property 3(a). 
(b) By the 2rid-induction hypothesis each register x of n~ such that 
x~ Registers(c-1, Co) has value yc(x, no) which is equal to y,.+l(x, no) 
since M is one-assignment. 
(c) By line 1 of Prog(n;,c) each register x of n; such that x~ 
New-A(c, Co)= Y(Zl)-Registers(c- 1,Co) has value V(x) which is also the 
value of register x of no in the It, Z1, V, yc]-configuration and, since M is 
one-assignment, also the value of Yc+ ~(x, no), i.e., the value of this register 
at the end of the cth subcomputation of KOMP. 
(d) Definition 5.1 of D-rules(e, Co,j) together with (a)-(c) above, 
shows what we want. 
Point 2. TRT(n}, lm). We want to show that the execution of this com- 
mand is such that, when it terminates, every register x of n} such that 
x eRegisters(lm, Cj) has value yc+~(nj, x). Let V' be the total function 
of type :X(p)~2,  such that, for each xEFrom-A(l,~,Cj), V'(x)= 
yc+ ~(x, nj) and for any other register-name x, V'(x) is any value in f2. 
From Point 1 above it follows that the execution of down(j, $, D-rules 
(c, Co,j)) followed by the call "TRY(n), lm)" is the same as the execution of 
Prog(n}, lm) which in its line 1 uses V' for initializing the registers of n~.. 
Thus, by the l st-induction hypothesis, the execution of "TRT(n), lm)" is 
successful, ends with the read-head at n) and is such that each register x of 
n~ such that x e Registers(1,, Cj) has the same value as after the first l,, sub- 
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computations of CO[t(n}), Initial(C1), V',yl] and this value is equal to 
yc+~(x, nj) by the way V' is defined and the fact that M is reduced: the first 
c subcomputations of KOMP contain l,~ visits to nj such that, for 
re [1, lm], the rth of them is related to the rth subcomputation of 
CO[t(nj), Initial(Cj), V', Yl]. 
Point 3. up(End(/re, Cj)). It is easy to see that Statement 1 holds after the 
execution of this command. Since RHS(End(/m, Cj))c_Registers(lm, C~), 
by Point 2, each registerx of n; such that xeNew-B(c,  C0)= 
LHS(End(/~, Cj)) is given value yc+l(X, no). Since in Point 1 we have 
shown that every register x of n; such that x ~ Registers(c- 1, Co)w Y(ZI) 
has value y~+ l(x, no), Statement I holds at the end of Prog(n;, c). 
Thus, Statement 1 holds for every derivation t' of G'. Consider now 
a tree t 'eCDT(G' )  and let t=~z(t'); assume for t and t' the termi- 
nology of Statement 1. By the Structure-property 4, Co is such that 
From-A(k(0), Co) = ~.  Thus, line 1 of Prog(n;, k(0)) is useless in this case 
which means that Prog(n;, k(0)) is the same as the first line of the main 
program of Prog-M~. 
By Statement 1, when the execution of Prog(n;, k(0)) is over, each 
register x of n; such that x e Registers(k(0), Co) has value Yk(0)+ l(X, no). 
Since the final configuration of the last subcomputation of 
CO[t, Initial(Co), V, y~] has corresponding triple equal to Final(u°(o)), cf., 
the proof of Lemma 3.1, by the way the result-is instruction of line 2 of 
Prog-M~ is constructed from that of M, it follows that M(t)=M~(t'). 
From the relation between G' and GM this implies that T(M)= To T(M~). 
We want now to show that M~ is fixed-value. This becomes easy observ- 
ing that the procedure TRT is such that it satisfies a property very close to 
the fixed-value property: if in the computation of the procedure TRT on 
some derivation tree t' of G' a register of a node of t' is defined more than 
once, then each time the same assignment-rule is used for defining it (in the 
strong sense that its value is computed by evaluating the same function 
with as arguments the values of the same registers of t'). That this is 
true is easy to understand observing the TRT procedure of Prog-M1 that 
is given above for an occurrence (n'o,...,n'~,(p~) of the production 
P': IX0, Co] ~ IX1, C1]""  [X~tp), C~(p)] in some derivation tree of G': 
each register x of a node n~, j s  [1, 7(p)] such that xeFrom-A(k(j), Cj) 
will be always defined by the (unique, since M is one-assignment) 
assignment-rule in D-rules(k(0), Co, j) having x at the left-hand side, and, 
similarly, each register x of n; such that x e From-B(k(0), Co) is always 
defined by the (unique, since M is one-assignment) assignment-rule in the 
set U {End(r, Cj)[ j e  [1, 7(P)] and re [1, k( j )]} having x at the left-hand 
side. From Fact 4.2(a) this implies that the above property of the corn- 
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putations of the procedure TRT holds. From this fact we show that M1 is 
fixed-value as follows. Let t' be any derivation tree of G' and assume for it 
the terminology of Statement 1. Consider the computation of Prog(n~), c) 
for any ce [1, k(0)]. By induction on the length of the computation we 
show that each register of t' is given at most one value. For zero steps this 
is obvious. If after i - l  steps this is the case and in the ith step some 
register is defined that had already been defined before, the same 
assignment-rule is used to define it and therefore, by induction hypothesis, 
its arguments are also the same as before and hence the same value is 
reassigned to the register. We are left with the task of showing that the 
recursion of Prog-M1 can be implemented on a pushdown synchronized 
with the read-head, obtaining in this way from M1 the desired "normal" 
fv-TRT M'. Since this is a usual exercise, we only give the following hint 
about it. M' has q~ ..... qma×+~ states, where max is the maximum number of 
components in the c-sequences contained in the symbols of G'. The 
pushdown alphabet of M' consists of pairs of integers [i, k] with both i 
and k in [1, max]. The actions of M' corresponding to the execution of the 
commands of lines 4 and 6 of the procedure TRT of Prog-M1 are explained 
intuitively as follows. M' moves down to n} in state q~, evaluating the 
assignment-rules in D-rules(r, Co,j) and pushing on top of the pushdown 
the symbol Jr, lm]  , where r and l m have the same meaning as in the TRT 
procedure. The state q~ and the l m at the top of the pushdown mean that Im 
visits to n~. must be performed, represented by u{,..., u{~ respectively. After 
these visits the state will be qtm+~ and then M' moves up in state qr+~ 
evaluating the assignment-rules in End(/m, Ci)- | 
Lemma 5.2 concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1. From Theorem 5.1, 
Theorem 4.1, and Corollary 4.2 we can now state the relationship among 
all the formalisms considered in this paper. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let W= {one-PRT, fv-PRT, fv-TRT, flags-AG}. For any 
semantic domain D and any two elements X 1 and )(2 of W, T(X1, D)= 
T(X2, D); moreover, for each Xe W, S(X, D) = S(AG, D). | 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have introduced two types of automata for modeling the 
attribute-evaluation of AG. These automata re shown to define the same 
string-translations as AG, whereas their class of tree-translations seems to 
be larger than that of AG due to the ability of a machine to inspect an 
input tree before processing it. A similar ability is given also to AG adding 
flags to them; this extended model is shown to be indeed as powerful as the 
machines. Some points still need to be investigated. First of all it would be 
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interesting to settle the question of whether flags-AG (and thus also the 
classes of machines defined in this paper) are more powerful w.r.t, tree- 
translations than "normal" AG. It would also be interesting to know 
whether the somehow surprising result that fv-TRT can simulate one-PRT, 
cf. Lemma 5.2, can be extended to TRT and PRT. We conjecture that this 
is not the case because of the following intuition: a PRT can be defined 
such that there is no bound on the number of recomputations ecessary for 
simulating it with the same technique as that of the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
Further study will be devoted to the investigation ofthe relation between 
NTRT (with trees as register values and tree substitution as only 
operation) and a tree-transducer model called macro tree transducer 
(Engelfriet, 1980; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1985). The tree equivalence 
between TRT (on trees) and deterministic macro tree transducers has been 
already stated in (Engelfriet, 1981-1982). It would also be interesting to 
compare TRT and PRT (on any domain) to iterative AG, an extension of 
AG introduced in (Ganzinger, Giegerich, Moncke, and Wilhelm, 1982) for, 
e.g., data flow analysis. 
Further work will also be devoted to the study of automata models inter- 
mediate between one-PRT and fv-TRT, i.e., automata having both per- 
manent and temporary registers. Let us call such automata IA for inter- 
mediate automata. As mentioned in the Introduction, such IA could be 
useful in formalizing techniques for improving the space efficiency of 
attribute evaluation presented, for instance, in (Jazayeri and 
Pozefsky, 1981; Raiha, 1979), for pass-oriented evaluation. For instance, 
one could study for any one-PRT the construction of an IA with the 
minimal number of permanent registers and with any number of temporary 
registers and which does not need any recomputation, or which needs at 
most k recomputations of a value, for some k >~ 1. One could also give to 
an IA global registers, i.e., permanent registers which are always available 
for use and definition. Such registers correspond to the technique of "global 
attributes" studied in (Ganzinger, 1979; Raiha, 1979) and which is used for 
avoiding to make many copies of a (big) attribute value which is just 
"passed" to several attributes. The technique consists in having just one 
copy of the value pointed at by the attributes that share that value. In 
(Ganzinger, 1979) the concept of storage function for an AG G is defined as 
a function assigning to some attribute name of G a location in which the 
values of all occurrences of that attribute are stored during attribute 
evaluation. Ganzinger shows that deciding whether a storage function is 
"sound" is exponentially hard and also that, even considering a strongly 
restricted class of storage functions, finding "good" ones is NP hard. 
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